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FOREWOflD

The history of philosophy is much more part of

philosophy itself than the history of science is part of

science, for it is not impossible to become a competent

scientist without knowing much about the histoty of

science, but no man can carry very far his own philo-

sophical reflections imless he first studies the history of

philosophy. In point of fact, the First Book of

Aristotle’s Metaphysics is also the first known History

of Greek Philosophy, and it remains a perfect example

of how such a history should be written. For indeed

it is a philosophical history of philosophy, whereas

too many modem histories of philosophy are written

in an unphilosophical way. Unless it may be shown

as exhibiting some intrinsic intelligibility the endless

chain of mutually destructive systems that runs from

Thales to Karl Marx is less suggestive of hope than

of discouragement.

It is the proper aim and scope of the present book

to show that the history of philosophy makes philo-

sophical sense, and to define its meaning in regard to

the nature of philosophical knowledge itself. For that

reason, the various doctrines, as well as the definite

parts of those doctrines, which have been taken into

accoimt in this volume, should not be considered as

arbitrarily selected fragments from some abridged
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description of mediaeval and modern philosophy, but

as a series of concrete philosophical experiments

especially chosen for their dogmatic significance.

Each of them represents a definite attempt to deal with

philosophical knowledge according to a certain method,

and all ofthem, taken together, make up a philosophical

experience. The fact that all those experiments

have 3delded the same result will, as I hope, justify

the common conclusion of the following analyses,

viz., that there is a centuries-long experience of what

philosophical knowledge is—and that such an

experience exhibits a remarkable unity.

The fondamental convictions which lie at the basis of

this book are deeply rooted in the philosophical past

of its author. Yet, they might never have fotmd public

expression, had not the fear of falling far too short

of the standard of a famous lectureship prompted

a professional historian of mediaeval philosophy to

trespass upon philosophical ground. I wish therefore

to express my gratitude to the Department of Philo-

sophy at Harvard for generously entrusting me with a

Lectureship whose purpose it is to honour the memory
of William James. By whatever motives it may have

been dictated, their choice proves at least how
accurately James was describing the Harvard spirit

in philosophy when he wrote to G. H. Palmer in 1901

:

“I think the delightful thing about us all in the

philosophical department, where each has a, set of

ideas, both practical and theoretical, which are the

outcrop of his irresistible idiosyncrasy, is our deep
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appreciation of one another, and our on the whole

harmonious co-operation towards the infusion of what

probably is objective truth into the minds of the

students. At any rate it’s genuine liberalism, and

non-dogmatism.” What was true of the Harvard of

James, Royce and Palmer, is no less true of the

Harvard of Perry, Whitehead, Hocking, Lewis and

Sheffer. WTien non-dogmatism shows itself generous

enough to welcome even dogmatism, it has obviously

reached its point of perfection.

The lectures ofwhich the present volume is composed

were given at Harvard University in the first half of

the Academic year 1936-37. I feel particularly

indebted to my friends : Professor Ralph Barton

Perry, of Harvard University, and Reverend Gerald

B. Phelan, President of the Institute of Mediaeval

Studies (Toronto), who together have read this book

in manuscript and suggested many improvements

in thought as well as in expression. My thanks are

also due to Professor Daniel C. Walsh, of Manhattan-

viUe College, New York City, and Columbia University.

He has not only gone over my manuscript and made

many helpful suggestions towards clarity of expression,

but he has also read the proofs.

Etienne Gilson.
Institute of Mediceval Studies

Toronto, Canada.

22nd November, 1937.
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CHAPTER. I

LOGTCISM AND PHILOSOPHY

In the Preface to his Phenomenology of Mind, Hegel

rightly remarks that knowing a philosophical system is

something more than knowing its purpose and results.

Its purpose by itself is but a vague and abstract ideal

or, at the utmost, the pointing out of a certain direction

to be folloAved by a still unrealized mental activity ;
as

to its result, it is, in Hegel’s own words, “the corpse

of the system which has left its guiding tendency

behind it.”^ I shall therefore beg leave to lay hold

at once of the matter itself and, setting aside all

external considerations, begin by an analysis of the

first of those philosophical experiments which, taken

together, make up what I propose to call philosophical

experience.

It has often been said by historians, and not without

good reasons, that the whole philosophy of the Middle

Ages was fittle more than an obstinate endeavour to

solve one problem—^the problem of the Universals.

Universals are but another name for what we call

concepts,, or general ideas, and it does not require

long reflection to realize that such ideas are indeed a

fitting subject for philosophical speculation. Not only

are concepts the very stuff of which our knowledge is

^ J. Loewenberg, Higel Selections, Scribners, New York, 1929
; p. 3.
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THE MEDliErVAL EXPERIMENT

made, but as soon as we attempt to define their nature,

we find ourselves confronted with the central problem

^0 well discussed by Professor C. I. Lewis under the

general title. The Mir]^ and the World Order. What
relation is there between thought and things? More

particularly, and to ask the same question in specific-

ally mediseval terms, how is it that in a world where

all that is real is a particular and individual thing, the

human mind is able to distribute the manifold of

reality into classes, in which particular things are con-

tained ? That such an operation is possible is an obvious

fact. Man is constantly thinking in terms of genera

and species. But how it is possible always was and

still remains for us a very intricate problem. The great

significance of Peter Abailard in the history of mediseval

philosophy is due to the fact that he was the first to

deal at length with that central problem: what is a

class of things, or in other words, what is the essence

of universality?

To such a question the easiest answer obviously was

that, since things by themselves are essentially par-

ticular, the generality which belongs to our concepts

cannot have any other origin but the mind. Let it be

added that such an answer is imdoubtedly .true; its

only defect is that it fails to cover the whole case. If

the character of generafity which belongs to our con-

cepts is wholly and solely a product of our mind, there

is nothing that answers it in the nature of things them-

selves ; consequently our knowledge by general ideas is

without an object ; it is not a science, but a mere logic.

4



LOGICISM AND PHILOSOPHY

True enough, it could be answered that general ideas

are an artifice of the mind to handle more easily, and

so to speak at cheaper cost, the enormous multiphcity

of particular things; but the feet would still remain

that it is a working artifice. How does it work and

why? Since the human miud is able to apply a single

concept to two different objects, there must be some-

thing in those objects that makes it possible for us to

conceive them as one. And even if it were to be said

that our so-called concepts, or general ideas, are mere

words, the same problem would still remain : how is it

that we can give the same name to several different

things ? Perhaps we do no more than name theni, but

they must at least be such things as can be named.

In short, the generahty which belongs to our concepts

caimot possibly come from the mind alone; it must

also, in some way or other, be found in things. What

then is the nature of generality?

In order to understand the various answers given to

the question by Abailard and his successors, it is very

useful to know where they found it. It was an essen-

tially philosophical question, because it was one of

those fundamental problems which the human mind

stumbles upon every time it tries to grasp, beyond all

particular sciences, the conditions that make knowledge

itself possible. The trouble is that when some scientist

comes upon such a problem, he usually fails to perceive

that it belongs to a non-scientific order of questions.

The best that can happen is that he will dismiss it as

an idle question not susceptible of a positive answer.

5



THE MEDIEVAL EXPERIMENT

In some cases, however, there will be a more or less

successful attempt to deal with it in a scientific way,

as if it were a scientific problem. After all, nothing

is more natural. Arising as they do on the frontier of

some particular science, problems of that kind are not

easily distinguished from the science which is, as it

were, their birthplace. Not fully aware that what he

sees are but glimpses of problems which lie behind and

beyond those which science is able to ask, the scientist

naturally thinks that he is merely tracing his particular

science down to its last implications.

Such an adventlire, which we shall see repeated under

many different forms, befell Peter Abailard in the first

half of the twelfth century. Every one knows that he

wrote a History of My Calamities, and what they were

;

but the novelists who have deemed it useful to rewrite

that history in their own way have usually overlooked

that which, according to Abailard himself, was their

common origin. As he would later wrcite to Heloise:

“Soror Heloissa, odiosum me mundo reddidit Dialee-

tica.” “Sister Heloise, Dialectics has made me hateful

to the world.” It was, at least, the origin of his philo-

sophical misfortunes as wnll as of the innumerable

difficulties that were to bring about the death of

mediaeval philosophy. Abailard’s greatness lay in his

acute feeling for philosophical problems ; his weakness

was always to deal with them as though they were

logical problems. Seeking, as he did, to mould the

philosophical order into conformity with purely logical

principles, he was boimd ultimately to fail in his

6



LOGICISM AND PHILOSOPHY
undertaking and to entangle his successors in hopeless

difficulties.

I wish I could make clear from the very beginning

that in criticizing great men, as I shall do, I am very

far from forgetting what made them truly great. No
man can fall a victim to his own genius unless he has

genius ; but those who have none are fully justified in

refusing to be victimized by the genius of others. Not
having made the mathematical discoveries of Descartes

and Leibniz, we caimot be tempted to submit all

questions to the rules of mathematics; but our very

mediocrity should at least help us to avoid such a

mistake. There is more than one excuse for being a

Descartes, but there is no excuse whatsoever for being

a Cartesian.

Abailard’s case is the first of the many cases of that

kind which we shall have to discuss. The only science

to be known and taught in the early Middle Ages was

Logic, and the first man to realize its importance fully

was Abailard. It is not easy for us to share his enthusi-

asm and that of his first disciples, when he discovered

that human thought was submitted to necessary laws,

themselves susceptible of exact definition, the know-

ledge of which would enable us to distinguish in aU

cases the true from the false. As soon as he made that

wonderful discovery, Abailard decided that anything

that stood in the way of the new science should be

rutlilessly thrown into the scrapheap. Is not logic the

science that teaches us how to think? And if it is,

what mental discipline can escape its jurisdiction?

7



THE MEDIiE-VAL EXPERIMENT

Hence the reckless way in which he applied it to

theology, with consequences that lie beyond the scope

of the present inquiry, and to philosophy, with conse-

quences to which, on the contrary, we shall have to
r

devote the closest attention.

In point of fact, I am not so sure that even the

logical genius of Abailard was an adequate excuse for

his blunder ; for the very book, in which he had found

the philosophical question he was going to discuss as

a logician, had clearly warned him that it was more

than a logical question. In his famous Introduction to

the Categories of Aristotle, the Greek commentator,

Porph3rry, had met it as an ancillary problem which

arose from logic but which should be provisorily dis-

missed as exceeding the competency of the logician.

“At present,” Porphyry said, “I shall refuse to say,

concerning genera and species, whether they subsist

or whether they are placed in the naked understand-

ings alone or whether subsisting they are corporeal or

incorporeal, and whether they are separated from sen-

sibles or placed in sensibles and in accord with them.

Questions of this sort are most exalted business and

require very great diligence of inquiry.”® Six centuries

before Abailard’s times, the Latin translator and com-

mentator of Porphyry, Boethius, had felt tempted to

try a hand at those forbidden problems. “The ques-

tions,” Boethius says, “concerning which Porph37ry

promises to be silent are extremely useful and secret,

2 As quoted from R. McKeon, Selections from Medieval Philosophers

y

Seribnefs, New York, 1929; Vol. I, p. 91.
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LOGICISM AKD PHILOSOPHY
and have been tried by wise men, but have not been
solved by many,”^ According to him, genera and
species, that is to say our general ideas, should be
considered as being incorporeal inasmuch as they are

conceptions of our mind ; on the other hand, Boethius

added, they are joined to sensible things, and subsisting

in those things inasmuch as they are something inde-

pendent of the mind. A clear and simple answ'er,

indeed, but how superficial! It is very easy to say
that the genus animal, or the species man, are existing

both in the mind and outside the mind; the real diffi-

culty is to know what they are in the mind: ideas,

concepts, or names? And what they are outside the

mind : subsisting ideas, forms, or mere aggregates of

sensible qualities ? If Boethius did not say more about

the question, the reason probably is that in him the

commentator was at variance with the philosopher.

As an interpreter of Aristotle he felt it his duty to

speak the language of Aristotle, and therefore to say

that genera and species exist only in our minds and in

things. As an independent philosopher, he would

rather have said that those ideas were first of all sub-

sisting in the divine Mind. This commentator of

Aristotle was basically a Plal^onist. As he himself

says: ^'We have followed out the opinion of Aristotle

very diligently for this reason, not in the least

because we approved of it, but because this book has

been written for the Categories^ of which Aristotle is

the author.”^

^ Ib'td f p. 91. *Jbid,, p. 98.
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THE MEDIEVAL EXPEKIMENT

When Abailard took up the problem in his turn, he

found himself in an altogether different situation. He
was not a Platonist : in point of fact, he knew practic-

ally nothing about Pla^o ; but neither was he an Aristo-

telean, since the famous treatise of Aristotle, On the

Soul, in which he could have found a complete answer

to the question, had not yet been translated into Latin.

In short, Abailard was in that blessed state ofignorance

which makes it so easy for a clever man to be original.

Moreover, Abailard was in a much more favourable

position than was Boethius to deal with those intricate

problems, for the simple reason that, being nothing but

a professor of logic, there was nothing of the meta-

physician in him to be ashamed of the logician. Hence

the eagerness and boldness of mind with which he

undertook to answer Porphyry’s questions as soon as

he met them in the course of his own teaching. The

hint of Porphyry, that this was a “most exalted

business” and much above the normal grasp of the

logician, was entirely lost upon him, and from the very

beginning of what he called his “Logic for Beginners”

he proceeded to tell his pupils how it is that our con-

cepts and definitions can apply to real things.

I beg leave to call your attention to the precise

nature of the phenomenon we are now witnessing.

Here is a man unusually gifted for the study and the

teaching of logic. As such, he is professionally engaged

in the task of classifying oirr concepts according to

their specific differences, and of determining their

various relations. What is a definition? What is a

10
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difference? What is a species? What is a genus?

Those and many other similar questions were the

proper stuff with which he had to deal as a logician.

Yet, precisely because he was interested in classifying

our concepts and determining the conditions of their

various combinations, it was to be expected that he

should stumble on this particular philosophical prob-

lem : what is the nature of our ideas and their relation

to things? This was exactly the kind of philosophical

question that woul4 natmrally arise in the mind of a

logician, because it arises on the borderline that divides

logic from philosophy. An almost invisible line indeed

;

yet as soon as you cross it, you find yourself in an

entirely different country, and if
v
you do not notice it,

you get lost.

It was Abailard’s misfortune to cross it, quite un-

aware of what he was doing. Wlien he read Porphyry's

famous sentence, “At present, I shall refuse to say

concerning genera . . .
” he took it for a mere precau-

tion of the Greek author in addressing what Abailard

calls “imcultivated readers,” who are not yet able to

inquire into such problems or to perceive their true

meaning. He, therefore, quietly proceeded to discuss

those philosophical questions as if he still were standing

on purely logical ground. Now it was legitimate for

Abailard to ask, in his own words : “how the universal

definition can be applied to things”;® but logic is not

directly concerned with such problems. As a distinct

science it is primarily concerned with the formal aspect

» im., p. 222.
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of thought, not with the nature or origin of our con-

cepts, and still less with the existence and nature of

their external objects. If you aigk logic to answer a

philosophical question^ you can expect but a logical

answer, not a philosophical one, with the unavoidable

consequence that yoiu question will appear as unan-

swerable, and as a pseudo-question. This was precisely

the kind of mistake that Abailard would make. A for-

ward, and sometimes a presumptuous man, he never

had forewarnings while he was crossing some danger

line. While yet a very young man, he had once been

dared by his fellow students to teach theology without

knowing it. He came back the next morning with one

of the worst texts to be found in Ezekiel, and by means

of syllogisms alone he explained it away. To him there

never was anything like “lofty” questions or “most

exalted business,” because he knew logic, and there

was nothing above it.

Let us now see him at work, and watch the results

of his philosophical venture. What is a universal? It

is, Abahard answers, that which can be predicated of

several individual things taken one by one. Man, for

instance, is a universal because the term can be applied

to every individual man. This was a lo^cal definition

;

but philosophy stepped in as soon as Abailard asked

this other question: what is the nature’ of that which

can be predicated of many? Has it even got a nature

of its own? Is it a thing? Abailard’s own professor of

logic at Paris, William of Champeaux, had always

favoured the view that the genera and species were not

12
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mere conceptions of our mind, but real things actually

existing outside the mind. In short, he was what

mediseval philosophers would call a realist, not in our

modern sense, but in the sense that he believed in

the real existence of some element in things them-

selves which answers the generality of our concepts.

There were some solid reasons for such an attitude.

We give Socrates and Plato two different names

because they are distinct as individuals; there is in

each of them something that is not to be found in the

other, let us say, for iustance, their respective bodies.

At the same time we see no difficulty in saying that

both of them are men. Now On the strength of the

same principle, if “Man” can be predicated with equal

truth of Socrates and of Plato, there must be some

element common to both. What is to be fomid in both

ofthem, and accounts for the fact that both ofthem are

men, must needs be just as real as that which makes

each of them to be this particular individual. More

than that, since that common element is what makes

Socrates and Plato to be men, it is their very substance.

Let us, therefore, say that human nature or, so to

speak, “manness,” is a real substance which, entirely

present in every individual, is nevertheless common
to aU men.®

Though he was simply a pupil in William’s class,

at that time Abailard was not slow to detect a fallacy

in his master’s reasoning. If human nature is but

partly present in Plato and in Socrates, neither

• im., p. 223.
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Socrates nor Plato can truly be said to be a man. If,

on the other hand, human nature is entirely present

in one of them, it cannot be present at all in the other.

Since it can be found in them neither partly, nor

entirely, it cannot possibly be something, it is nothing.

Taken as a mere historical fact, such a controversy

could be rightly considered as a sample of the most

useless mental archaeology; but it becomes highly sig-

nificant as soon as we begin to see the reasons for which

two men became entangled in their endless controversy.

William and Abailard were equally convinced that a

purely logical method would ultimately bring forth an

adequate answer to the question. Now logic, and quite

especially mediaeval logic, is ruled by the principle of

contradiction, which always works when it is apphed

to concepts, but not always when it is applied to things.

However correct my combinations of concepts may be,

my conclusions cannot be more valid than my concepts.

In other words, the common mistake of William of

Champeaux and of Abailard consisted in not seeing

that if it is necessary for a true reasoning that it be

logical, it is not enough for it to be logical in order to

be true. As a matter of fact, both were logically right

and philosophically wrong. When I say that Plato is

a man, and that Socrates also is a man, the word man
can logically refer either to something that is the same in

both cases, or to something that is not the same in both

cases. If it is not the same, why do you give it the same

name? If it is the same, how can it be found in two

different things? I cannot find the slightest flaw in

U
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either one of those arguments ; nor, for that matter, was

Abailard or William able to find it in each other’s reason-

ing. Hence their complete failure to convince each other

in a dispute where only the moye obstinate could win.

The more obstinate, of course, was Abailard. Being

a rather shy and peaceful man, William of Champeaux
tried to bring the- controversy to an end by granting

something to his cumbersome pupil. I say he tried,

advisedly, because in a discussion m which logic

reigned supreme, between his first position and that of

Abailard there was no room left'for a third. On the one

side, William remained as convinced as ever that the

genera and species were endowed with a reality of

their own; on the other, Abailard had succeeded in

convincing him that “aU things are so diverse from

each other, that none of them participates with

another, in either the same matter essentially, or the

same form essentially.”’ William was, therefore,

confronted with the hard task of preserving the real

existence of the genera and species without concediug

their simultaneous presence in several distinct in-

dividuals. In order to get out of trouble, he simply

decreed that the genera and species should no longer

be said to be present in things essentially, that is to

say, really, but indifferently. In other words, William

hoped to elude Abailard’s criticism by substituting

a simple lack of difference between two things for the

presence of a common element in those things. The

reason why Plato and Socrates are men is this: not

’’Ibid., p. 228.
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in the least that the same human nature is present

in both, but that “they do not differ in the nature

of humanity,”® In short, the only reason why Socrates

and Plato are the same, is that they are not different,

I quite agree that this time William of Champeaux’s

answer was a most unhappy one. As Abailard im-

mediately rephed : a mere lack of difference between

two things is not enough to account for their resem-

blance, For instance, Socrates and Plato do not differ

as men, which they are, but it is equally true to say

that they do not differ as stones, which they are not

;

and were you to object: yes, but they are men, and

they are not stones, the ready answer would be that

you are unconsciously reverting to the first position

of the question. If the reason why Socrates and Plato

are alike is a purely negative absence of difference,

two men are no more alike in what they are than in

what they are not. In point of fact, given such a case,

they are not really alike, they are merely not different.

If, on the contrary, two individuals are truly similar

in this at least, that both are men, the reason for it

no longer is a mere lack of difference between them;

they do not differ, for the positive reason that both are

equally sharing in the same human nature. But then

the same difficulty wUl occur: if their nature is the

same, how can they be different? If their nature

is the same, on what ground c'an we say that Socrates

and Plato are two men instead of sa3dng that Plato

is Socrates, and that Socrates is Plato?

« Ihid., p. 228 .
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Twice defeated on his own ground by one of his

pupils, William of Champeaux completely lost heart.

He gave up the game and stopped teaching, the one

irretrievable blunder in the career of a professor of

philosophy. It was a blunder, for Abailard had clearly

proved that William was wrong, but not in the least

that he himself was right. After all, had he kept his

patience and waited a little longer, William of Cham-

peaux could easily have seen that both he and his pupil

were asking the right question in the wrong way.

Having knocked out his professor in the second round,

Abailard now found himself in the always precarious

position of a world champion. It was his task to say,

no longer what the genera and species were not, but

what they were. In other words, having clearly

proved that human nature cannot be considered as a

real thing, actually existing outside the mind, the

problem for him was to say on what grotmd our mind

is justified in ascribing the same nature to different

individuals.

The answer given by Abailard to that question

illustrates so remarkably the point that I am trying to

make, that I beg to comment at some length upon it.

My point is that Abailard mistook logic for philosophy

;

but what about logic itself? Abailard was a logician

trespassing on philosophical ground because, as they

knew practically nothing else, the natural approach of

twelfth-century men to philosophy was logic. Yet,

before stud3dng logic, they had always learned some-

thing else; namely, grammar, with the unavoidable

77
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z*esult that grammar was their normal approach to

logic. The consequence of such a procedure was that

Abailard was just as tempted to mistake grammar

for logic as he was to mistake logic for philosophy.

Now, what is the subject matter of grammar? It is

language. Language itself is made up of words. It

is the proper task of the grammarian to classify the

various kinds of words of which our common speech

is composed, to define their respective functions and

to formulate the laws that determine their connections.

As a distinct science—and it is for talking beings the

most fundamental of aU—grammar knows nothing but

words. If you ask a grammarian a question, and if he

answers it as a grammarian, your problem will inevit-

ably be reduced by him to a mere question of words.

Hence Abailard’s famous sentence: “Now, however,

that reasons have been given why things cannot be

called universals, taken either singly or collectively,

because they are not predicated of many, it remains

to ascribe universality of this sort to words alone.”®

But in what sense can a word be said to be universal?

If, as Claude Bernard once wrote in his Introduction

to Experimental Medictne, an experiment is “an

observation which is either provoked, or invoked, to

check up an hypothesis,” Abailard’s answer to the

question can rightly be used as a typical case of experi-

ment in philosophy. Before his quarrel with William

of Champeaux, he had already studied logic under

another professor, whose doctrine was altogether

* Ibid., p. 232.
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different, but equally repellent to Ms own mind.

Roscelin, for such was the name of that first master,

was of the opinion that universals were mere flatiis

vocis, that is to say, mere vocal utterances. In other

words, and this is a doctrine that we shall meet again

in the fourteenth century, Roscelin was turning

universals into particular and concrete things; man,

for instance, was nothing more to him than the

particular noise, the physical displacement of air,

which we produce when we say: man. With his

precocious insight, Abailard very soon detected what

was wrong with that theory. When we say man, we
do much more than make a noise; we speak, and to

speak is to utter sounds that have a meaning. Each
one of those meaningful sounds is what we call a

voice, or a word. When we ask ourselves how the

word man can mean, at one and the same time, two

radically distinct individuals, the question at stake has

little to do with the physical nature of the word;

what is then under discussion is its meaning. How is

it that a single word sometimes means several different

things?

By asking such a question, Abailard was raising a

very important philosophical problem, but it was a

problem with which, as a logician, he had no reasons

to feel concerned. As a matter of fact, since he knew
that there are words whose meanings remain- one and

the same while they are apphed to a whole class of

individuals, he already knew all that he, as a logician,

needed to know concerning their nature. Some words,
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or forms, do for a single individual, as Socrates ; some

do for a definite group of individuals, as man ; once

those elementary things had been said, it was time for

the logician to begin his own work. Instead of doing so,

his mind stiU full of his recent controversy with WiLUam,

Abadard heedlessly asked himself : when we are using

universal names, what are we talking about? We know
that, physically speaking, all that is is individual

; on

the other hand, we also know that, logically speaking,

our general ideas, or universals, have a meaning.

Now that which they mean cannot be a thing, since

it is universal. Then what is it? Ask a logician such

a question, and you can be sure of the answer : that

which is not a thing, is nothing. Consequently, there

is nothing in reality to answer our general idea; in

other words, universal names mean nothing. If William

of Champeaux ever read those lines,'® he must have

been amply consoled for his own defeat by Abailard’s

perplexities. Having given his question that logical

answer, Abailard was to fight for it to the bitter end

and to maintain it in spite of all conceivable difficulties.

The most obvious of his difficulties was : if universal

names are without definite object, in what sense is it

stiU true to say that they have a meaning? It was

proper to remind Roscelin that words have a meaning

;

in a way it was equally legitimate to prove against

William that what common words mean does not

exist; but then a third question unavoidably arises:

what do you mean by their meaning?

^oibid., p. 236.
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The true greatness of a philospher is always pro-

portional to his intellectual honesty; no wonder then

if it is there, in the very centre of his difficulties, that

Abailard’s greatness shows itself in fuU. Instead of

contriving some cheap answer tr3dng to disguise it,

he systematically destroyed each one that could have

helped him. Having proved that “man” could not

point to human nature because there is no such thing

in the world, he added, that when we hear such a

name, we do not understand any one of the many
individuals which it designates, for indeed, if such

were the case, there would be no difference between

common nouns and proper nouns. Thus, in Abailard’s

own words: “that very community of imposition

[which is typical of such a word as man] is an impedi-

ment which prevents any one man being understood

in it.” But since man does not designate any man in

particular, it can still less designate a collection of

such individuals. Hence Abailao’d’s conclusion that

“in the common name which is man, not Socrates

himself, nor any other man, nor the entire collection

of men is reasonably understood from the import of

the word.”^^ Had he been as prudent as he was
honest, our logician would have stopped asking

questions about what a signification can be where

there is nothing to be signified. But prudence was so

httle one of Abailard’s virtues, that, having thus

eliminated all possible answers, he nevertheless pro-

ceeded to answer the question.

“ Ibid., p. 236.
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The result was all that could be expected. According

to Abailard, the word man can connote both Socrates

and Plato because, distinct from each other as they

may be in respect to their essences and properties, those

two individuals “are united nevertheless in that they

are men.”^^ One cannot understand even in what sense

Abailard could consider it as an answer, unless one

keeps in mind the definite nature of his question. As

he saw it, or rather as he himself had made it to be, the

problem now for him was to find a positive cause for

the existence of genera and species, but such a positive

cause as would not be a thing. On the other hand, it

should not be forgotten that, as a logician, his only

chance was to find some dialectical escape from his

difiiculties. He thought he had found it in the very

subtle distinction that can be drawn by the mind,

between the individual reality of a man, which is a

concretely existing being, and the fact that it is a man,

which is positive but is not a thing. In order to under-

stand his position, it is therefore necessary to conceive

separately what Abailard would call: to he min. Of

course, we can try, but there is slight hope of suc-

ceeding.

In point of fact, I am not quite sure that Abailard

himself ever wholly succeeded in doing it. His first

approach to the difficulty was through the notion of

samenessi “For different things to agree,” says

Abailard, “is for the individuals to be the same or

not to be the same, as to be man or white, or not to

” Ibid., p. 237.
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be man and not to be white.”*® Quite true, but what

makes two men to be men, or two white things to be

white? Were we to understand it in this sense, that

they are both sharing in some qommon nature, what a

triumph it would be for William of Champeaux

!

Abailard, of course, did not want that and he was

careful to make the point as clear as possible by adding

that here; “We understand nothing other than that

those individuals are men, and in this they do not

differ in the least, in this, I say, that they are men,

although we appeal to no essence.”^* Quite true again,

but if we appeal to no essence, what positive answer

are we giving to the question? Is not this merely

coming back to the second position of William of

Champeaux, that there is a simple lack, or absence of

difference between any two individuals belonging to the

same species? Abailard himself did not think so. To

his own mind, “to be man” was not nothing, and yet

it was not a thing, it was a state or a condition

;

let

us say that, rather than a being, it was a certain way

of being. In his own words, “we call it the status itself

of man to be man, which is not a thing, and which we

also call the common cause of imposition of the word

on individuals, according as they themselves agree

with each other.” Of course, we understand every

word Abailard uses in that sentence, but if he really

means to say that there is something, that, is not a

thing, and nevertheless is a cause, I for my own part

must confess that I feel utterly unable to see his point.

“ Ibid., p. 237. “ Ibid., p. 238.
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There is little doubt, however, that Abailard really

had nothing more to say on the philosophical side of

the question. Judgments whose terms do not point to

really existing substances are possible, and they can be

logically correct. Yet one does not see what Abailard

could gain by resorting to such logical artifices.

“Often,” says he, “we call those things too by the

name of cause, which are not any thing, as when it is

said : he was lashed because he does not wish to appear

in court. He does not wish to appear in court, which

is stated as a cause, is no essence.” Now, I ask you,

are there many reading these words who wish to

appear in court? Yet I hope none of them will be

lashed. The objection directed by Abailard against

William at an earlier stage of the discussion is now
working against his own position. If we are dealing

here with a purely negative absence of wish, it cannot

be considered as a cause. In point of fact, that man
“does not wish to,” because “he wishes not to,”

and he wishes it in circumstances when he ought not to

wish it. The same remark applies to the question at

stake ; it does not help in the least to say that Socrates

and Plato are in the same condition as men because

they are not different in respect to that condition;

what we want to know is just the reverse: if they

are not dijBferent as men, it is because, as men, they are

the same- To that precise objection, Abailard had no

other answer than this :
“We can also call the status

of man those things themselves, established in the

nature of man, the common likeness of which he who

U
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imposed the word conceived.”^® As it is obvious that,

in this case, the real cause for the imposition ofcommon
names is not the things themselves, but their common
likeness, Abailard was merely begging the question.

He could not possibly have done more by means of

logic alone. I fancy that he more or less obscurely felt

it, for he suddenly dropped the problem, but only to

tackle a no less difficult one, and one for whose solution

he was no better equipped : admitting that we have two

different kinds of knowledge, that which expresses

itself in common names, and that which answers

common names, what is their respective value? This

again was a very important and philosophically sign-

ficant question, for it amounted to asking if science

is knowledge of that which is universal, or of that which

is particular. Unfortunately, the ordy help on which

Abailard could rely in his endeavour to answer the

second question, was his own failure to meet the first

one. Unable as he was to decide whether the likeness

of similar objects was something real or not, it was

impossible for him rightly to estimate the value of

general ideas. He tried, however, and as was usual

with him, in a most intelligent way.

As he could not find in things any objective ground

for the imposition of common names, Abailard looked

for it in the mind. This meant nothing less than sub-

stituting psychology for both logic and philosophy.

He therefore asked himself, what is the nature of those

mental presentations, “which the mind constructs for

“ Ibid., p. 238.
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itself when it wishes and as it wishes,” such as, for

instance, the concept of man. In answering the

question, Abailard could not forget his former con-

clusion, that the universals are not things. He accord-

ingly described our concepts as being but imaginary

and Active likenesses of their real objects, ‘Hke those

imaginary cities which are seen in dreams, or that form

of the projected building which the artist conceives

as the figure and exemplar of the thing to be found,

which we call neither substance nor accident.”^®

In other words, though what it represents may be

something real in itself, what we call a concept has no

more reality than the refiexion of some object in a

looking glass. Moreover, among our concepts, some

are mental presentations of a really existing thing,

some are not. When I hear the word Socrates, for

instance, I can picture to myself the particular face

and figure of Socrates, with all the characteristics that

make him different from Plato ; my concept then has a

definite object. On the contrary, when I hear the word

man, I cannot think of any particular individual as

representing human nature in its universality. What
then happens is, in Abailard’s own words, that “a

certain figure arises in my mind, which is so related to

individual men, that it is common to all, and proper to

none.””

Such an answer was a striking anticipation of what

John Locke would say much later on the same subject

;

but what is most remarkable is that, in a confused way
“ im., p. 239. Ibid., p. 240.
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at least, Abailard had some presentiment of what

Berkeley’s criticism of Locke would be, and that he

accepted it. The strict accuracy of his philosophical

language made it difficult for him not to see the

difficulty that lay hidden behind his description of

general ideas. In the first place, since human nature

does not exist by itself, it is clear that those ideas have

no object. In the second place, it is not even certain

that we have such ideas at all. According to Abailard’s

own description of it, the general idea of “lion,” for

instance, should be like a picture made to show what

he calls “the nature of all hons.” How could this be

possible in a doctrine whose fundamental assumption

is that all that is is particular, and consequently

that each lion has his own nature? Again, Abailard

adds that such a mental picture should be made

“representing what is proper to no one of them.”^"

Now, I ask you, can you imagine such a lion’s tail

as win fit the back of no one lion in particular, and

yet wdll generally do for all of them? If I think of a

lion with a mane, what about those lions that have

none ; if I think of a lion without a mane, how could

those that have a mane be represented or even signified

by it?

Abailard himself very soon reached the conclusion

that he had no general ideas. God alone has them, and

that to him is the reason why God could creatq, and can

stfil keep in existence, a multiplicity of individuals

distributed among their various genera and species.

p. 241.
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As a creator, He is like an artist “about to compose

something, who preconceives in his mind the exemplary-

form of the thing to be composed.” Hence, for God,

the possibility of creating an indefinite number of

distinct indmduals, all made in the hkeness of the

same idea, and thereby belonging to one and the same

species. But God is God, and men are but men. We
are unable to do what God so easily does, that is, as

Abailard says, to create those “general works” which

are the genera, or those “special states” which are the

species. In point of fact, we cannot create any natural

and general order, but can only mahe things that are

both artificial and particular. All that we need, and

fortunately have, are particular images, plus those

composite and confused images that result in us firom

the superimposition of the particular ones. Hence

Abailard’s ultimate conclusion, that men can have a

true understanding of what comes to the senses,

whereas for all those general forms that caimot be

perceived by sense, we have much less understanding

than opinion.

What is truly remarkable about Abailard’s epis-

temology is that, all by itself, it makes up a perfectly

rounded philosophical experiment. Here is one of the

brightest intellects the Middle Ages has ever produced

;

he begins by interpreting logic in terms of grammar

;

then he proceeds to interpret philosophy in terms of

logic, and as he fails to find a positive answer to his

question, we see him ultimately reduced to a psycho-

logical solution. But was it a solution? If there is
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nothilig in reality to answer our common concepts or,

more precisely, if sameness is not something real in

things, how can likeness possibly be found in our ideas

of them? The difficulty was so real that Abailard

himself felt it, but even his last allusion to an order of

divine ideas is less an answer than a casual remark

suggested to him by a short text in Priscian’s

Grammar.^® If, as Priscian says, there are general

and special forms of things intelligibly subsisting in

the divine mind, the problem of their relations to the

bodies in which they have been produced unavoidably

arises. Had Abailard been in a position to understand

the import of that problem and to realize its specific

nature, he would at last have discussed a philosophical

problem in a philosophical way. As he failed to do

so, we cannot even guess what his answer to the

question might have been. At least, there would have

been one, and the history of mediseval philosophy

would undoubtedly have followed another course.

The ultimate result of Abailard’s error was the same

—

that we inevitably will see following similar mistakes

—

scepticism. If our concepts are but words, without

any other contents than more or less vague images,

aU universal knowledge becomes a mere set of arbitrary

opinions. What we usually call science ceases to be a

system of general and necessary relations and finds

itself reduced to a loose string of empirically con-

nected facts.

The upshot of Abailard’s experiment is that philo-

“ Ibid., p. 242.
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sophy cannot be obtained from pure logic. Such had

already been the conclusion of a keen twelfth-century

observer, the highly lovable English humanist, John of

Salisbury. When, many years after completing his

studies at Paris, he returned a mature man, to revisit

his old companions “whom dialectic still detained,”

they had not made the slightest progress. “I foxmd

them as before,” says John of Salisbury, “and where

they were before ; they did not appear to have advanced

an inch in settling the old questions, nor had they

added a single proposition. The aims that since inspired

them, inspired them still ; they had progressed in one

point only: they had imlearned moderation, they

knew not modesty ; and that to such an extent that

one might despair of their recovery. So experience

taught me a manifest conclusion, that, while logic

furthers other studies, it is by itself, lifeless and barren,

nor can it cause the mind to yield the fruit of

philosophy, except the same conceive from some other

source.”®*

Let John of Salisbury’s experience become our own
experience. If, as I hope, we succeed in finding a

number of similar cases, all of them pointing to the

same conclusion, we shall perhaps be justified in turning

them into a single concrete experience of what philo-

sophy actually is, and in ascribing to it an objective

unity.

Joannis Saresberiensis, Metalogicus, lib. II, cap. 10; Pat. lat., vol. 199,

col. 869. As translated by J. H. Bobinson and H. W. Rolfe, Petrarch, the First
Modern Scholar and Man of Letters, N.Y., 1898, p. 223.
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THEOLOGISM AND PHILOSOPHY

Whien in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries

mediaeval men rediscovered logic, they became intoxi-

cated with the wine of formal reasoning and the

abstract beauty of its laws. Hence their natural

tendency to deal in a purely logical way with aU

possible questions. They did this m philosophy and,

as was to be expected, they did it also in theology.

The only difference being that there was no philosopher

of note to resist the intrusion of the logicians, whereas

there were a great many theologians to check their

encroachments on the field of theology. In point of

fact, there is hardly a single one among the great

logicians of that time who has not been accused of

heresy, or even condemned for it. B6renger of Tours

was condenmed for his dialectical treatment of the

Transubstantiation, Roscelin of Compi^gne and

Abailard for their dialectical interpretation of the

mystery of the Trinity. Yet, Abailard himself was a

moderate in those matters. At least, he considered

himself as such, and it cannot be denied that one of

his main intentions, when he first wrote on theological

questions, was to show how such a thing could be

done without harming either the necessary rules of

logic or the unquestionable authority of Christian
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faith. It is a pity that goodwill plus logic can no more

make a theologian than a philosopher. When Abailard

died, a very pious and tired old monk in a Benedictine

monastery, his doctrine had been and still remained,

condemned by the Church. In his fight against St.

Bernard of Clairvaux, not Abailard but St. Bernard

was the winner.

The history of that long struggle between logicians

and theologians, which went on for more than a

century, would be quite irrelevant to our purpose were

it not for the fact that philosophy itself rapidly became

involved in it. Unaware of any dividing line between

logic and philosophy, any twelfth-century professor of

logic, who had never learned or taught anything but

grammar and logic, would naturally call himself a

philosopher. The theologians saw no reason to worry

about the mistakes made by the logicians. If there

were such reasons, they utterly failed to perceive them.

The only thing they were conscious of on this point

was that the men who were teaching logic were also

the men whom everybody called philosophers, and

who were themselves convinced that philosophy is

nothiug but logic applied to philosophieal questions.

Now it was an obvious fact that if logic were allowed

freely m the discussions and settling of theological

questions, the unavoidable result would be the complete

destruction of theology. Given their calling and the

times in which they lived, these men could not be

expected to see any better than the logicians them-

selves, what was wrong with a purely logical con-
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ception of philosophy. As theologians, their task was

not to save philosophy from logicism, but through

faith and grace, to save mankind from eternal perdition.

Any obstacle that stood in th^ way of this had to be

• carefully removed, be it philosophy itself. But what

was the best way for theology to get rid of philosophy

was a rather intricate question.

An obvious way to deal with the difficulty was to

eradicate philosophy and philosophical problems from

the human mind. Wherever there is a theology, or

merely a faith, there are over-zealous theologians and

believers to preach that pious souls have no use for

philosophical knowledge, and that philosophical specu-

lation is basically inconsistent with a sincere religious

life. Among those who favour such an attitude, there

are some of a rather crude type, but others are very

intelligent men, whose speculative power is by no means

inferior to their religious zeal. The only difference

between such men and true philosophers is that

instead of using their reason on behalf of philosophy,

they turn their natural ability against it.

If we consider, for instance, the history of Islamic

thought, Gazali will provide us with a petfect example

of such an attitude. Many years before his age there

had been a violent reaction in Islam against the

introduction of dialectics into theology. The two

spiritual groups whose ceaseless rivalry runs through

the whole history of the Christian Middle Ages are

already there, clearly discernible in the early history

of Islamic thought. Since, according to tradition, the
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Prophet had said: “The first thing which God created

was knowledge or Reason,”^ some Mohammedan
theologians concluded that speculation was one of the

duties of the believers ; an argument that we shall find

strictly paralleled by a similar statement in the writings*

of Berenger of Tours. To other Mohammedan theo-

logians, on the contrary, “whatever went beyond the

regular ethical teaching was heresy . . ., for faith

should be obedience, and not . . . knowledge”;*

an attitude that is exactly analogous to that of a large

group of later Christian theologians. Gazali was the

best exponent of the latter attitude, for he was

brilliantly gifted for the very philosophical speculation

which he thoroughly disliked. His famous Destruction

of the Philosophers, written around 1090, is a striking

confirmation of Aristotle’s statement that to prove

philosophy one has to philosophize, and to disprove

philosophy one still has to philosophize. Against

Aristotelianism, as it had been taught by Alfarabi and

Avicenna, Gazali was able to turn Aristotle’s own
weapons in a masterly way. True, the fact that he was

borrowing from a Christian commentator of Aristotle,

Johannes Philophonus,® largely accoimts for his sub-

stantial agreement with the criticism of Aristotle by

later Christian theologians ; but this is not our present

concern. The only point in which we are interested

here is the striking likeness between these two attitudes

^ As quoted by T. J. de Boer, The History of Philosophy in Islam, trans.
by E R. Jones, London, 1933; p. 43.

^Ibid.

^Ihid,, p. 159.
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and the identity of their philosophical results. Using

reason against reason in behalf of religion is by itself

a legitimate, and eventually a noble, attitude; yet,

if we adopt it, we must be ready to face its necessary

consequences. In the first place, when religion tries

to establish itself on the ruins of philosophy, there

usually arises a philosopher to found philosophy on

the ruins of religion. After a GazaM, there often comes

an Averroes, who answers the Destruction of the

Philosophers by a Destruction of the Destruction, as

was the case with the famous book published by

Averroes, under that title ; such apologies of philosophy,

suggested as they are by theological oppositions, are

usually destructive of religion. In the second place,

philosophy has as little to gain by such conflicts as

has religion itself, for the easiest way for theologians

to hold their ground is to show that philosophy is

imable to reach rationally vahd conclusions on any

question related to the nature of man and his destiny.

Hence Gazali’s scepticism in philosophy, which he tries

to redeem, as is usually the case, by mysticism in

religion. The God, whom reason cannot know, can be

grasped by the soul’s experience; the world which

human reason cannot understand, can be transcended

and, as it were, flown over by the spirit of Prophecy.

Heedless to say, the philosopher, as such, has nothing

against mysticism ; what he does not like is a mysticism

that presupposes as its necessary condition the des-

truction of philosophy. If, as seems to be true, mystical

life is one of the permanent needs of human nature, it
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should not only be respected, but protected against

the too frequent assaults of superficial minds. Yet it

remains true that philosophical knowledge is a standing

need of human reason, and that need too ought to be

respected. It is for us the most difficult, but at the

same time the most important, of all problems, to

maintain all of those spiritual activities which honour

human nature and dignify human life. We gain

nothing by destroying one in order to save another,

for they stand and fall together. True mysticism

is never found without some theology, and sound

theology always seeks the support of some philo-

sophy; but a philosophy that does not at least make
room for theology is a short-sighted philosophy, 'and

what shall we call a theology wherein no provision

is made for at least the possibility of mystical

experience?

The obscure feehng of these necessary relations has •

often prompted theologians to deal in a much less

radical way with philosophical speculation. Instead

of attempting to kill it by discrediting the work of the

philosophers, some divines have thought it better to

tame and, so to speak, to domesticate philosophy by

merging it in theology. I think that it would be a

great mistake to seek dishonest and treacherous

designs behind such a move. When theologians, what-

ever theis particular creed may be, attempt to remodel

philosophy to suit their own behefs, they are prompted

to do so by a sincere conviction that philosophy is in

itself an excellent thing, so good indeed that it would
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be a shame to allow it to perish. On the other hand,

where the revealed truth is, by hypothesis, absolute

truth, the only way to save philosophy is to show that

its teaching is substantially the s^me as that of revealed

religion. The various systems whose common origin is

to be found in such an attitude are almost always

majestic and impressive, sometimes deep and very

'seldom insignificant. Owing to the seriousness of their

puipose, as well as to their boldness in dealing with

the highest metaphysical problems, such doctrines

have often been a source of philosophical progress.

They look like philosophy, they talk like philosophy,

they sometimes are studied or taught in schools under

the name of philosophy
:
yet, in point of fact, they are

httle more than theologies clothed in philosophical

garb. Let us call such an attitude Theologism and

see how it works.

Different as they may be, owing to the various times,

places and civilizations in which they were conceived,

thes.e doctrines resemble each other at least in this,

that all of them are thoroughly intoxicated with a

definite rehgious feeling which I beg leave to call, for

simplicity’s sake, the feeling of the Glory of God.

Needless to say there is no true rehgion without that

feeling. The deeper it is, the better it is ; but it is one

thing to experience a certain feeling deeply, and another

thing to allow it to dictate, uncontrolled by.reason, a

completely rounded interpretation of the world. When
and where piety is permitted to inundate the philo-

sophical field, the usual outcome is that, the better
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to extol the Glory of God, pious-minded theologians

proceed joyfully to annihilate God’s own creation.

God is great, and high, and almighty; what better

proof could be given of these truths than that nature

and man are essentially insignificant, low and utterly

powerless creatures? A very dangerous method indeed,

for in the long run it is bound to hurt both philosophy

and religion. In such a case the sequence of doctrines

too often runs in the following way: with the best

intentions in the world, some theologian suggests, as

a philosophically established truth, that God is and

does everything, while nature and man are and do

nothing; then comes a philosopher who grants the

theologian’s success in proving that nature is powerless,

but emphasizes his failure to prove that there is a God.

Hence the logical conclusion that nature is wholly

deprived of reality and intelligibility. This is scepti-

cism, and it cannot be avoided in such cases. Now one

can afford to live on philosophical scepticism, so long

as it is backed by a positive religious faith
;
yet, even

while our faith is there, one still remains a sceptic in

philosophy, and were our faith ever to go, what would

be left of us but an absolute sceptic?

From that point of view, no philosophical experiment

is more interesting than the doctrine of the Asharites,

a Mohammedan sect of the late ninth and early tenth

centuries.^ After the first contacts had been established

between Greek thought and Islamic faith, attempts

were made on the part of Muslim theologians to

reorganize philosophy from within in order to mould
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it into conformity with the fundamental articles of

their own creed. The founder of the sect was A1 Ashari

(873-935), whom Professor T. J. de Boer describes, in

his valuable History of Philosophy in Islam (p. 56),

as a rnfl.n “who understood how to render to God the

things that are God’s, and to man the things that are

man’s,” I have no doubt that such was A1 Ashari’s

honest intention; he certainly meant to do it, but

whether or not he understood how to do it is an entirely

different question. As a matter of fact, were Ashari

to be credited with but a small part of the philosophical

positions that were held later on in his school, the

truth would be that his way of understanding it was

to render everjrthing to God and nothing to man.

TTih doctrine is a remarkable instance of what happens

to philosophy when it is handled by theologians,

according to theological methods, for a theological end.

According to Moses Maimonides, whose Quids for

the Perplexed* is our chief source of information here,

there were twelve propositions common to all Muslim

theologians, some of which are directly relevant to the

present inquiry. But before examining their contents

it will be advantageous to ascertain the spirit in which

those propositions were first formulated. “At the time

when the Christian Church brought the Greeks and

the Syrians into its fold,” says Maimonides, “
. . . the

opinions of the philosophers were current , amongst

those nations. . . . The learned Greek and Syrian

* The following quotations of Maimonides will all refer to the English trans-

lation by M. Fnedlander, The Guide for the Perplexed^ 2d edition : Routledge,

London; Dutton, New York, 1928.
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Christians of the age, seeing that their dogmas were

unquestionably exposed to severe attacks from the

existing philosophical systems, laid the foundation for

the science of dogmatics ; they commenced by putting

forth such propositions as would support their doctrines

and be useful for the refutation of opinions opposed

to the fundamental principles of the Christian faith.”

In short, as we would say to-day, the philosophy of

these Christians was but that particular branch of

theology which we call apologetics. Maimonides then

goes on to say that when the Mohammedans began to

translate the writings of the Greek philosophers from

the Syrian into Arabic, they likewise translated the

criticisms of those philosophers by such Christians as

Johannes Philophonus, and several others. Not only

did they adopt those criticisms as helping to destroy

false philosophies, but “they selected from the opinions

of ancient philosophers whatever seemed serviceable

to their purposes,” in the firm conviction that—in

Maimonides’ own words—some of these doctrines

“contained useful propositions for the defence of

positive religion.”® This new development gave to

their theology an aspect unknown to the Greek

Christian theologians; after adopting new theories,

Maimonides says, they were obliged to defend them,

and consequently to build up a consistent interpretation

of the wprld.

It was consistent enough, but was it true ?

Maimonides, who with St. Thomas Aquinas is perhaps

® MaTmonide««, op cit.y p. 109.
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the most balanced of all mediseval theologians, has

described in a masterly manner the sort of game which

those men were playing. “It is not our object,”

Maimonides says, “to criticize tilings which are peculiar

to either creed, or books which were written exclusively

in the interest of the one community or the other. We
merely maintain that the earlier theologians, both

of the Greek Christians and of the Mohammedans,

when they laid dpwn their propositions, did not

investigate the real properties of things; first of all

they considered what must be the properties of the

things which should yield proof for or against a

certain creed; and when this was found they asserted

that the thing must be endowed with those properties

;

then they^ employed the same assertion as a proof for

the identical arguments which had led to the assertion,

and by which they either supported or refuted a certain

opinion.” In short, Maimonides concluded, these men
were doing the very reverse of what Themistius rightly

invites us to do, which is to adapt our opinions to

things, instead nf adapting things to om opinions;

for this indeed cannot be done and it is a waste of

time to try it.®

It is to be noted that Maimonides did not stop there.

Pushing his analysis further, he reached the very

core of these doctrines and succeeded in isolating their

germ, the primitive nucleus of all their later,develop-

ments. Accusing their authors of not being interested

in the real nature of things would have been a cheap

pp. 109-110.
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criticism, though a true one. What Maimonides has

clearly perceived, with remarkable insight, is that even

these men themselves were aware of the fact, and that,

in a sense, their whole doctrine was but a toilsome

justification of their attitude. Knowing, as they did,

that their statements were open to that criticism, they

assumed that it was quite useless to worry about the

real nature and order of things, because things have

indeed neither nature nor order. Even though its

existence be convincingly established, that which

actually is proves nothing at all, “because it is merely

one of the various phases of things, the opposite of

which is equally admissible to our minds.”^ That

Maimonides’ diagnosis was accurate is best proved

by a brief survey of a few at least of their propositions.

The first proposition was that aU things are com-

posed of atoms. By the word atom, these men under-

stood, as did every one else, particles of matter that

are small to the point of being indivisible ; but they

added to that classical meaning a new connotation.

Not only are their atoms indivisible, but they have no

magnitude; magnitude arises only when two atoms

or more combine together and thus form a body.

Such atoms are, therefore, very different from those of

Democritus and Epicurus ; having no magnitude, they

have neither size nor shape of their own, and thus

they camjot be used as the foundations of a mechanical

interpretation of the world. Moreover they are not

eternal, but created by God when it pleases Him;

’Op. cif,, p. 110.
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nor are they numerically constant, since God is always

free to create new ones or to annihilate those which

He has already created. In order to account for the

possibility of motion, these theologians admitted that

there is a vacuum, that is, an empty space wherein

the atoms may combine, separate and move—^that

was their second proposition. Now let us join together

the first two propositions: God is constantly creating

anew a certain number of atoms which are separated

from each other by empty space ; it becomes

immediately apparent from this that their existence

is as discontinuous in time as it is in space. In other

words, “time is composed of time atoms,” each time-

element being as indivisible in itself as are the atoms

themselves. The consequence of that two-fold position

was very remarkable indeed, since it implied that just

as space is made up of elements that are deprived of

extension, so time is made up of elements that are

deprived of duration. In such a doctrine, Maimonides

says, “time would be an object of position and order,”

to which remark he scornfully adds: “what can be

expected of those who do not regard the nature of

things?” And yet, starting from similar principles

seven centuries later, no less a man that Descartes

was to reach strikingly similar conclusions. If longer

times are not made up of shorter times, if time elements

do not last, the obvious implication is that motion

itself has nothing to do with duration. Locomotion is

the mere “translation of each atom of a body from one

point to the next one”; in other words, it is much
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less a change in time than a transfer in space. As

Descartes himself will write in his Princi'ples of Philo-

sophy (Bk. II, Chap. 25), motion is neither the force

nor the action which transports, it is the transportation.

I know that Descartes would object violently to

such a comparison. Yet any effort on his part to

stress the differences between A1 Ashari’s atomism

and Cartesian mechanism would be an absolute waste

of time. We know these differences and we could list

them about as accmately as could Descartes himself;

but there is no need to do so, for the real question at

stake is a very different one. Descartes was a great

mathematician and a great philosopher; A1 Ashari

was but an intelligent theologian poaching on philo-

sophical ground ; we are here as dispassionate observers

of the life, growth and decay of ideas in history
;
yet,

different in purpose and unequal in genius as we may
be, aU of us are ruled by the necessity that knits

together philosophical ideas. It is true that when

Descartes unconsciously came back to A1 Ashari’s

essential position, he was too great a man not to

improve it enormously; what he could not possibly

have done, even had he been a still greater man, was,

starting from similar principles, not to reach similar

conclusions. It is not, therefore, for us to judge

Descartes, but to allow both Descartes and ourselves

to be judged by the abstract necessity of impersonal

truth.

Seen from that point of view and with all due

Reservations as to their differences in structure, the
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two doctrines under discussion were obviously bound

for the same philosopnical deadlock. If they hold in

common a molecular conception of matter coupled with

the assumption of a ceaselessly renewed creation of

the world by God, the greatest as weU as the least

among men are equally bound to underwrite Descartes’

conclusion, that motion is but a change in place or, as

Professor Whitehead put it so well: “the simple

location of instantaneous material configurations.”®

This indeed is not A1 Ashari’s conclusion, or Descartes’

or Spinoza’s conclusion, it is the conclusion of philo-

sophy itself; and when we hear old Galenus’ protest,

that “time is something divine and incomprehensible,”

or when Maimonides, Thomas Aquinas, Bergson and

Professor Whitehead join in rejecting what they call “a

distortion of nature,” it is not their protests that we
hear but the protest of nature itself asking justice from

philosophy. For such is our common judge : reason, as

judged itself by reality; and all of us are to the full

extent equal and free, when we are equally swayed by it.

So true is this that, after anticipating Descartes’

reduction of time and motion to space, A1 Ashari had

only to follow his accepted line of thought in order to

anticipate the conclusions which Malebranche was

later to draw from Cartesian principles. Let us assume,

with A1 Ashari, that bodies are mere heaps of atoms

which are themselves devoid of size, shape and other

quahties. In order to account for these sensible quahties

® A. N. Whitehead, Science and the Modem World, Macmillan, New York,

1925, p. 72.
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by which bodies seem to differ, it will become necessary

to suppose that all such qualities are as many accidents,

really distinct from these atoms in which they are

dwelling as in their substances. Or rather, they are

not reaUy dwelling there, for the good reason that

even the atom-substances themselves do not dwell;

both atoms and qualities, or substances and accidents,

are constantly created anew by an all-powerful God.

G[lie consequence of this state of things is that, in a

world made up of matter-atoms situated in time-atoms,

what such a world is at the present moment, can in

no way be considered as the cause of what it will be

at the next moment. What is true of the world at

large is necessarily true of each one of its component

parts. What I am now doing can in no way be the

cause of what I shall be doing during the next instant

of time ; the actual position of a material body cannot

account for its position in the next time-atom. Iia

short, just as such a world is deprived of all real dma-
tion and of all real motion, so is it deprived of all

efficient causality.

Why then does it look as if there were relations of

causes and effects in our universe? Here I beg leave

to quote in full Maunonides’ answer that you may be

sure I am not forging historical analogies : “in accord-

ance with this principle that time is composed

of time-atoms] they assert that when man is perceived

to move a pen, it is not he who has really moved it

;

the motion produced in the pen is- an accident which

God has created in the pen; the apparent motion of
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the hand which moves the pen is likewise an accident

which God has created in the moving hand; but the

creative act of God is performed in such a manner
that the motion of the hand apd the motion of the

pen follow each other closely ; but the hand does not

act and is not the cause of the pen’s motion; for, as

they say, an accident cannot pass from one thing to

another. . . . There does not exist anything to

which an action could be ascribed; the real agem is

God. ... In short, most of the Mutakallemin {i.e.,

Muslim theologians) believe that it must never be

said that one thing is the cause of another; some of

them who assumed causality were blamed for doing

so. . . . They believe that when a man has

the will to do a thing and, as he believes, does it,

the will has been created for him, then the power to

conform to the wiU, and lastly the act itself. . . . Such

is, according to their opinion, the right interpretation

of the creed that God is efficient cause.” But, adds

Maimonides, “I, together with all rational persons,

apply to those theories the words ‘WiU you mock at

Him, as you mock at man? ’ for their words are indeed

nothing but mockery.”®

Was it really mockeiy? I am not so sure that

Maimonides himself believed it. There is nothing in

his masterly analysis that points to such an intention

in the mind of these theologians. Malebranche cer-

tainly was a most pious priest; yet he was to teach

® For this quotation as well as the texts upon which the preceding analysis
is founded, see Maimonides, Qmde for the Perplexed^ pp. 120-126.
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the same doctrine. If ever there was a man who took

theology seriously, it was the puritan divine Cotton

Mather. Yet Cotton Mather could write : “The body,

which is matter in sucji and such a figure, cannot affect

the immaterial soul, nor can the soul, which has no

figure, command the body; but the great God, having

established certain laws, that upon such and such

desires of the soul, the body shall be so and so com-

manded, He ’tis, who by His continual influx does

execute His own laws ; ’tis to His continual influx that

the effects are owing.” Here are three theologians:

a Mushm, a Cathohe and a Protestant, each of whom
would have sternly consigned the other two to hell,

yet who could not but agree on the same philosophy,

precisely because theirs was a philosophy of theologians.

With a little less zeal for the glory of God, or rather,

with a still greater zeal enlightened by common sense,

these men would no doubt have realized that the

destruction of causality ultimately meant the destruc-

tion of nature and thereby of science, as well as of

philosophy. Even when it has laws, a physical world

whose laws are not inscribed in the very essence of

things is a world without intrinsic necessity or intel-

ligibility, and therefore unfit for rational knowledge.

Scepticism always goes hand in hand with such

theologies, and it is very bad for philosophy—^but is it

better for religion?

I am indebted for my knowledge of this text (and even of its author)
to the very suggestive address delivered at the Harvard Tercentenary Con-
ference of Arts and Sciences by Professor H. M. Jones on “ The Drift to
Liberalism in the Colonial Eighteenth Centiiry.”
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In one of his best novels, G. K. Chesterton introduces

a very simple priest who finds out that a man, though

clothed as a priest, is not a priest hut a common

thief: when the man asks him Avhat made him sure

that he was not a priest. Father Brown simply answers

:

“You attacked reason. It’s bad theology.” Father

Brown was obviously a sound thomist. No more

than Maimonides,^^ St. Thomas Aquinas was inclined

to mistake religiosity for religion. He was too great

a theologian to indulge in an attitude in which theology

has no less to lose than has philosophy itself; but he

took an interest in it, first as an artist, for there is

something fascinating in a blunder so consistently

executed; and secondly as a theologian, because he

knew many good men infected by this same disease,

some of whom would have branded him as a pagan

for his stubborimess in dealing with philosophiea]

problems m a purely philosophical way.

The propensity to see nothing in philosophy but a

particular department of theology was no less common
among Christian theologians than among the Muslim

interpreters of the Koran. Among the innumerable

representatives of that tendency whom I could quote,

I should like to single out one of the most lovable

figures in the whole history of mediseval thought:

the great doctor of mystical contemplation, St.

Bonaventura. A General Minister of the Fr§inciscan

Order, St. Bonaventura was, and still remains, the

most perfect exponent of Franciscan theology, that is

Maimonides, op, cit.^ p. 131.
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of a theology thoroughly imbued with the religious

genius of St. Francis of Assisi. Besides being one of

the greatest figures in the history of speculative

mysticism, St. Bonaventura w-as a philosopher. One

can find scattered through the mass of his theological

works a large number of metaphysical discussions that

have become part and parcel of the history of mediaeval

philosophy. His idea of philosophy, however, was

somewhat peculiar. We find it best expressed in the

very title of one of his shorter mystical treatises

:

On Redvcing the Arts to Theology. The Latin verb

reducere is indeed one of his favourite expressions

and for him it always means to bring—or to take—^a

certain thing back to God. The world has been created

as an image of, and a -witness to, the glory of its Creator

;

but the material world itself does not know it; man
alone has been created -with a knowing mind and a

loving heart, in order that, by knowing and lo-ving aU

things in God, he might refer them to their origin,

which is at the same time their end. When man is

thus conceived as a high priest in the lofty temple of

nature, his essential function is to lend his own voice

to an otherwise speechless creation, to help each

thing in publicly confessing its deepest and most

secret meaning, or rather its essence, for each of them

is a word, while man alone can say it. What is true

of things, animate or inanimate, is equally true of

man and of his various actmties : the ultimate meaning

of our arts and techniques, of our various sciences

and of philosophy itself, is to symbolize on a lower
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plane the perfection of the divine art and of the divine

knowledge. That is what they are, but, left to them-
selves, they do not know it. It is the proper function

of theology to bring them to complete awareness

of their proper function, which is not to know things

but to know God through things. Hence the title of

St. Bonaventura’s treatise; the human arts should

be reduced to theology, and thereby to God.

Any one with the slightest feeling for the value of

the mystical life wiQ immediately realize that St.

Bonaventura was fundamentally right. That, however,

is not the question. If you want a theology in order

to bring aU the other sciences back to God, your first

requisite is of course a theology; and if you want to

refer your philosophy to God, what you need first is

a philosophy—a philosophy, I repeat, that is wholly

and exclusively a philosophy, and which, because it

is a philosophy, can be related to theology without

being reduced to it. Despite his marvellous gifts as

a theologian and as a philosopher, it must be said

that St. Bonaventura’s remarkable achievements in

both sciences would have been still greater had he not

failed to perceive that difficulty.

Let us consider, for instance, his discussion of the

theological problem of grace and free will. This, says

St. Bonaventura, is the mark of truly pious souls,

that they claim nothing for themselves, but. ascribe

ever3fthing to Grod. Excellent as a rule of personal

devotion, and as long as it is restricted to the sphere

of religious feeling, such a principle can become dan-
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gerous when used as a criterion of theological truth.

Confronted with the classical question : what is to be

ascribed to grace and what to free will, St. Bonaventura

was ofthe opinion that in such cases a theologian should

always play safe. He can err in two different ways:

either by giving too much credit to nature, or by giving

too much credit to God. From an abstract point of

view, in whichever way he may be wrong, he will be

equally wrong. Not so from the point of view of

religious feeling, for St. Bonaventura maintains that

“however much you ascribe to the grace of God, you

wiU not harm piety by so doing, even though, by

ascribing to the grace of God as much as you can, you

may eventually wrong the natural powers and the

free will of man. If, on the contrary, you wrong grace

by crediting nature with what belongs to grace, there

is danger. . . . Consequently that position which . . .

ascribes more to the grace of God and, because it

establishes us in a state of more complete indigence,

better harmonizes with piety and humility, is for

that very reason safer than the other one.” And
then comes the final touch :

“ Even though that position

were false, it would not harm piety or humiMty; it is

therefore fitting and safe to hold it.”^®

I am not so sure that it is. The only way to ascer-

tain what the free will can do is to define what it is.

Knowing its nature, you will find in that knowledge a

safe rule to define the power of the will as well as its

See E, Gilson, La philosophie de Satnt Bonavmture, Paris, J. Vrm, 1926;
pp. 456-~457.
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limitations. If, on the contrary, you start on the

assumption that it is safer to keep a little below the

line, where are you going to stop? Why, indeed, should

you stop at all? Since it is pious^to lessen the efficacy

of free will, it is more pious to lessen it a little more,

and to make it utterly powerless should be the highest

mark of piety. In fact, there will be mediaeval theolo-

gians who come very close to that conclusion, and even

reach it a long time before the age of Luther and Calvin.

Nothing, of course, would have been more repellent

to St. Bonaventura than such a doctrine; the only

question here is : was St. Bonaventura protected against

it? If we allow pious feelings to decree what nature

should be, we are boimd to wrong nature, for how
could we find in piety a principle of self-restriction? In

theology, as in any other science, the main question

is not to be pious, but to be right. For there is nothing

pious in being wrong about God!

If piety is not theology, stfil less is it philosophy.

Yet it cannot be denied that, as a philosopher, St.

Bonaventura sometimes allowed himself to be carried

away by his religious feelings. In dealing with the

nature of causality, for instance, two different courses

were open to him. First, he could favour the view that

where there is efficient causahty, something new, which

we call effect, is brought into existence by the efficacy

of its cause ; in this case, every effect can be rightly

considered as a positive addition to the already existing

order of reahty. Or St. Bonaventura could maintain,

with St. Augustine, that God has created all things
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present and future at the very instant of creation.

lYom this second point of view, any particular beings,

taken at any time of world history, should be con-

sidered, so to speak, a§ the seed of all those other beings,

or events, that are to flow from it according to the

laws of divine providence. It is typical of St. Bona-

ventura’s theologism that he always clung to this

second interpretation of causality. He never could

bring himself to think that efficient causality is

attended by the springing up of new existences. To

him, such a view practically amounted to crediting

creatures with a creative power that belongs only to

God. An effect, says Bonaventura, is to its cause as

the rose is to the rosebud. It is permissible to appreci-

ate the poetic quality of his comparison and the

religious purity of his intention, without overlooking

its philosophical impMeations. If, in the beginning,

God created, together with all that was, all that was

to be, the end of the world story was in its beginning,

and nothing can really happen to it ; in such a system

God is the only efficient cause, and this world of ours

is a completely barren world, just as in the doctrine

of Malebranche and of AI Ashari.

That is exactly what St. Bonaventura wanted it to

be. His piety needed a world which, like an infinitely

thin and translucid film, would allow the all-pervading

power and glory of God to shine forth to the human

eye. The same impulse that had carried him to such

extreme conclusions in his interpretation of physical

causality could not but prevail in his epistemology.
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After aU, it was the same.problem, because it was still

a problem of causality. Here again there were two

obvious ways of dealing with the question. Shall we
say, as St. Thomas Aquinas was to answer, that since

God has made man a rational animal, the natural

light of reason must be able naturally to perform its

proper function, which is to know things as they are,

and thereby to know truth? Or shall we say with St.

Augustine, that truth being necessary, unchangeable,

and eternal, it cannot be the work of a contingent,

mutable and impermanent human mind, interpreting

unnecessary, changeful and fleeting things? Even in

our minds truth is a sharing of some of the highest

attributes of God; consequently, even in our minds,

truth is an immediate effect of the light of God.

In order to give his religious intuition some philo-’

sophical backing, St. Bonaventura had therefore to

build up the theory of what he called divine illumina-

tion. According to his doctrine, man has been endowed

by God with an intellect and with reasoning powers,

that enable him to know facts as well as their various

relations to each other. For instance, 1 know that you

are men and that wn are now in this very room. Such

knowledge is not above the reach of the human mind,

for it deals with particular facts that could be other

than they are and in which there is no element of neces-

sity. If, on the contrary, I say that man is a^ rational

animal, I am thereby relating a certain class of beings

to their eternal and necessary essence ; for no irrational

being could be said to be a man. In such a case, the
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easiest way to account for the presence of that element

of necessity in a contingent reason dealing with con-

tingent things is to suppose that Eternal Truth, or

God, is permanently supplying our mind with an

additional light, through which, and in which, it sees

truth, as in a lightning-flash.

So far so good. Here, however, a serious difficulty

arises. It does not seem that St. Bonaventura seriously

worried about it, for it was but a philosophical difficulty

and he probably hoped that philosophy would take care

of itself. Yet it was a difficulty. Granted that we can-

not know truth without some additional influx of the

divine light, how are we to conceive the nature of that

divine illumination? If we take it as a particular

instance of the general action by which God creates

and runs the world, it is but the natural light of reason,

that is the human intellect itself, which can therefore

know truth without any further illumination from

God. If, on the contrary, we see that intellectual light

as a further gift, superadded by God to the natural

light of man, we make it to be supernatural. It then

becomes a grace, with the result that not a single

instance of our true knowledge can be considered as

natural. Here again we find ourselves confronted with

a scientific and philosophical scepticism that is com-

pensated by a theological appeal to the grace of

God.

In those times even the scientifically minded Albertus

Magnus could see no harm in saying that all true

knowledge presupposes grace of the Holy Ghost ; but
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St. Bonaventura was not an extremist; he did not

want to destroy natural knowledge if he could help it.

Accordingly, he tried to steer a middle course between

what he considered as two opposite dangers. But was

there one ? His final answer is that the divine illumina-

tion is neither general, nor special; that is to say,

neither the common influence of God upon nature, nor

a grace that was, so to speak, superimposed on it. Very

well, but then what is it? One of the most brilliant

among Bonaventura’s disciples, the Italian Cardinal

Matthew of Aquasparta, imagined that he could

improve his master’s answer by saying that the divine

light, in which we know truth, was more special than

the general influence of God, but still a general one.

If anybody can tell me how something can be more

special without being special, I shall be glad to hear

it. Another Franciscan, the Englishman Roger

Marston, suggested that a distinction be drawn between

two aspects of that same problem : the origin of natural

knowledge, and its object. His solution, then, was that

scientific and philosophical knowledge can rightly be

considered as natural because their objects belong in

the natural order, which is not the case for theology,

for instance, whose proper object is God. But Marston

added that, since all true knowledge presupposes

divine illumination, it is never wholly natural in its

origin. More cleverly worded than those of his prede-

cessors, Marston’s answer remained substantially the

same, and suffered from the same difficulty. If

the truth of my judgments comes to me from God
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only, and not from my own reason, thei-e is no

natural foundation for true knowledge; the proper

place for epistemology is not in philosophy, but in

theology.

We may add that the same conclusion would apply

to the desperate effort of the early Franciscan school

to find a satisfactory definition of even the object of

natural knowledge. How could anything be natural,

in a doctrine where each particular being is but a

mystical symbol of its Creator? In common sense, we

can form the general idea of Tree, because there really

are such things as trees ; but in a doctrine wherein the

truth of our judgments rests ultimately with the divine

light, no number of particular observations could ever

yield the necessary essence that we call tree. Nor will

the drawing of a collection of particular circles ever

provide our intellects with the necessary material for

the definition of Circle. It is the divine idea of the

thing that impresses on our mind the necessity of its

definition. What then is the real object of natural

knowledge? Is it the particular thing itself, or its idea

in God? The obvious answer was in favour of the

second alternative. Were it not for the presence of the

divine ideas shining from on high upon human reason,

no true knowledge would be possible, whereas we still

would know what man is, even though there were no

men, provided only the divine idea of man were shining

upon our mind. As Matthew of Aquasparta made
bold to say, the existence of sensible things is not

necessarily required for true hunaan knowledge ; so long
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as the divine light is th.ere, we can know the whole

truth about thingsd®

This time we are anticipating not only Malebranche,

with his famous doctrine of the “Vision of Grod,” but

Berkeley, whose radical idealism, without being

affirmed or even conceived by any member of the

Franciscan school, is looming here at least as an open

possibility. Perhaps it was the vague perception of

that imminent danger which brought the history of

the early Franciscan school to a close. This is more

than a likely guess. One of its last exponents, the

French Franciscan, Peter Olivi, candidly confessed

that he could not find his way out of that maze. After

restating the problem of divine illumination, and

describing the respective positions of St, Bonaventura

and St. Thomas Aquinas, Ohvi concludes that, being

himself a Franciscan, he feels bound in conscience to

stick to the Franciscan position. Yet, he adds, I do

not want to do so if that position really entails the

destruction of natural knowledge. I hope that such a

consequence can be avoided, but as I do not see how, I

leave to greater men the task ofanswering the question.

Precisely such a greater man was to come in the first

years of the foiirteenth century. His name was Duns

Scotus, and he also was a Franciscan; yet his own

doctrine was, beyond all else, the death warrant of the

early Franciscan epistemology. As a philosophical

doctrine, it was as dead as a doornail. Theologism had

For the preceding analysis, see E. Oilson, “ Sur quelques difiicultea

de rillnmination Augustienne,” in Hommage d M, le Profeaseur M* de WulJ,

Louvain, 1934; pp. 321-331.
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killed it, and were it not for the natural forgetfulness of

men, it would never have been revived. I sometimes

wonder how many similar experiments wiU be neces-

sary before men acquire some philosophical experience.

A certain man adopts a certain attitude in philosophy,

and he follows it consistently, until he finds himself

face to face with unwelcome consequences. He does

his best to dodge them, but his own disciples, beginning

as they do just where the master stopped, have less

scruples than he about letting his principles publicly

confess their necessary consequences. Everybody then

realizes that the only way to get rid of those conse-

quences is to shift the philosophical position from

which they spring. Then the school dies ; but it is not

unlikely that one or two centuries later, is some uni-

versity whence history has been banished as harmful

to philosophical originahty, some young man, still

blessed with his native ignorance, will rediscover a

similar position. As he will live and write in another

time, he will say very old things in a new way. Yet

they will be old; his philosophy will be stUlborn and

neither he nor his disciples will ever be able to quicken

it. The trouble is that when philosophers fail, their dis-

heartened supporters never blame their master; they

blame it on philosophy itself. There begins the straight

road that leads to conscious and openly declared

scepticism. If, by following it in history once or twice,

or three times ifneed be, we shall have learned to avoid

it in philosophy, our toilsome pilgrimage through the

maze of conflicting doctrines wiU not have been in vain.
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CHAPTER in

THE ROAD TO SCEPTICISM

While so many men were trying to base philosophy

on theological foundations, a very simple and modest

man was putting everything in its place. His name
was Thomas Aquinas, and he was sa3dng things so

obviously true that, from his time down to our own
day, very few people have been sufficiently self-forgetful

to accept them. There is an ethical problem at the

root of our philosophical difficulties ; for men are most

anxious to find truth, btit very reluctant to accept it.

We do not like to be cornered by rational evidence,

and even when truth is there, in its impersonal and

commanding objectivity, our greatest difficulty still

remains
; it is for me to bow to it in spite of the fact that

it is not exclusively mine, for you to accept it though it

caimot be exclusively yours. In short, finding out truth

is not so hard ; what is hard is not to run away from

truth once we have found it. When it is not a “yes

but,” our “yes” is often enough a “yes, and . . .
”

; it

applies much less to what we have just been told than to

what we are about to say. The greatest among philo-

sophers are those who do not flinch in the presence of

truth, but welcome it with the simple words
:
yes. Amen.

St. Thomas Aquinas was one of the latter, clear-

sighted enough to know truth when he saw it, hxxmble
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enough to bow to it in its presence. His holiness and

his philosophy sprang from the same source: a more

than human eagerness to give way to truth; but he

was surrounded by men who did not like to do that, at

least not to the same degree, so that, even after him,

everything went on as if truth had remained unsaid.

Yet his ideas were clear and simple. Himself a

theologian, St. Thomas had asked the professors of

theology never to prove an article of faith by rational

demonstration, for faith is not based on reason, but

on the word of God, and if you try to prove it, you

destroy it. He had likewise asked the professors of

philosophy never to prove a philosophical truth by

resortmg to the words of God, for philosophy is not

based on Revelation, but on reason, and if you try to

base it on authority, you destroy it. In other words,

theology is the science of those things which are

received by faith from divine revelation, and philosophy

is the knowledge of those things which flow from the

principles of natural reason. Since their common
source is God, the creator of both reasonand revelation,

these two sciences are bound ultimately to agree ; but

if you really want them to agree, you must first be

careful not to forget their essential difference. Only

distinct things can be united ; if you attempt to blend

them, you inevitably lose them in what is not union,

but confusion.
l^

Wflliam of Ockham’s arresting personality will

always provide historians of philosophy with ample

material about which to quarrel. In order to add as
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little as possible to the prevailing confusion, I shall try

to adhere as closely as possible to the simplest facts.

The first of these facts, so obvious that it does not seem

worth mentioning, is that Ockham was a Franciscan

monk, whose most important work is a huge com-

mentary on the Sentences of Peter Lombard. A second

fact is that in his handling of theological problems

Ockham gives great weight to the first article of the

Christian creed: I believe in God Almighty. Since it

is an article of faith, it is needless to say that it cannot

be proved. Yet, not only did Ockham use it as a

principle in theology, which was a very proper thing

to do, but he also resorted to it in discussing various

philosophical problems, as if any theological dogma,

held by faith alone, could become the source of

philosophical and purely rational conclusions. That

is a third fact, and one that we should keep in mind

if we wish to understand Ockham’s philosophy. But

what was his philosophy?

At first sight there is little or no difiference between

the fundamental positions of Ockham and those of his

immediate predecessors. Like St. Thomas Aquinas and

Averroes, he considered himself indebted to Anstotle

for the principles of his philosophy. What can be more

Aristotelian, for instance, than the thesis so frequently

restated by Ockham, that nothing exists except that

which is individual? As a matter of fact, St., Thomas

himself had spent a large part of his time in trying to

teach that fundamental truth to the Augustinians and

Neo-platonists of his day. I would be the last one to
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gainsay such statements; however, they do not cover

the whole case, for if Ockham was an Aristotelian, and

St. Thomas Aquinas an Aristotelian, and perhaps even

Aristotle an Aristotelian, this at least remains to be

explained : how is it that Ockham’s ultimate conclusions

are so completely destructive of those of Aristotle as

well as those of St. Thomas Aquinas? V/ere we to

answer, as recently suggested, that Ockham had to

criticize his predecessors, because he had to uncover

and dislodge the non-Aristotelian elements which in

his eyes corrupted mediaeval interpretations of

Aristotle,^ such an explanation could perhaps apply to

St. Thomas, but it would hardly do for Aristotle him-

self. Yet Aristotle’s philosophy is clearly at variance

with Ockham’s, both in epistemology and in natural

philosophy. Instead of speculating on the possible

answers to that problem, we shall certainly save time

and eventually reach a safer conclusion simply by
watching Ockham at work, and on precisely the same

problem that had puzzled Abailard : what is the object

of abstract knowledge; what are the so-called

universals?

Shortly before Ockham’s time, another Englishman

had grappled with the same problem and had suggested

an interesting solution. A professor of theology at

Oxford, and subsequently Chancellor of the same

University and Bishop of Lincoln, the much neglected

Henry of Harclay was a prominent figure between 1310

^ E. A. Moody, The Logie of Wiliam of Ockham, Sheed and Ward, New
York, 1935; p. 17. Cf. pp. 306-307.
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and 1327. Ockham had read Harclay’s Quaestiones

Disputatae and, as we shall see, had pondered over his

answer to the problem of the Universals. What he

found therein was a severe criti9ism of the doctrine of

Duns Scotus and Avicenna, which held that each

concept represents an essence, that each essence has

an entity and a unity of its own, and is equally shared

in by all the individuals of a certain class. Roughly

speaking. Duns Scotus was going back, in a much more

elaborate form, to the position of William of Cham-

peaux. Against Scotus, Harclay wanted to maintain,

with Aristotle, that the general idea of animal, for

instance, either is nothing or is a mere definition, by

the intellect, of particular things that really exist

outside the intellect.* As Harclay says in a striking

formula: “Every positive thing outside the soul is,

as such, something singular.”* Hence the classical

question: how can we draw from singular things a

concept that is general?

Harclay’s answer is not new to us, for he borrowed

it, directly or indirectly, from Peter Abailard. Any
singular thing, he says, is naturally able to affect the

intellect in two different ways according as the impres-

sion that it makes is confused or distinct. I call con-

fused an impression which does not enable us to dis-

tinguish between two individuals belonging to the same

species ; whereas a distinct impression entails the

2 Cf. Thomas Aqumas, De animat ed. Pirotta, n. 380, p. 133 The texts

of Henry of Harclay will be found in J. Kraus, Die tlmversalienlehre des

Oxforder Kanzlera Heinrich von Harclay, m Divus Thomas, Freib. i.d. Schweiz,
Vol. X (1932) pp. 36-58; pp. 475-508, and Vol. XI (1933), pp. 228-314,

® Kraus, op cit., Vol. XI, p. 290.
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knowledge of an individual as distinct from every other

individual. What is then the proper object of a general

idea or concept? It is the really existing and singular

thing itself, as confusedly known by our intellect.

Man, for instance, is but the confused perception of

Socrates. I am not discussing now the philosophical

value of Barclay’s answer, but I beg leave to suggest,

from a merely historical point of view, that it might

prove difficult to reconcile it with his declared purpose

of going back to Aristotle. It is a well-known Aristo-

telian thesis that science is of the universal; if you

make Aristotle say that the universal character of our

general ideas is due to their confusion, you wiU have

to face the conclusion that confusion is what makes

concepts a suitable material for scientific knowledge.

If there is an answer to that difficulty, it is certainly

not to be found in the works of Aristotle, and how such

a conclusion could be reached by merely purifying the

Aristotehanism of Aristotle himself remains at least

an open question.

To return to the main point, it is to be noted that

Barclay’s doctrine, which seems at first sight a clear

case of nominalism, was nevertheless considered by

Ockham as a particular variety of reahsm. This is a

very subtle point, but well worth considering, for

nothing can help us more towards a clear understanding

of Ockham’s own position. Barclay’s doctrine repres-

ented a desperate effort to escape the conclusion that

the object of our general ideas is absolutely nothing,

without relapsing into reahsm. If such a thing could
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be done at all, Harclay would certainly have done it.

He was not saying, like Duns Scotus, that the universals

were real entities apart from their existence in

individuals; nor, like St. Thomas Aquinas, that the

universals are virtually present in individuals, from

which they are abstracted by our intellect ; but he was

maintaining at least this, that the universals are the

individuals as conceived in a certain way. In other

words, if we suppose that our general ideas point to

something that is singular, they still have things

existing in reality for their objects, and consequently

the universals are not nothing. Ockham saw clearly

that Henry of Harclay had not really crossed the

dividing line between reahsm and nominalism, and

though the traces of realism in Harclay’s position were,

so to speak, infinitesimal, they did not escape the

acute mind of his critic. In such a doctrine, said

Ockham, the universals are still conceived as images,

pictures, or representations, with which something

similar corresponds in the nature of things.* In other

words, the reason why we can form those confused

pictures of things is that the nature of those things

makes it possible for us to do so; general ideas still

have some fundatnentum in re and consequently the

doctrine is stiU a realism.

Ockham’s criticism of the Oxford Chancellor clearly

shows us how far we must go if we would pot miss

Ockham’s own position. As compared with him, both

Abailard and Harclay were very moderate in their

Kraus, op ctU, Vol. XI, p. 298.
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conclusions. What Ockhana wants us to realize is that,

since everything that really exists is individual, our

general ideas cannot correspond to anything in reality,

whence it follows necessarily that it is not their nature

to be either images, or pictures, or mental presentations

of any real or conceivable thing.

The special difficulty raised by Ockham was to prove

of tremendous importance for the future of mediaeval

and even of modern philosophy. Every time philoso-

phical speculation has succeeded in circumscribing

what we might perhaps call a “pure position,” its

discovery has regularly been attended by a philosophical

revolution. Begotten in us by things themselves,

concepts are born reformers that never lose touch with

reality. Pure ideas, on the other hand, are born

within the mind and from the mind, not as intellectual

expressions of what is, but as models, or patterns,

ofwhat ought to be ; hence they are bom revolutionists.

And this is the reason why Aristotle and Aristotelians

write books on politics, whereas Plato and Platonists

always write Utopias. Ockham himself was the very

reverse of a Platonist; in point of fact, he was the

perfect Anti-Plato; yet, like aU opposites, Plato and

Ockham belonged to the same species. Neither one

wanted to know up to what point the universale

could be truly said to be real; Plato wanted them

to be the very core of everything, whereas Ockham
wanted them to be nothing. Ockhamism could not

possibly be a reformation, it was boimd to be a

revolution.
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Ockham’s master stroke was to perceive that the

problem could not be solved unless a new classification

of the various types of knowledge was first substituted

for the old one. Hence his division of knowledge into

abstractive and intuitive, terms that had already been

used before him, but to which he was to give a new turn

and to use in a new way. In Ockham’s doctrine, an

intuitive cognition is the immediate perception of a

really existing thing. It can be the perception of a

material object: I see Socrates; or of a complex of

material objects given together with their actual

relations : I see that Socrates is sitting on a stone, or

that Socrates is white ; but it can equally well be the

mere awareness of some psychological fact, such as a

feeling of pleasure or pain, a knowledge, an act of

reasoning or a decision of the wiU. It is a common

character of all so-called intuitive knowledge, to be

attended by a feeling of absolute certitude. In other

words, knowledge of this kind is self-evident.

Not so with abstractive knowledge. Every know-

ledge that is not an intuition is an abstraction. Such,

for instance, are not only what we usually caU abstract

ideas, as animal, or man, which stand for a whole class

of individuals, but even our mental representations of

mere individuals. The image or memory of a certain

fact or a certain thing, though it may represent it with

all its individual characteristics, still remains an

abstract knowledge, because it abstracts from, at least,

the very existence of what it represents. Were the

thing there, we would not imagine it or remember it

;
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we would see it; such knowledge would not be an

abstraction, but an intuition.

Let us therefore define abstractive knowledge, in the

Ockhamist sense, as a cognition, from which nothing can

be concluded concerning the existence, or non-existence,

of its object.® Should we hold that position as correct,

the obvious implication would be that the only kind of

knowledge which enables us to ascertain whether or not

a certaio thing exists is intuitive knowledge ; that is to

say, the immediate apprehension of some object by an

internal or external perception. Intuition then is the

only possible foundation of what Ockham calls

experimental knowledge {ezperimentdlis notitia), or

scientifiic knowledge {notitia scientifica), an expression

which, according to its derivation, means the sort of

knowledge which causes science in us. In short,

intuition alone enables us to perceive the existence

or won-existence of things.®

The next question is: what is the nature of that

special class of abstractions which we call the uni-

versal? In order to answer it, we shall have to look

at the universals from two different points of- view:

first, that of their mode of existence, arid next, that of

their aptness to designate really existing things. The
first part of the problem is easily solved. Since aU that

is real is singular, even the so-called universals have
to be singular, insofar, at least, as they are really

existing things. Strictly speaking, those things only

* Ockham, In I Sent., Prolog., q. 1 ; Lugdunum, J. Frechsel, 1495 ; fol. a
4 recto.

• Ockham, op, cit,, fol. a 4 recto, Z.
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are called singular that have actual existence outside

the mind; but broadly speaking, the word can be

applied to all that exists, either outside or within the

mind. Now every time we think of man, or animal,

or any other class of beings, something is happening

in our minds ; every one of our thoughts is in itself a

definite modification of our mind, which is different

according as we are thinking of tree, or animal, or man.

In modem terminology, we would call every one ofthose

mental happenings a psychological fact ; Ockham called

it a “ quality of the mind.” In both cases the expression

is intended to signify that taken in itself, a universal is

a singular and, t|ierefore, an actually existing thing.’

Now let us turn to the second part of the problem

:

what are these universals when considered only as

having meaning? The answer is that, as such, they

are mere signs. Our idea of man, for instance, is

something that points to any one of those individuals

which we call men. Now, a sign is always something

real in itself, it is a thing ; but its signification is nothing

real in itself, it is nothing. A signpost is endowed with

actual existence, up to the very colour and shape of

the letters that are painted on it, but what it means

to me has no existence of its own apart from the sign-

post itself and my perception of it. It can likewise

be said that the reality of our concepts as psychological

data is an empirically observable fact, but

intrinsic reality should be ascribed to their signification.

’Ockham, Quaestiones quodUhetaleSi qaodl. V, q. 12 and 13 j
Argentine,

1491, fols. N 1 and N 2.
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This was indeed a consistent answer, but not a

complete one. What Ockham called a sign was really

an image, or mental picture, whose function it was to

signify any given individual belonging to a certain

class. Now such images are rather different from what

we usually call a sign. Words, for instance, are signs

and, precisely because they are nothing more than that,

they are largely conventional or institutional. The

fact that different nations use different languages and

that several different languages are sometimes in use

within the same nation, clearly shows that there is

no natural relation between the spoken word and its

meaning. However, there is another fact, namely, that

we learn foreign languages by relating different sets

of words to a single set of concepts. Unless I have

&’st learned it, I cannot guess that “man” is the

English for “homme,” but once I know it, I need not

learn what you have in mind when you say “man,”
because I feel sure that what I have in mind when I

say “homme” is practically the same. In other words,

the natural signs, or concepts, used to designate

concrete things are naturally comparable^ even when
the conventional words by which they are expressed

are not. This is a fact, and it requires an appropriate

explanation. Why are there natural signs or concepts

which correspond to the same things in the same way
in all possible human minds?

Ockham was too clear-sighted not to perceive the

difficulty, but it was not easy for him to give it an
answer. First he remarked that there are such natural
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signs. Not only men, but even beasts, naturally utter

some sounds to express their feelings. Pleasure and

pain, for instance, elicit from us vocal signs that may

rightly be called natural signs. This, of course, is true,

but does it account for that other fact, that several

distinct individuals may be signified by a certain

image which is almost the same in aU the human

minds? Ockham’s answer to this question clearly shows

that here he was finally at the end of his tether.

Intuitive knowledge, Ockham says, is caused in us by

things ; now natural effects always resemble their

causes, and this is the reason why we can form some

idea of a cause when we perceive one of its effects.

In this sense at least, one could say that even physical

phenomena are the natural signs of their causes. For

instance, fire can cause heat, and for that reason, heat

is a natural sign of the presence of fire; so also the

intuition of a certain man causes in our mind an

image, which is a natural sign of its cause and, for that

reason, is able to signify man.®

A less summary description of Ockham’s position

should take into account his acute remarks on the

formation of common mental signs by the conjoint

action of the particular mental signs. It cannot be

denied that he achieved it by doing pioneer work in

the field of psychology ; but, however far he might have

been able to advance along that line, the philgsophical

problems at stake would always have remained im-

touched. How is it that different individuals cause

® Ockham, In I Sent., dist. II, q. 8, fol. 44 recto.
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Comparable impressions in our minds? Abailard’s

answer to that question had been that, if not in our-

selves, then at least in God, there is for each class of

individuals an idea, or archetype, which accounts for

the characteristic features of that class. Ockham was

too clever not to perceive that such a position would

unavoidably bring him back to the Platonic problem

of participation, and to some sort of metaphysical

realism. He therefore decided to eradicate realism,

even ifrom the divine mind and to deny the existence

of ideas representing the genera and the species, even

in God. If the imiversals are nothing real, God Himself

can no more conceive them than we can. A divine

idea is always an idea of this and that particular

individual which God wishes to create. If He freely

decrees to create several individuals that resemble

each other, the concrete result of such a decision is

what we call a species, and that is all there is to it.

We could still ask Ockham many other questions as

to what makes general ideas possible, but his answers

would always be the same. Things are xust what they

are; Nature is performing its operations in an occult

way, and the wiU of God is the ultimate cause of both

its existence and its operations.

Let us pause a moment to examine the philosophical

consequences of Ockham’s attitude. A pure empiricist

in philosophy, he considered the wiU of his aU-powerful

God as the last argument in theology. Prom such a

point of view, it remains both possible and desirable

to describe things as they are; as we would say in
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OUT language, a positive knowledge of what is still

remains possible, provided only we use appropriate

methods to observe it. But why science, or human
knowledge, is possible at all, we caimot know, because

the will of God is the ultimate cause of all things, and
had His free decision been different, the whole world

itself would now be different.

Given, for example, a question such as this : how is

it possible for things which are material to cause

impressions in a soul, which is immaterial? What would

Ockham’s answer be? Not that this is not a question,

but that it is not the first question to be asked, for

what we have to know first, before discussing that

problem, is whether or not the human soxil is

immaterial. It was commonly accepted among
Ockham’s predecessors, that the human soul is an

immaterial, and therefore an immortal substance,

which is not begotten by another similar substance, but

is immediately created by God. Such a substance,

these men woiJd add, is a knowing power precisely

because it is not material, and yet, through the par-

ticular body which it animates, it is able to establish

relations with material things, and thereby to know
them. Ockham’s objection to this was that, though

their position could be considered as probable, and

even as more probable than the reverse, it could not

be held as a certainty. The one thing we are sure of,

because it is the only one we can observe, is that we
do know; but that we know by means of a distinct

faculty, which we call “intellect,” is an entirely
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different question. Even granting the real existence of

such a knowing power, it would stiU remain to be

proven that its nature is not material. Were it free to

follow its own inclination, our judgment would rather

favour the view that what we call the human soul is

a material and extended principle, like that of the

other animals, and therefore no less mortal than are

the animal souls themselves. Moreover, it is rather

surprising to see that the philosophers who describe

the human soul as immaterial are the same ones who
make it the animating principle of human bodies. For

what is matter, indeed, if not extension in space ? And
how could the soul of an extended body act as its

animating principle or, as they say, be its form, if it

has no extension of its own? In other words, how
could the form of an extended substance be itself

unextended? True, they say that the human soul must

be immaterial, since it performs the so-called “acts

of intellection” by which it draws knowledge from

material things; but, Ockham rejoins, “we do not

experience that intellection” which is supposed to

be “the proper operation of an immaterial substance.”

What is the use of building up intricate theories to

explain how intellection is possible, so long as we are

not even sure that there is an immaterial soul and
that such an operation is actually performed by it?

Ifwe want to maintain such positions, let us hold them
as Christians, for it is a fact that faith expressly

teaches such beliefs or invites us to accept them as

true; but even though aU of them should be held as
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articles of faith, not one of them could ever be

proved.®

This conditional materialism, which so strangely

resembles the subsequent concliiisions of Loche, dis-

closes the full meaning of the Ockhamist principle:

that beings should not be multiplied without necessity.

“Ockham’s razor,” as it is sometimes called, means

first of aU that one should not account for the existence

of an empirically given thing by imagining, behind

and beyond it, another thing whose hypothetical

existence cannot be verified. Unfortunately, that very

simple and, as I think
, very sound methodological

principle was connected in Ockham’s mind with his

theological conception ofGod as an essentially almighty

God. He not only thought that the wisest philosophical

attitude for us is to take things as they are, but he also

believed that, whatever things are, they always might

be different. Hence his firm conviction that no philo-

sopher should .waste his time in speculating on the

hypothetical causes of actually existing things. If

we believe that God can do anything that does not

involve contradiction, aU non-contradictory explana-

tions of a given fact become equally valid, even those

which are the less likely. But in that case, how can we

prove conclusively that God has actually decided in

favom of this rather than that possible solution?

This outlook, which gives its particular colour to

Ockham’s Empiricism, can help us to understand his

» Ockham, Quodlib. I. q. 10., fols. A 8 B 1. Cf. QuodMb. II, q. 1, and

IV, q. 2, concerning the proo& of the existence of God.
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position concerning the problem of the universals.

In order to account for the possibility of abstract

knowledge, Aristotle and St. Thomas had conceived

an elaborate scheme, ^according to which things them-

selves were credited with virtually inteUigible forms,

which the human soul was supposed to abstract from

things by its active intellect, and to know by its

possible intellect. The self-expression of an intellect

thus made pregnant with a natural form was the con-

cept: that which is conceived by, and is born of, a

human intellect, when it is impregnated with things.

Erom Ockham’s point of view, since we can perceive

the existence neither of such natural forms, nor of

these alleged active and possible intellects, such

speculations were perfectly empty. But the worst

thing about them was that they utterly disregarded

the innumerable possibilities which lay open to the

free win of an almighty God. We know that there are

things because we feel them ; we.know equally well that

we can use certain images as signs for certain classes of

things
; we also know that every one ofthese natural signs

stands for a real or possible individual contained within

that class ; but beyond that we know nothing, and noth-

ing can be known, because the reason why things are

what they are rests ultimately upon the free will ofGod.

How far Ockham was ready to go along that line,

and to ^ what consequences his theological attitude

could lead him, may clearly be seen from his acute

criticism of intuitive knowledge itself. Eor he was
honest enough to attack even that problem and to
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face the consequences of his own theologism. There

are abstractions, though we cannot say why. There

also are intuitions ; can we say why? At first sight, the

question seems to be very simple^ By definition, intui-

tive knowledge is knowledge by which we know that a

certain thing is when it is, and that it is not when it

is not. Therefore it seems obvious that the cause for

the existence of any given intuition is the existence of

its object; and this is indeed a sensible answer; nay,

more, it is, in all probability, the true answer. But the

question is : is it any more than a very high probability?

That was a far-reaching question—^for it seems easy

enough to imderstand that the cause of our intuition

of a thing is the existence and presence of that thing.

That which is real can cause in us a mental sign of its

existence; but the intuition of the non-existence of a

thing raises a much more difficult problem. That a

thing does not exist can well account for our having

no intuition of its existence, but not for our having an

intuition of its non-existence. There is a serious differ-

ence between not knowing that a thing is, and knowing

that it is not. How could that which is not make us

know that it is not? In order to accoxmt for negative

intuitions, Ockham was compelled to push a little

further his analysis of our positive intuitions. He first

reminded his readers that every intuition of a really

existing thing was the joint effect of two separate

causes: the thing itself and our knowledge of it. In

the eases in which we perceive that something does not

exist, only one partial cause is left ; namely, our know-
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ledge: no wonder then if the result is different. In

Ockham’s own words: “When the thing is there, the

intuitive knowledge of the thing, plus the thing itself,

cause the judgment that the thing is there ; but when
the thing is not there, the intuitive knowledge minus

the thing must cause an opposite judgment.”^® This

was hardly an answer, for the question was, precisely,

how can there still be an intrdtive knowledge where

there is no thing? Ockham has several times dealt

with the difficulty, both in his Commentary on the

Sentences and in his Questions, but his successive

answers have merely driven to despair his most con-

scientious historians. Insofar as it is intelligible at

aU, his final solution seems to imply that God alone

can conserve in us the intuitions of absent things, and
thereby enable us to judge that they are not there.

Were this the correct interpretation of his doctrine,

each intuition of non-existence would entail the

supernatural conservation in us, by God, of a natural

intuition. Hochstetter caUs it a “ Verlegenheitslosimg,”

an expedient ; Abbagnano sees in it, not an answer, but

rather Ockham’s public admission, that a logical

answer to the question was impossible.^^ I agree that

it was an impossibility, at least for anybody who
professes to be an Ockhamist in philosophy and forgets

that Ockham himself was also a theologian. Why
could not an all-powerful God conserve in us the

Ockham, In I Sent, Prol., q. I, fol. A 8 recto and verso.
E. Hochstetter, Studien zur Metaphysik und Erkenntmslehre Wilhelms

von Ockham, Berhn, 1927
; pp. 32-33. N. Abbagnano, Gughelmo di Ockham,

Lanciano, 1931; pp. 68-69.
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intuition of a non-existing thing? And if this is for

us the only way to account for the possibility ofnegative

intuitions, why should we not resort to theology when

we need it?
» *

The only trouble was, that Ockham himself could

not do this without endangering what was, according

to his own principles, the only perfect t3rpe of evident

knowledge : the intuition of that which is. If God can

conserve in us the intuition of something that is not

actually existing, how shall we ever be sure that what

we are perceiving as real is an actually existing thing?

In other words, if it is possible for God to make us

perceive as -real an object that does not reaUy exist,

have we any proof that this world of ours is not a vast

phantasmagoria behind which there is no reality to

be found?

Ockham had touched upon the first point in the

Question in which he asked: “Whether there can be

intuitive knowledge of a non-existent object?” His

answer was that “there can be, by the power of God,

intuitive knowledge concerning a non-existent object.”

This, he went on to say, “I prove by an article of faith

:

I believe in God the Father almighty: by which I

understand that everything which does not involve a

manifest contradiction is to be attributed to the

divine power.”^* Now, when I see a star in the sky,

God is producing, at one and the same time, bQth that

star and my sight of it ; but such is God’s power that

Ockham, Quodl, VI, q. 6; McKeon, Medieval Philosophers^ Vol. II,

p. 373.
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He can produce separately even the things which

He usually produces together. There is, therefore, no

contradiction in supposing that God, who produces

my sight of the star with that star, could produce

it without the star. My intuition ofthe star is one thing,

its object is another thing ; why could not an almighty

God produce the one without the other? True, it may
be said that this would oblige God to perform a con-

tradictory act, since intuition implies the existence of

its object. To meet the difficulty, Ockham adds in

another question that, in such a case, our sight of the

star, or of the sky, should not really be called an

intuition, but an “assent,” created in us by God;

not an evident assent (for this would contradict the

very definition of intuition) but an assent belonging

to the same species as those evident assents, which

regularly attend our intuitions.^® Whichever of these

two answers represents Ockham’s last position on the

question, the fact remains that human knowledge

would be practically indistinguishable from what it is,

even though aU its objects were destroyed ; nothing is

necessarily required to make knowledge possible, but

the mind and God.

The Ockhamist thesis that God can always do with-

out intermediate causes what he usually does with

such causes, had an immediate bearing on the notion

of causality itself. If it is posited as a theological

principle, that two really distinct things can always

be created separately by God, the obvious implication

« QmO,. V. q. 6} MoKeon, Vol. n, pp. 308-372.
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is that causes can exist without their effects as well as

effects without their causes.

A

thorough application

of that principle necessarily entails a complete revision

of the very notion of causality. What is a cause?

Most men naturally think, or imagine, that something

flows out of the so-called, cause and becomes an integral

part of the very being of its effect. According to

Ockham, there is nothing in sensible experience to

confirm such a supposition. What intuitive knowledge

teaches us is that every time fire, for instance, comes in

contact with a piece of wood, heat begins to appear in

that wood. Since there can be nothing more in concepts

than there is actually in intuitions, the relation of

cause to effect cannot mean more to the mind than what

we actually perceive : a regular sequence between two

phenomena. When the presence of a certain fact is

regularly attended by the presence of another fact,

we call the first one a cause and the second an effect.

And beyond that we know nothing. Far from

strengthening causality, those who boast that they can

find something more in it are unconsciously justifying

its complete denial; for such men begin by asserting

that the relation of a cause to its effect cannot be

reduced to a simple relation of mutual presence and of

regular sequence ; but when you ask them to show you

something more in causality, they can find nothing.

Consequently, if causality is what they say it is, the

existence of what they say caimot be proven, causality

is nothing.

Ockham, Qtiodl, II, q, 7 ; and Quodl. IV, q. 6.
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Here again, Ockham’s criticism of a philosophical

notion was powerfully backed by his theologism. He
did not wish to conceive physical bodies as having an

efficient causality of their own because the existence

of an autonomous order of things, or order of nature,

would have prescribed at least habitual limits to the

arbitrary power of God. Hence the Ockhamist concep-

tion of a world m which combustion comes after fire

but not necessarily because of fire, since God could

have decreed once and for aU that He Himself would

create heat in pieces of wood, or paper, every time fire

would be present in paper or wood. Who could prove

to us that, even now, God does not actually do this?

In point of fact, we know through faith that God does

it at least in the sacraments of the Church. The sacra-

mental words are not really the efficient causes of grace,

but God decreed once and for aU that every time those

words are said, grace regularly follows.^® A sacramental

universe is not a self-contradictory notion ; it is at least

a possible universe, and we might well be living in such

a world without being aware of it.

Ockham himself had no intention of advocating such

a conception of the physical world. Even while he

was proving that God could create the knowledge of

a thing without that thing, his mind remained as far

as possible from the idealism of Berkeley. At any rate,

I have never been able to find in his writings the

shghtest intimation that he ever thought of holding

it. Ockham was firmly convinced that, as a rule, our

Hochstetter, op. cU., pp. 154-165.
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intuition of a particular object is the grasping of an

actually existing thing; but, at the same time, he

wanted to remind us that many cases of visions are

recorded in the Bible, and that such facts should always

remain for us an open possibility. It can Hkewise be

said that Ockham’s criticism of the notion of causality

w^s much less inspired by any leaning towards Male-

branche’s occasionalism than by his desire to account

for the possibility of miracles, or of such a sacrament

as the Eucharist. Yet, when all is said, the fact

remains that Ockham’s only objection to occasionalism

would be the divine ideas which it presupposes, and

its excessive rationality. Finally, I fuUy agree that it

is an overstatement to call Ockham a “mediaeval

Hume,” for if.ever there was a man whose philosophy

was little concerned with the power and glory of

God, that man was Hume. But, nevertheless, it would

be just as great a mistake not to quote Hume in relation

to William of Ockham, for there is a close affinity

between their philosophical doctrines. St. Thomas

Aquinas could not have accepted Hume’s Empiricism

without completely wrecking his own theology, whereas

Hume’s philosophy could have dwelt with Ockham’s

theology without doing it much harm. As a matter

of ‘fact, an inarticulate world such as the English

agnostic’s was most suitable to the arbitrary will of

the English Franciscan’s God; no wonder thqn if we

find them both in the doctrine of William of Ockham.

Thus blended together Empiricism and theologism

made a most explosive combination. At the top of
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the world, a God whose absolute power knew no limits,

not even those of a stable natime endowed with a

necessity and an intelligibility of its own. Between

His will and the countless individuals that co-exist

in space or succeed each other and glide away in time,

there was strictly nothing. Having expelled from the

mind of God the intelligible world of Plato, Ockham
was satisfied that no intelligibility could be found in

any one of God’s works. How could there be order in

nature, when there is no nature? And how could there

be a nature when each singular being, thing, or event,

can claim no other justification for its existence than

that of being one among the elect of an all-powerful

God? That was not the God of theology, but of

theologism; for though the living God of theology be

infinitely more than the “Author of Nature,” He is

at least that, whereas Ockham’s God was not even that.

Instead of being an eternal source of that concrete order

of intelligibility and beauty, which we call nature,

Ockham’s God was expressly intended to relieve the

world of the necessity of having any meaning of its

own. The God of theology always vouches for nature

;

the jealous God of theologism usually prefers to

abolish it.

Had he been only a passionate theologian, Ockham
would have left us nothing more than a brilliant

example of theologism, but he was at the same time

a shrewd logician and a clear-headed philosopher,

whose mind could not entertain a philosophy at

variance with his theology. As a matter of fact,
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more than that, he was a great publicist whose political

doctrines, deeply rooted in his theology, were

dangerously shaking the lofty structure of mediaeval

Christendom. As a philosopher, however, it was

Ockham’s privilege to usher into the world what I

think is the first known case of a new intellectual

disease. It cannot be described as a scepticism, for

it often goes hand in hand with the most unreserved

devotion to the promotion of scientific knowledge.

Positivism would be no better name for it, since it is

chiefly made up of negations. It would be more satis-

factory to call it a radical Empiricism, were it not

precisely its main trouble that it is not radical enough

to seek in experience that which makes experience

itself possible. As this contagious disease is particularly

common among the scientists of today, one might be

tempted to call it “scientism,” if it were not for the

fact that its first result is to destroy, together with the

rationahty of science, its very possibility. However,

since we need a label, or a sigh, let us call it psycho-

logism, and attempt to describe its meaning.

Ockham himself is a perfect case of this mental atti-

tude and a very good model from which to sketch it.

He was convinced that to give a psychological analysis

ofhuman knowledge was to give a philosophical analysis

of reality. For instance, each intmtion is radically

distinct from every other intuition ; hence, e§.ch par-

ticular thing is radically distinct from every other

particular thing. Again, since no intuition of a thing

can cause in us the intuition of another thing, it
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follows that no thing can cause another thing. It is

to that settled conviction that the psychological rela-

tions between our ideas are a true picture of the real

relations between things, that we are indebted for

Ockham’s interpretation of causality. Since the origin

of causality cannot possibly be found in the thing itself,

or in the intuition of the thing by the intellect, it must

be explained by some other reason; and there is but

one: it is what Ockham called kabitiudis notitia, and

what Hume will simply call habit . You can look at

the statue of a certain man indefinitely; if you have

never seen the man himself, you will never know whom
the statue represents. Similarly from a merely intel-

lectual knowledge of the abstract definition of heat,

we could never deduce the fact that heat causes heat

in contiguous or proximate bodies. True enough,

there are such things as relations of causality, and

there is an essential order of dependence between effects

and their causes, for their regular succession never

changes; but since there is nothing more in causality

than the habitual association of ideas caused in us by

repeated experience, there is nothing more than a

regular sequence of events in physical causality.

That there is a striking similarity between this

position and Hume’s is an obvious fact, which has

already been stressed by at least three different his-

torians.^ Two of them, E. Hochstetter and N. Abbag-

nano, have even called our attention to the verbal

similarity between the following lines by Ockham

Ockham, In I Sent., Prolog., q. Ill, fol. D 3, verso L.
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and a famous text of David Hume’s. “Between a

cause and its effect,” says Ockham, “there is an

eminently essential order and dependence, and yet the

simple knowledge of one of them does not entail the

simple knowledge of the other. And this also is some-

thing which everybody experiences within himself:

'that however perfectly he may know a certain thing,

he will never be able to excogitate the simple and

proper notion of another thing, which he has never

before perceived either by sense or by intellect.” Now
let us listen to Hume: “When we reason a priori, and

consider merely any object or cause, as it appears to

the mind, independent of all observation, it never

could suggest to us the notion of any distinct object,

such as its -effect.”^’ In both doctrines, nothing was

left but empirical sequences of facts outside the mind,

and habitual associations withm the mind, the mere

external frame of a world order carefully emptied of

its intelligibility.

Such a result was inevitable and will always occur

whenever a philosopher mistakes the empirical descrip-

tion of our ways of knowing for a correct description

of reality itself. That is psychologism, and however

brilliantly it may conduct itself, its ultimate conclusion

is that, since there is no more in reality than there is

in knowledge, reality can be known, but the fact of

knowledge itself cannot be understood. Now a question

Ockham, In I Sent., Prolog., q. Ill, fol. D 2, recto F. D. Hume, An
Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding, IV, 1. 27; ed. Selby-Bigge, p 31.

CJ. E. Hochstetter, op. cit., p. 159; N. Abbagnano, op. cH., p. 172; G. M.
Manser, “Drei Zweifler am Kausalprincip im XIV Jahrhundert,” m Jahrbuch

fur Philosophic und spehulative Tf^ologie, Vol. XXVII (1912), pp. 405-437,
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such as this, how do we come by our general ideas,

and by our notion of causality? is no doubt tremend-

ously important, and what psychology can tell us about

it surely deserves our most careful consideration ; but it

cannot solve the philosophical problems which psycho-

logism makes bold to ask, and regularly dismisses as

pseudo-problems. Approached with the wrong method,

a problem always becomes a pseudo-problem. In such

cases, of course, we find nothing, whence we calmly

conclude that there is nothing. Ockhani was quite

right in attempting xo describe the psychological

process which enables us to form general ideas, or to

conceive the notion of causality; but he should have

stopped there and given to his psychological analysis

a merely psychological conclusion. Granted that a

concept is but a particular sign that stands for several

individuals, it does not follow that reality is exclusively

individual ; otherwise, how could several individuals be

signified by the same sign? Granted that our know-

ledge of causality is but an association of ideas, it does

not follow that effects are not intrinsically related to

their causes; otherwise why should there be, in their

succession, that regularity which makes our associations

of ideas possible? Psychologism consists in demanding

that psychology answer philosophical questions. Psy-

chology is a science, psychologism is a sophism; it

substitutes the definition for the defined, the descrip-

tion for the described, the map for the country. Thus

left without objective justification, human knowledge

becomes a mere system of useful conventions, whose
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practical success remains a complete mystery to the

minds of the very scientists who made it. Scientists

themselves can afford such blunders; faith in science

being what they live by, they have no need of reahty.

Yet, if even their intellectual Iffe is a crippled life,

what about those countless intelligences which have

no science to live by, or faith left in an intrinsically

intelligible world? They are all on the straight road to

scepticism. Mediaeval thought entered it as soon as

Ockham’s philosophy took deep root in the European

universities of the fourteenth century. Scholastic

philosophers then began to mistrust their own prin-

ciples, and mediaeval philosophy broke down; not for

want of ideas, for they still were there ; or for want of

men, for there never were more brilliant intelligences

than at the time of that glorious sunset; mediaeval

philosophy broke down when, having mistaken philo-

sophy for reality itself, the best minds were surprised

to find reason empty and began to despise it.
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CHAPTER IV

THE BREAKDOWN OF MEDIEVAL
PHILOSOPHY

Historians of mediaeval philosophy have to deal with

the same problems and to use the same methods as

any other historians of philosophy. The only point

that is distinctive about their work is that they seldom

read purely philosophical books. On the contrary, an

historian of mediaeval theology would be unable to

make much headway unless he has previously read a

large number of philosophical books. A commentary

on the Sentences of Peter Lombard, or a Sumrm
Theologica of the thirteenth century, is always an

organic whole in which what reason knows about God
and His creation is inseparable from the teaching

of the revealed text. Philosophy and theology

can always be found therein in a state of more

or less clear distinction, but never separated; when

they did begin to resent their alliance as a suspicious

promiscuity, the breakdown of mediaeval culture was

at hand.

If we look at the situation as a yotmg student in

theology saw it around the year 1320, it will appear to

be rather confused. We have to imagine him as a

thoroughly religious man, primarily concerned with

the salvation of his fellow man through the word of
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God, for such indeed was the reason why the best

among those students wanted to study theology. To

be sure theological teaching was plentiful in those years

at the University of Paris, but the problem was

precisely to select the best theology among the many
that recommended themselves to one’s attention. Even

the choice of a rehgious order was not always enough

to settle the problem; a Franciscan could either stick

to the old doctrine of St. Bonaventura, or he could

decide in favour of Duns Scotus, unless he found it

more advisable to enlist among the followers of Ockham.

Were our man a Dominican he could find at the very

least three theologies at his disposal. There were

Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas; and people

were beginning to talk about a German preacher by

the name of Meister Eckhart. There is never too much
of a good thing, but there were too many varieties of

the same thing, and the difficulty Avas that since

Ockham was refuting Duns Scotus, the while Duns

Scotus himself was correcting Bonaventura, or Thomas

Aquinas straightenmg out Albertus Magnus, they

could not all be right at the same time. But who was

right?

By far the easiest way to solve the problem was to

decide that every one was wrong. Many theologians

began to feel that there was a serious danger for the

future of religion in those scholastic wars. If.theology

is the science ot the word of God, it is unlikely that the

solvmg of such highly intricate problems be required

in order to achieve one’s own salvation. In short, the
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Gospel is both so simple and so safe that its teaching

can only be weakened and obscured by such compMca-

tions. Therefore, from that time on, the slogan of

many theologians was to be : Back to the Gospel ! To
r

quote but one name, the Dutchman, Gehrard Groot,

was a particularly fine example of that attitude. He
considered the University of Paris as a place where a

young man not only could not learn theology, but was

practically bound to lose his faith, precisely because

of the theologians. What he would personally advocate,

instead of such dangerous studies, was the reading

of the Bible, of some Fathers of the Church, such as

St. Jerome and St. Augustine, and a solid training

in classical Latin. There was nothing radically new
in his attitude. As early as the thirteenth century the

lYanciscan poet, Jacopone da Todi, was complaining

that Paris, whereby he meant the University of Paris,

had already destroyed Assisi; that is, the purity of

simple Christian life. That there were too much
philosophy and too many theological discussions, was

then becoming a common complaint, but Gehrard

Groot did more than voice it. Himself a second-rate

thinker and but an indifferent writer, he nevertheless

succeeded both in expressing the mper aspirations of

a large number of his contemporaries and in giving

them the support of a concrete institution. As a Chris-

tian, his ideal was: contemptm saeculi et imitatio

humilis vitae Christi;^ his disciple, Florentius, handed

W. Mtilder, Gerardi magni epistolae, Antwerp, 1933 ; pp. 26-36, On the
imitation of Christ, p. 31. Cf, Karl Grube, Gehrard <^ot und seine Stiftungen,
Koln, 1883; pp. 67 and 91.
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it dovm to Thomas k Kempis, and any one who remem-
bers the three opening chapters of the Imitation of

Christ can consider himself fully informed about the

fourteenth-century anti-scholasticism. But Gehrard
Groot did more than that. At’ the personal request

of Florentius, he organized at Deventer the first

convent of the Brothers of Common Life, where his

conceptions of truly Christian teaching were carried

into execution. Gehrard Groot’s ideal was still alive

at Deventer when a young Dutchman went there in

1475 to stay until the end of his studies in 1484. His

name was to become famous the whole world over as

that of the greatest of all the Christian humanists:

Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam. We read in books

and dictionaries that the school of Deventer was
one of the ficrst in Northern Euroi)e to feel the infiuence

of the Renaissance ; it would be more true to say that

the Deventer school was one of the first influences

that brought about the so-called Renaissance. After

the disruption of scholasticism, a simple return to the

Bible and to the study of ethical problems was one of

the few experiments that could still be attempted.

But it cotdd be tried in two different ways: by dis-

crediting philosophy through criticism, or by merely

decreeing that it was dead.

There was something to be said in favour of the

first attitude. When theology is left without philo-

sophy, philosophy itself has to be left without theology,

and a philosophy which is allowed to go its own way
is apt to brew trouble for the theologians. Averroes
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and Ms Latin followers had supported the view that

philosophy, when it is given the liberty to follow its

own methods, reaches necessary conclusions that are

contradictory to the teachings of the theologians.

Thirteenth-century scholasticism had largely been an
answer to the challenge of Averroes; xmfortunately,

the answer was far from being unanimous. Let us

consider, for instance, two problems with which

philosophers were equally concerned: the eternity of

the world and the immortality of the soul. Averroes

had proved that the world is eternal and that there is

no personal immortality. All the Christian theologians

protested against his conclusions and attacked his

demonstrations, but not aU in the same way. St.

Bonaventura attempted to prove by philosophical

arguments that the world is not eternal and that the

soul of each man is immortal. St. Thomas Aquinas

was of the opinion that Averroes had failed to prove

the eternity of the world, but that St. Bonaventura

had also failed to prove that the world is not eternal;

in short, philosophy cannot prove anything on that

point, but it can prove the immortality of the soul.

Duns Scotus’ position was that neither the creation of

the world in time, nor the immortality of the soul

could be proved by philosophers, but that both could

be proved by theologians. As to Ockham himself, he

was -willing to hold such conclusions as philosophical

probabilities, but not as conclusively proved truths;

to wMch he added that what cannot be proved by
philosophy can still less be proved by theology,
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where certitude is not grounded on reason, but on

faith.

The result of that state of things was a widespread

feehng that theology could not afford to ignore philo-

sophy, hut should not trust it. Philosophy could not

be trusted since even the most carefully balanced of

all doctrines, that of St. Thomas Aquinas, was far

from being unanimously received; but neither could

it be ignored since Averroes and his school boasted

that they could disprove religious truth. Faihng an

'

agreement as to the way in which philosophy could

be made useful, there arose a general impression that

it should at least he made harmless. Now the easiest

way to show that philosophy could not prove anything

against rehgion was to show that it cannot prove any-

thing at all. Hence the current of metaphysical scepti-

cism that runs through the late Middle Ages and

whose presence can still he observed ^s late as the

seventeenth century.

An interesting expression of that state of mind

can be foimd in the writings of a rather obscure

member of the University of Paris, Nicolas of Autre-

court. After living at the Sorboime as a student

between 1320 and 1327, he had become a lecturer in

theology; but his teaching rapidly became suspect,

so much so that a series of propositions extracted from

one of his books was formally condemned by.the Pope

in 1346. Like Ockham himself and several famous

Ockhamists, Nicolas had already fled for refuge to the

court of King Louis of Bavaria, for there were political
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impiications behind those abstract problems ; but

the only point with which we are now concerned is

the philosophical attitude of our theologian and in

what sense it was a scepticism.

I do not think that there ever was a single man
whose mental attitude could correctly be described

as pure scepticism. One is always some one else’s

sceptic, and the man to whom we give that name
sometimes is such for lack of intellectual discipline

and sometimes appears as such because his standard

of truth is more exacting than our own. Nicolas of

Autrecourt was certainly not a sceptic in matters of

religion; and neither was he a sceptic in matters

of rational knowledge: on the contrary, he had very

settled ideas as to what can be known and what

cannot. In fact, his attitude on that point clearly shows

the new ideal of rational knowledge which was trying

confusedly to express itself in the school of Ockham.

It was a rather crude empiricism, examples of which

could still easily be found in our own days. Nicolas

of Autrecourt never admitted more than two orders of

evident knowledge : what we can deduce from the prin-

ciple of contradiction, and what we perceive by sense,

external or internal; but he always maintained that

such knowledge at least is evident. It must even be

said that one of his mam preoccupations was to dispel

the suspicion cast by Ockham and some of his disciples

on the absolute validity of intuitive knowledge. In

his first letter to the Franciscan Bernard of Arezzo,

Nicolas expressly states that what he is there opposing
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is the thesis according to which: noUtia intuitiva non

requirit necessario rem existentem;’^ whence it should

logically follow that we cannot be certain of the

existence of the external world, or even of our own
acts.

I am quite willing to grant that Nicolas deserves to

be praised for his worthy intentions of damming the

rising tide of idealism and radical scepticism; but

in- his desire to save what little certain knowledge

could be saved, he so severely restricted the field

of rational certitude that practically nothing of it

was left. If we suppose with him that the supreme

rule of human knowledge is the principle of contra-

diction, there can be no degrees of evidence; we
are equally sure of all that can be deduced from it,

and we have no knowledge at aU of that which

cannot be deduced from it. Supposing then, that our

sensible intuitions are unshakable facts, what can we
conclude from them on the strength of the principle

of contradiction?

In the first place, from the fact that we know a cer-

tain thing is, it is impossible to infer that another

thing is, which can be shown in the following way.

It is possible for one of these things to exist without the

other, for the simple reason that it is not contra-

dictory. Now from the fact that A is, nothing follows

;

for to say that if A is, then A is, is not an inference

;

but to say that if A is, then B is, is to say something

® The texts are to be foimd m J. Lappe, Ntcolam von AtUrecourt, sein

Leben, seine Philosophies seine Schnfleny Munster, 1908; see pp, 2*~6*.
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that cannot be reduced to the principle of contradic-

tion.® The upshot of this attitude is to leave us with

two utterly independent sources of evident knowledge

of such a kind that neither of them can draw anything

from the other. No wonder then if, when Nicolas under-

took to test the validity of Aristotle’s conclusions in

the light of his own principles, practically the whole

body of classical metaphysics went to pieces. What is

left of metaphysics ifwe keep only what is immediately

perceived by sense, external or internal, and deduced

from it by the principle of contradiction only? As

Nicolas writes to his correspondent, Bernard of Arezzo

:

“In all his natural philosophy and metaphysics, Aris-

totle has hardly reached two evidently certain conclu-

sions, perhaps not even a single one, and likewise, or

much less. Brother Bernard who is not better than

Aristotle.” More than that, if Aristotle never reached

any evident conclusions, he could not have even

probable ones; for nothing can be held as probable

unless it has first been evident. Now, for instance, the

whole physics of Aristotle rests on the assumption that

everything is either a substance or an accident; but

who has ever perceived a substance? If there were

substances, even peasants would see them. We don’t

see them, and, what is more, we cannot infer their

existence from what we call their properties, or acci-

dents, for since it has just been shown, that from the

perceived existence of a certain thing, the existence

of no other thing can be concluded, there is no reason

^ Ibid.f pp.
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whatsoever to posit unperceived substances behind

their perceived accidents.*

If we go thus far, we shall have to go a little further,

for a similar reasoning will clearly show that we have

no evident knowledge of the fact that any thing, but

God, can be the efficient cause of any other thing; we

cannot even know if a natural efficient cause is merely

possible; in short, after the notion of substance, we

have to dismiss the notion of causality. For the same

reason it is impossible to prove that a certain thing is

the final cause of another thing, which eliminates

purposiveness from the world. But if we dismiss both

efficient causes and final causes, what will be left of

the classical demonstrations of the existence of God?

Obviously nothing.® As Nicolas says, insofar as

evidence is concerned, these propositions: God exists,

and God does not exist, signify absolutely the same

thing.®

It would be a serious mistake to consider Nicolas

of Autrecourt as a mere revolutionist with nothing

but destructive aims in mind. On the contrary, he was

most anxious to destroy scholastic philosophy in order

that he could build up something else in its place. His

reaction was a typical instance of what usually happens

when men begin to despair of philosophy. We cannot

live without ascribing some meaning to our existence,

or act without ascribing some goal to our^ activity

;

when philosophy no longer provides men with satis-

‘ Ibid., pp. 12*-13*. ® Ibid., pp. 32*-33*.
« Ibid., p. 37*.
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factory answers to those questions, the only means

they still have to escape scepticism and despair are

morahsm, or mysticism, or some combination of both.

Nicolas of Autrecourt was by no means a mystic
; his

was a clear case of religious moralism. His anti-

metaphysicism was not prompted by any scientific

ideal. In fact, I do not think that he ever suspected

the tremendous possibilities which empirical methods

of observation would have opened to science; on the

contrary, he was much more anxious to get rid of

science as quickly as possible than to usher in an era

of indefinite scientific progress. He felt thoroughly

disgusted at the sight of good men wasting their life-

time, from youth to age, on Aristotle and Averro^s;

but he felt certain that the few things which it is useful

for man to know about nature would be known in a

short time if we looked less at books and more at

things. Then the best among the members of the

pohtical community could devote their whole care to

the highest interest of morals and rehgion. Were they

to do so, they would keep peace and charity, the more

perfect helping the less perfect by showing them what

to do. Fully aware of how little they can know by the

natural fight of reason, such men would not sin by

pride, but rather would purify both their hearts and

their minds from the vices that breed ignorance,

such as envy, avarice, cupidity. At the end of a

long fife‘thus spent in the teaching of the divine

law, such pure and wise men would be held by all as

truly divine, and hailed as the spotless mirrors of the
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glorious King of nature, the faithful images of His

generosity.’

Obviously Nicolas of Autrecourt’s plan was to turn

pure formal logic against philosophy, to the greater

benefit of ethics and of practical religious life. Having

borrowed from Aristotle himself the definition of a

strictly necessary demonstration, he could easily apply

it to the physics and metaphysics of Aristotle and show

that not a single thesis of the Greek philosopher had

really been demonstrated. Averroism, which professed

to be an expression of the genuine thought of Aristotle,

was thereby destroyed, and Christian truth was safe.

This was no doubt a plausible method, but it was a

rather dangerous one, for it implied that Christian

dogmas could no more be supported by philosophy

than endangered by it. Again, it was a costly method

which obliged theologians to prove, by heaping up the

most intricate philosophical arguments, that nothing

had ever been proved by philosophers. Last, but not

least, supposing that philosophy were effectually

destroyed, logic would still remain, and how could a

theologian forget that, together with grammar, logic

had been the first discipline to bring about theological

difficulties? Why not get rid of both philosophy and

logic?

Such was to be the conclusion of one of the greatest

Italian poets whose name is seldom quoted in our

histories of mediaeval philosophy, Francesco Petrarca.

Yet, if the forces that brought the career of mediaeval

’ N. of Autrecourt, imprinted treatise Extgit ordo execiUioms, init.
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philosophy to an end are part of that history, he ought

to be there. The French historian of Petrarch, Henri de

Nolhac, called him “the first modern man”; but

Burckhardt also called Dante the first modern man,

which shows that there have been at least two first

modern men, each of whom was the very reverse of the

other. For Dante was thoroughly scholastic in his

culture, deeply learned in the philosophy of his time

and a great admirer of Aristotle, “the master of those

who know.” I even think, for that matter, that he was

something of an Averroist. The second first modern

man, Petrarch, was wholly different. Fifteen years

after the death of Nicolas of Autrecourt, he dictated

to his secretary a little book whose very title is a

portent. On My Ovm Ignorance arid That of Many
Others. The most famous among those many others

was Aristotle.

The date of the book is 1367, that is to say, two

hundred and seventy years before the Discourse on

Method of Descartes, who is supposed to have been

the first to throw off the yoke of Aristotle. That yoke

did not weigh much on Petrarch’s mind. When some

Aristotelians started a philosophical discussion in his

presence, Petrarch would “either remain silent, or

jest with them, or change the subject.” Sometimes,

Petrarch says, “I asked with a smile, how Aristotle

could haye known that, for it was not proven by the

fight of reason, nor could it be tested by experiment.

At that they would fall silent, in surprise and anger,

as if they regarded me as a blasphemer who asked
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any proof beyond the authority of Aristotle. So we
bid fair to be no longer philosophers, lovers of the

truth, but Aristotelians, or rather Pythagoreans,

reviving the absurd custom which permits us to ask

no questions except whether he said it. ... I believe,

indeed, that Aristotle was a great man and that he

knew much; yet he was but a man, and therefore

something, nay, many things, may have escaped him.

I will say more. ... I am confident, beyond a doubt,

that he was in error all his life, not only as regards

small matters, where a mistake counts for little, but

in the most weighty questions, where his supreme

interests were involved. And although he has said

much of happiness, both at the beginning and the

end of his Ethics, I dare assert, let my critics exclaim

as they may, that he was so completely ignorant of

true happiness, that the opinions upon this matter of

any pious old woman, or devout fisherman, shepherd

or farmer, would, if not so fine spun, be more to the

point than his.”®

Therein lies the whole intellectual outlook of

Petrarch, as clearly expressed as possible. Some of

his contemporaries would accuse him of ignorance,

because he declined to take interest in philosophy;

but the only knowledge that really matters is that

which can lead man to happiness, and no book can

* Petrarque, De ma propre 'ignorance et de celle de beaucoup d'aidres. French
trans. by L Mouhmer, F. Alcan, Paris, pp. 30-31.— am indebted for the
English translation of this text to J H. Robinson and H. W. Rolfe’s Petrarchy

the First Modern Scholar and Man of Letters^ New York and London, 1898.

pp. 39-40—^The original Latin text has been edited by L. M. Capelli : Pitrarque,

le traiti De su'i ipsim et multorum ignorantia. Pans, H. Champion, 1906.
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teach it better than the Gospel. Supposing one wishes

to read something wise, why not try the works of

Cicero? ’Tis true that Cicero also was a pagan, and his

books are full of the most dangerous errors; yet,

everywhere he deals with God and the marvels of His

providence, Cicero speaks much more as an apostle

than as a philosopher. Besides, what is the use of

teaching virtue unless we bring men to love it? Even
when he is right,' Aristotle is cold, and he leaves us

cold, whereas it is impossible to read Cicero, or for that

matter Seneca, without falling in love with the beauty

of virtue and feeling a bitter hatred against vice. If

true philosophers are masters of virtue, Cicero and
Seneca are the true philosophers.® Petrarch’s disgust

for what he calls “the noisy herd of scholastics”^®

was bom of his complete mistrust of philosophy as a

guide to the moral life. How indeed could we trust

philosophy, if what Pythagoras had said a long time

ago is true, that every philosophical proposition can

be refuted as easily as it can be proved, even to this

very proposition itself? Socrates modestly confessed

:

“There is but one thing I know, and it is that I know
nothing ”

; and still he was bragging, for he could not

even be sure of that, and Archelaus was right in adding

:

“for my own part I would not dare to affirm that it

can be affirmed that we know nothing.”!^

Such the moralism of the humanists, one of the

• Petrarch, De ma propre ignorance .... pp. 63-65.
p. 68.

^

Ibid.f pp. 88-89.

—

Cf. another text in Bobinson and Kolfe, op, cit, pp.
217-23.
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classical remedies for philosophical scepticism, which,

in its turn, is the outcome of all errors concerning the

nature of philosophy itself. The recurrence of certain

philosophical attitudes is an historical fact. It cannot

he explained away merely by resorting to the influence

of a philosopher on another philosopher ; first, because

it is sometimes impossible to prove that a philosopher

was ever acquainted with the doctrine which he

reproduces: it is impossible to prove that Descartes

ever read St. Anselm; next, because there may be no

external or material resemblance between two doctrines

whose central inspiration is nevertheless the same:

Malebranche never read A1 Ashari and had he read

him, he would have considered his doctrine ridiculous,

yet Malebranche himself repeated exactly A1 Ashari’s

undertaking ; last, but not least, even when it has been

proved that a man has yielded to a certain influence,

the reason he did so has to be explained. Why do we

rebel against certain influences while accepting some

others? Not only do we accept influences, we some-

times welcome them as if, when at last they come, there

had always been in us a secret hope that we might

some day meet them. Reason never surrenders but to

itself. Deep influences are not merely undergone, they

are chosen, as in virtue of some selective af&nity.

Confronted with the same failure of philosophy to rise

above the order of formal logic, John of Salisbury

between 1160 and 1180, Nicolas of Autrecourt and

Petrarch in 1360, Erasmus of Rotterdam around 1490,

spontaneously conceived a similar method to save
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Christian faith. Logic was to them but an intro-

ductory discipline that one had to know and eventually

to use against the ambitions of philosophy, but which

could throw no light on the really important problems.

These are the moral problems, and their answer can

always be found in the Gospel, in the Fathers of the

Church, and in the pagan moralists to whom the

Fathers themselves were so heavily indebted. Phil-

osophy itself, conceived as a distinct discipline, should

therefore be ruled out and invited to give way to

practical ethics. That was one possible solution, but

there was another which consisted in resorting to

mysticism; not to rule out philosophy, but to trans-

cend it.

Here again we might feel tempted to resort to

historical influences as a possible explanation for the

mystical tide that swept over the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries. And it would certainly be a true

explanation, for Pseudo-Dionysius, and therefore Plot-

inus, have played an important part in its development

;

but it would not be a complete explanation; for

Dionysius had always been available since the transla-

tion of his writings into Latin at the beginning of the

ninth century, many theologians had written com-

mentaries on his works, and yet no one had ever

found therein what the men of the fourteenth and

fifteenth ^centuries were to read in his books. No one,

except perhaps Scotus Erigena; but the periodical

revivals of Erigena themselves are not without causes

:

his presence becomes perceptible every time, and as
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soon as some one needs him, whereas for those who have

no use for him, he will stand for naught. I am not

quite sure that Eckhart needed Erigena, but he

certainly was predetermined to receive the message

of Dionysius the Areopagite,* and he received it

gladly;

That God is infinitely above anything we can think

and say about Him, was a universally accepted

doctrine in mediaeval theology. St. Thomas Aquinas

had made it the very foundation of his doctrine. We
do not know what God is, but only what He is not, so

that we know Him the better as we more clearly see

that He is infinitely different from everything else.

This principle, however, can be used in two different

ways. We can, with St. Thomas Aquinas, posit it at

the beginning and at the end of our theology; it will

then act both as a general qualification applying to all

theological statements, and as an invitation to transcend

theology, once we are through with it, by entering

the depth of mystical life. Yet, between his initial

statement that God is, strictly speaking, unknowable,

and his ultimate endeavour to experience by love that

which surpasses human understanding, St. Thomas

Aquinas never forgets, that if we do not know God, the

reason is not that God is obscure, but rather that He
is a blinding light. The whole theology of St. Thomas

points to the supreme inteUigibihty of what lies hidden

in the mystery of God. Now, if God is int^gible in

Himself, what little we know about Him may be

almost nothing, but it is not nothing, and it is infinitely
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more important than all the rest. In short, even when

St. Thomas Aquinas uses reason as a means to a

mystical end, he does not us® it in a mystical way.

Reason is made to throw light eveiywhere it shines;

where darkness becornes invincible, reason gives way
to love, and there is the beginning of mystical life.

Not so with Eckhart. Fully convinced that if God is

unknowable for us He must be unknowable in Himself,

the German theologian was bound to use reason as a

mystical means to a mystical end. Eckhart’s writings

are full of dialectical arguments, and much of the

material he uses is borrowed from St. Thomas Aquinas,

but the spirit of Thomism is gone, for instead of being

used as a light on the field of theology, philosophy has

nothing else to do in Eckhart’s doctrine but to throw

darkness upon God and so surround Him with the

cloud of unknowingness. The God of Meister Eckhart

is not posited as simply beyond the reach of human
knowledge, but, in a true neoplatonic manner, as

escaping all knowledge, including His very owm. Taken

in Himself, God is die wusste GoUheit, th^ wilderness of

Godhead; and though it be true that God is eternally

expressing Himself in an act of self-knowledge, the

fact remains that God’s infinite essence is unfathom-

able, even to God, for He could not know Himself

without turning His infinite essence into a definite

object of knowledge. Now, considered as known, the

wilderness of Godhead is not only subjected to limita-

tion, but to number ; God as knowing and God as known
are two, so that God no longer is the simple and
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absolute Divinity. The only way to reach God, insofar

at least as it is possible for us to do so, is therefore to

transcend all mutual limitations and all distinctions;

it is. to go, not only beyond the multiplicity of finite

things, but even past the Trinity’of the divine persons.

It is only when man reaches that silent wilderness

where there is neither Father, nor Son, nor Holy Ghost,

that His mystical flight comes to an end, for there

lies the soxirce of all that is : beyond God, in the fullness

of the Divinity.

Such an achievement would necessarily remain

beyond the grasp of even the greatest mystics, were it

not that God has created man in His own image and

likeness. There is, in each one of us, a spark of the

divine essence, that shines upon the very apex of what

we caU intellect, and makes us partakers of the divine

light. Uncreated and uncreatable as the Divinity

itself, that spark is more one in us with its divine

source than it is with the very intellect iA which it

dwells. In short, were man nothing but that light, he

would be God. Such a mystical conception of human

imderstanding was exactly what Eckhart needed in

order to overcome all the distinctions that stand in

the way of man’s absolute siurender to God. The

divine spark is in us both as the source of our longing

for God, and as the force that brings us back to God.

Since it is God in us, it is the wilderness of God urging

us from within, to seek Him beyond shape, place, time

and even existence. Every particular thing, for as

much as it is, is the negation of what it is not; how
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then could we raise God above all determinations and

negations, unless we posit Him even above all affirma-

tions ? God is so supremely existing, that He is nothing.

Such is the deepest meaning of Meister Eckhart’s
** r

theology, whence it follows, that just as piety consists

in ridding ourselves of all things for the love of God,

theology consists in ridding God Himself of shape and

shapeliness, things and thingness, existence and exist-

ences, until we reach the absolute nakedness of His

divinity.

We read in his Sayings, that “Meister Eckhart met

a lovely naked boy. He asked him whence he came.

He said, ‘I come from God.’ . . . ‘Who art Thou?’

—

‘A King.’
—‘Where is thy kingdom?’—‘In my heart.’

—‘Mind no one shares it with Thee.’
—

‘So I do.’

—

He took me to his cell and said :
‘ Take any coat Thou

wilt.’
—‘Then I should be no King’ (said he), and

vanished. It was God Himself that he had had with

him a little spell.”^* The religious beauty of such lines

is not only above criticism, it is even above praise.

Yet, how could we forget that other naked boy, whom
his friends had seen, not in a vision but in the flesh,

giving back to his father what money he had left, to

even the clothes he had on? The young Francis of

Assisi also was a naked king, but his God was not a

naked God; and that is why, having given up every-

thing but God, he had both God and everything else

:

Brother Sun and Sister Moon, and the air, and the

Fr. Pfeiffer, M. Eckhart’s Sermons, Leipzig, 1857 ; trans. by C. de B,
Evans, London, J. M. Watkins, 1924; Sermon 94, p. 235; Tract. XIX, p. 412;
Saymgs, p. 438.
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cloud and the wind. As the God of St. Francis had

not been stripped by man of his own intelligibility,

creation itself remained intelligible, and desirable and

lovable for the sake of its creator ; but since the God
of Eckhart was a wdldemess, Eckhart’s nakedness was

that of destitution, and like God Himself he could be

but the king of a waste land.

This is exactly what nature had to become when,

in the fifteenth century, Nicolaus Cusanus applied

Eckhart’s theological principles to philosophy. His

main ambition was to bring to an early end the philo-

sophical and theological dissensions which were then

growing so dangerous for the unity of the Church. In

point of fact, it was not difficult in those times to see

that Christendom was threatened with ruin ; but

Nicolaus Cusanus was still hoping that the disaster

could be avoided, if only men could bring themselves

to look upon their quarrels as insignificant philosophical

and theological differences. After all, what ‘was it all

about ? Some of his contemporaries felt convinced that

they knew the whole truth concerning God; others,

on the contrary, were busy proving that the first ones

did not know anything about Him. Hence their end-

less disputes, followed by doctrinal condemnations,

heresies and schisms. Nicolaus was clever enough to

perceive that the trouble with those men was that

they were all equally dogmatic, no less in their negations

than in their assertions.

When a man of critical mind undertakes to refute

the conclusions of metaphysicians, he obviously labours
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under the delusion that there is in the mind an order

of absolute truth, wholly different from metaphysical

conjectures. His critical attitude toward philosophy

might change, however, were he a bit more critically

minded, for then his first question would be : Is there

any case in which exact and precise truth can really

be arrived at? An exact truth would be an adequate

mental presentation of its object; but the known
object and its knowledge in the mind are two distinct

realities, and who has ever found in nature two things

that were really two, that is to say, distinct, qnd yet

identically alike? Likeness is always a matter of com-

parison, and therefore of degree and approximation.

No thing so closely resembles another that a third one

could not still more closely resemble it. In our coin-

parisons there is alwaj^ something that is like that, but

that it is not and cannot be. Now if truth requires a

perfect adequation of the knowing mind to the known
thing, it IS an indivisible. There can be no question

of more and less about it ; either knowledge is absolutely

identical with its object, and then it is true ; or it is not

wholly identical with it, and then it is not at all true.

But we were just observing that no two things could

possibly be both distinct and identical at one and the

same time. C!onsequently, truth is impossible.

This, of course, does not mean that any statement

that can be made about a thing is no better than any

other one. As soon as we rid ourselves of that' truth

obsession, we begin to deal with approximations that

are comparable both to each other and to reality.
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Strictly speaking, they have no truth value, but grant-

ing that all of them are excluded jErom that indivisible

point, some of them are closer to it than others. In

this sense, the notions of more and less regam their

whole significance and do apply to our judgments.

Each of them stands to truth in the same relation as a

polygon of n sides to the circle ; whatever the number

of its sides, no polygon is a circle^ it is not at all a circle

;

yet as you go on increasing the number of its sides, it

grows less and less different from a circle, the. which

nevertheless it will never be. Such also is human
knowledge, and to become more and more clearly

aware of its nature is the proper task of the philosopher.

Basically, philosophy is but a docta ignoraidm: a

learned ignorance, and the more we learn about

our own ignorance, the more we learn also about

philosophy.^®

The same conclusion holds true if we turn from

definitions to judgments, but for another reason. To

judge is to affirm, or to deny, a certain relation between

two things, or two different aspects of reality. Of

course one has to do it, but how far it takes us is

another question. Whatever their different systems

may be, almost all philosophers agree that the first

cause of the world is God. Moreover, they describe

God as the Absolute. If God is the Absolute, the cause

of the world at least is secure from our judgments, for

the Absolute is outside and above all relations. It is

therefore useless for us to resort to the principles of

“ Nio. Cusanus. De doeta ignorantia, Bk. I, Chap. IV. Cf. Bk. H, Chap. I.
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identity and of contradiction in order to ascribe some-

thing to God, or to deny something of His nature.

There is nothing which the Absolute is not, but there

is also nothing which the Absolute is without being at

the same time everything else. It is correct to say, for

instance, that God is a being than which no greater

can be conceived, but if He is the Absolute, He must

needs be at the same time, and for the same reason, a

being than which no smaller can be conceived. God
is the noincidence of opposites, and therefore He is

above both the principle of identity and the principle

of contradiction. In short, God is unthinkable; “I

have learnt that the place wherein Thou art ‘ found

unveiled is girt around with the coincidence of contra-

dictories, and this is the wall of Paradise wherein

Thou dost abide. The door whereof is guarded by the

most proud spirit of Keason, and, unless he be van-

quished, the way will not lie open.”^*

The upshot of the situation is that our judgments

are almost as powerless to express relations between

things as they are to describe God. Taken all together,

things make up what we call the Universe. Now the

Universe is an effect whose cause is God. This is the

very reason why it is a Universe, that is to say, not a

mere plurality of imrelated things, but a universality

of many-related things. The trouble is that, in point

of fact, tilings are not only many-related, but imivers-

ally related. Taken as a whole, the Universe must bear

Nic. Cusanus, The Vtsion of Qod^ Chap. IX ; trans. by B. G. Salter,

London and New York, 1928, pp. 43-44.
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to God the same likeness that all effects bear to their

causes, and just as aU the divine ideas are co-related,

so also all the corresponding things must needs be

co-related. More than that, since every one ,of the

divine ideas is but a particular expression of God as

a whole, so also must every particular thing be con-

sidered as a restricted but global expression of the

Universe. The sun is the Universe in a restricted way,

and the same thing can be said of the moon, and of the

earth ; in a word, the Universe is identical with itself

in each particular aspect of its diversity.^® From such a

point of view, even the old problem of the \miversals

at last becomes intelligible, and that in virtue of its

very unintelligibility. What was the difficulty? It

was, we remember, to understand how a certain species

can be wholly present in every one of its individuals.

But the whole world is so made, that each singular

being is there the concrete expression of a totality!

The old principle of Anaxagoras still holds true : every-

thing is in everything. The only difference is that we

know much more clearly than Anaxagoras himself why

his principle was true. God is in the Universe as the

cause is in its effect, and the Universe is in God as

effects are in their causes ; moreover, and for the same

reason, the Universe is in every one of its parts, for

every one of its parts is the Universe, with the conse-

quence that, as a restricted Universe, each particidar

thing is every other particular thing.

Nic. Cusanus, De docta ignorantiat Bk. II, Chap. IV, ed by E. Hoffman
and R. Klibansky, Leipzig, 1932; pp. 72-75.

Bk, II, Chap. V, p. 76; and Chap. VIII, pp. 88-89.
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Sueh. as Nicolaus Cusanus conceived it, the world was
in great danger of becoming almost as unthinkable as

God Himself. However much we may regret it, human
understanding is so made, that when it tries to conceive

a thing as being both itself and its opposite, it ceases

to understand. This, of course, was exactly the point

which Nicolaus wished to make ; not in the least that

the world is intelligible to us, and how, but rather that

the world is not intelligible, and why. It is not intelli-

gible, a,nd such is necessarily the case, at least if it is

to fulfil its proper function, which is to manifest a

God who surpasses all imderstanding. The universal

mystery of things is but a concrete expression of the

supreme mystery of God.

Such was the last word of mediaeval philosophy, and
I am far from being blind to its magnificence, or deaf

to the secret truth of its message ; I am merely pointing

to the fact that it was a complete abdication of philos-

ophy as a rational discipline. I do not say that the

fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries were periods of

sterility in the history of the human mind ; on the con-

trary, these late scholastics were obviously headed for

entirely new and highly important discoveries. It is

not by mere chance that the first attempts to prove

that the earth is moving, or to give anything like

a scientific description of motion itself, were the

work of Ockhamists ; and no one can read Nicolaus

Cusanus without feeling that with him, Pascal,

Leibniz and the infinitesimal calculus had already

become open possibilities. But was it impossible
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to pave the way to science without destroying

philosophy?

This at least is a fact, that as soon as the scholastics

gave up all hope of answering philosophical problems

in the light of pure reason, the long and brilliant

career of mediaeval philosophy came to a close. Despite

its great achievements in other fields, the sixteenth

century counts for very little in the history of philos-

ophy itself. And no wonder. Rational metaphysics

was dead; positive science had not yet been horn;

nothing was left to which the men of those times could

still resort, but imagination. This is the reason why,

whereas St. Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus have

still so much to tell us, Giordano Bruno, Telesio and

Campanella have become hardly readable to anybody

who is not professionally obliged to read them. Besides,

the most sincere expression of the philosophical attitude

of the Renaissance is not to be found in such books.

We find it rather in the endless list of treatisel wherein

an open philosophical scepticism was coupled with a

more or less complete abdication of philosophy as a

rational discipline. The generalized scepticism of the

Renaissance was bound to follow from such doctrines

as their necessary conclusion. After Petrarch’s Con-

fession of His Ovm Ignorance and Nicolaus Cusanus’

treatise on Learned Ignorance, Adriano di Corneto will

prove in his De vera pMlosophia (1509), that Holy

Writ alone contains true science and that philosophy

cannot teach it. In 1535, an obscure man, who went by

the name of Bunel, was maintaining that nothing is
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less safe than philosophy, whether it deals with natural

or moral problems ; now that same Bunel once presented

an old man with a copy of the Natural Theology of

Ramon Sebond, and that old man in turn asked his

son to translate it from the Latin into French ; which

was done. The name of the young translator was

Michel de Montaigne : Montaigne, the sceptic in Emer-

son’s gallery of representative men. The first edition

of the famous Essays was published in 1580, soon

followed, in 1581, by the Nothing Known of Sanchez,

and in 1601 by the first edition of Charron’s book. On
Wisdom., which was but a better ordered exposition of

Montaigne. Even leaving aside the publications of

Sextus Empiricus’ Hypotyposes, and so many other

treatises which it would be easy to cite, the most

superficial glance at the literature of that period

attests the complete triumph of a universal scepticism.

Analyzing the plulosophical situation as it was

around 1§40, an ideal observer could safely have pre-

dicted the complete breakdown of scholastic philos-

ophy. Nothing is easier for us than to show in a few

sentences how those events came to pass, and why
similar results may safely be expected every time

philosophers make the same mistakes. It does not

even require a demonstration to make it clear; it is a

flat truism that all attempts to deal with philosophical

problems from the point of view, or with the method,

of any other discipline will inevitably result in the

destruction of philosophy itself. Yet such abstract

statements usually fail to convince those who hear
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them, and sometimes even those by whom they are

made. One of the greatest uses of history of philosophy

is precisely that it brings us their experimental demon-

stration. By observing the human mind at work, in

its failures as well as in its succes^s, we can exp'erience

the intrinsic necessity of the same connections of ideas

which pure philosophy can justify by abstract reason-

ing. Thus xmderstood, the history of philosophy is to

the philosopher what his laboratory is to the scientist

;

it particularly shows how philosophers' do not think

as they wish, but as they can, for the interrelation of

philosophical ideas is just as independent of us as are

the laws of the physical world. A man is always free

to choose his principles, but when he does he must

face their consequences to the bitter end. During the

Middle Ages, the exact place of philosophical specula-

tion had been clearly defined by St. Thomas Aquinas

;

nothing, however, could have obliged hts successors to

stay there ; they left it of their own accord? and they

were quite free to do so, but once this had been done,

they were no longer free to keep philosophy from

entering upon the road to scepticism. The Renais-

sance at last arrived there. But man is not naturally

a doubting animal; when his own folly condemns him

to live in uncertainty concerning the highest and most

vital of aU problems, he can put up with it for a certain

time; but he will soon remember that the problems

are still there clamouring for solutions. Usually a

young hero then arises who decides that the whole

business has to be done all over again, like Descartes

;
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he may eventually start his experiment by the same
blunder that had brought on both scepticism and his

own struggle to get out of it, like Descartes ; so that

the same old cycle will have to revolve in the same old

way untd philosophers are willing to learn from

experience what is the true nature of philosophy.
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CHAPTER V

CARTESIAN MATHEMATICISM

In spite of their various interpretations of Cartesian-

ism, histories of philosophy usually agree that “more
than any other figure in. the seventeenth century,

Descartes marks the transition from the Middle Ages
to the modem world.”i Commonplace as it may be,

the statement contains a solid nucleus of historical

truth; for, although mediaeval thought had already

been slumbering for two centuries when Descartes

began to write, he was the first to build up a new
system of ideas and to open formally a new philo-

sophical era. His predecessors had done Httle more
than to distrust scholastic philosophy, and, as they

knew no other one, to extend their distrustto philos-

ophy itself. Descartes brought to the world the

unexpected revelation that, even after the breakdown
of mediseval philosophy, constructive philosophical

thinking was still possible. Ever since the fourteenth

century there had been men to criticize Aristotle, but

Descartes’ ambition was quite different: it was to

replace him.

That statement needs, however, to be qualified. In

the first place, Descartes mai’ks the transition*fcom the

^ R. M. Eaton, Descartes Selections^ Scribners, New York, 1927, Introd

,

p. V.
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Eenaissance, rather than firom the Middle Ages, to the

modern -world. In the second place, he does not even

mark the transition from the whole Renaissance to the

moderri, world, but, quite exactly, from the sceiiticism

of Montaigne to the modern period of constructive

thinking in philosophy. The line that goes from

Nicolaus Cusanus and Bixmo to Leibniz does not ran

through Descartes, but Cartesianism was a direct

answer to the challenge of Montaigne’s scepticism.

The long list of passages of the Discourse on Method

that are but an echo of the Essays, clearly shows how
conversant Descartes was -with the work of Montaigne.

What can be more modern, for instance, than the open-

ing sentence of the Discourse? “Good sense is of all

things in the world the most equally distributed, for

everybody thinks himself so abundantly pro-vided

with it, that even those most difficult to please in all

other matters do not commonly desire more of it than

they already possess.” Was not this the first article

of the charter ofindependent thought ? K, as Descartes

immediately added, good sense, or reason “is, by
nature, equal in all men”® why should it ever submit

to authority? True, but the fact remains that the first

lines of the Discourse are borrowed from Montaigne’s

essay On Presum/ption (Essays, Bk. II, Chap. 17) : “of
aU the gifts made to man by Nature, the most justly

distributed is judgment (or sense), for no man is ever

displeased with what amount of it he may have
received.” I quite agree that Descartes read his own

p. 2.
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thought into the text of Montaigne, but rather than
an objection to my thesis, it is the very point I hope
to make : the philosophy of Descartes was a desperate

struggle to emerge from Montaigne’s scepticism and
the very form of the Discourse on Method is enough
to suggest it. Written in the untechnical French of

a seventeenth-century gentleman, Descartes’ first inten-

tion had been to call it, A History of My Mind. A
perfect title indeed, not only for the Discourse, but

for the Essays as well. In fact, the Discourse was one

more essay written by Descartes as an answer to

Montaigne’s Essays.

What was the last conclusion of Montaigne? That

there was a wisdom, but very different in kind from

that of the schools. Deeply perturbed by the religious

and political dissensions of his time, and above aU by
the disruption' of moral unity resulting from the

Reformation, Montaigne had traced back the common
source of those evils to dogmatism. Men are s(5 cocksure

ofwhat they say that they do not hesitate to eliminate

each other, 'as if killing an opponent were killing his

objections. Montaigne has been, and stiU is, the master

of many minds, but the only thing we can learn from

him is the art of Tmlearning. It is very important, and

nowhere is it better learned than in the Essays; the

trouble with the Essays is that they never teach any-

thing eke. As Montaigne sees it, wisdom is a laborious

training of the mind, whose only result is an ’acquired

habit not to judge. “I can maintain a position,” says

Montaigne, “I carmot choose one.” Hence his practical
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conservatism. If a religion is there, why should we

change it? It cannot be proved; but the next one will

not be more proved, and that one at least is there.

There js nothing more dangerous than to touch a

political order once it has been established. For who
knows whether the next will be better? The world is

living by custom and tradition ; we should not disturb

it on the strength of private opinions which express

little more than our own moods and humours, or, at

the utmost, the local prejudices of our own country.

A well-made mind is never fuUy convinced of its own

opinions, and therefore doubting is the highest mark

of wisdom. Not “I know,” or even “I don’t know,”

but “What do I know?” This is doubting.

Such it is as Descartes describes it in the Discourse,

the programme which he followed at the College of La

Fleche was well adapted to convince him that Mon-

taigne was right. As soon as he had achieved the entire

course of these studies, he realized clearly that he had

learned nothing that was clear, certain, or of any use

in life. Then, says Descartes, “I found myself embar-

rassed with so many doubts and errors that it seemed

to me that the effort to instruct myself had no effect

other than the increasing discovery of my own ignor-

ance.”® As has been seen, many others before him had

already made the same discovery, but what had been

their ultimate conclusion was only a starting point for

Descartes. True enough, at the end of his studies, he

found that he was a sceptic. He had to be one, for

p. 4.
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it was the fashion; but he was a sceptic waiting for

something better than scepticism. The purely negative

wisdom of Montaigne could not possibly be complete

wisdom, but it was the first step to a complete one.

True wisdom should be positive,’not made up of what
we do not know, but grounded on the fullness of what
we do know. The problem therefore was to find a

knowledge such as would stand the acid test of Mon-
taigne’s universal scepticism, for that at least would
be an unshakable certainty. But was it posi^ble to

fimd it?

If Descartes had not felt confident that it was, he

would not even have thought of asking the question.

When he left La Fl^he, his ideas were probably much
less definite than would appear from the Discourse.

Memoirs are always a reconstruction of the past in

the light of the present. Yet the germ of what now
is the present must have already been there in the

past, and a man who writes his memoirs* knowing

himself from within as he does, has a right to stress

that continuity. We shall, therefore, not be far from

the mark if w‘e simply say that Descartes left La
Fl^che with a general feeling of disappointment, but

not of despair. In point of fact, even before he could

clearly formulate his philosophical problem, Descairtes

had already found, if not the answer, at least what

was later to give him the answer. The course of study

estabhshed by the Jesuits made provision for forty-

five minutes of mathematics a day during the second

of the three years of philosophy. It was not much,
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but that little proved more than enough for such a

boy as the young Descartes, not only because he had

genius, but also because the teaching of mathematics

at La F16che seems to have been rather iuteUigent.

In all the colleges of the Jesuits the great authority

in mathematics was Father Clavius. We do not know

if even so brilliant a student as Descartes would be

invited by his teacher to use the ponderous treatises

of the so-called “Modern Euclid,” but there is solid

evidex(,ce that he read them a httle later, and very

likely before 1619. Descartes found there not only a

complete exposition of the more modem theories in

algebra and geometry, but also a good deal ofthe results

that had already been achieved by the Greeks by means

of the analytical method. As G. Milhaud says: “If

Descartes was dissatisfied with the teaching of the

School, was not his very dissatisfaction, and his craving

for another kind of learning, partly due to what he

had learnbd?”*

Milhaud’s statement is undoubtedly right; I wish

to add only this, that besides his first stock of mathe-

matical knowledge, Descartes inherited from Clavius

somethmg much more valuable—the spirit of mathe-

matical learning. Let us only read the introduction

of Clavius to the 1611 edition of his complete Math&-

rmtical Works

:

“The mathematical disciplines demon-

strate and justify by the most soMd reasons everything

they may call for discussion, so that they truly beget

science in, and comj)letely drive out all doubts from,

^ G. Milhaud^ Descartes savant, Paris, 1921, p. 23d.
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the mind of the student. This can hardly be said of

other sciences, where most of the time the intellect

remains hesitating and dubious about the truth value

of the conclusions, so manifold are the opinions and

so conflicting the Judgments. "’Leaving aside other

philosophers, the many sects of the Peripatetics are

enough to prove it. All bom of Aristotle, as the various

branches of a common trunk, they disagree so com-

pletely with each other, and sometimes with Aristotle

himself, who is their source, that it is quite imjgossible

to know what .Aristotle was really after, or whether

his philosophy was primarily concerned with words

or with things. Such is the reason why, among his

interpreters, some mU follow the Greeks, some other

will favour the Latins, or the Arabs, or the Nominal-

ists, or the so-called Realists, and yet all boast that

they are Peripatetics. I suppose that everyone sees

how far all that is from mathematical demonstrations.

The theorems of Euclid, as well as those of» the other

mathematicians, are Just as purely true to-day, as safe

in their results, as Arm and solid in their demonstra-

tions, as they already were in schools many centuries

ago. . . . Since, therefore, mathematical disciplines

are so exclusively dedicated to the love and cultivation

of truth, that nothing is received there of what is false,

nor even of that which is merely probable . . . there

is no doubt that the flrst place among sciences should

be conceded to Mathematics.”®

® Cf, E. Gilson, Desca/rtes : Discours de la nMtode, J . Vrin, Paris, 1930,

p. 128.
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This was not yet Cartesian philosophy. Clavius had

certainly nothing more in mind than what he wrote in

his Introduction. Yet it was a provoking statement,

even though he himself did not know it. There are

innumerable sects in philosophy, there are no sects in

mathematics; philosophers are always dealing with

mere probabilities, mathematicians alone can reach

demonstrated conclusions ; such statements do not

imply the slightest suspicion of what Descartes’ own

move was going to be. It was an unpredictable move,

yet so natural after what Clavius had said, that it

assumed at once an outward appearance of necessity.

Instead of concluding with Clavius that mathematics

was the first of aU sciences, Descartes’ own inference

was that mathematical knowledge was the only

knowledge worthy of the name. Hence his conclusion,

“not, indeed, tha:t arithmetic and geometry are the

sole sciences to be studied, but only that in our search

for the direct road towards truth, we should busy

omselves with no object about which we cannot attain

a certitude equal to that of the demonstrations of

arithmetic and geometry.”*

The whole philosophy of Descartes was virtually

contained in that initial decision, for the I think, hence

I am is the first principle of Descartes’ philosophy, but

it is his pledge to mathematical evidence that led

Descartes to the I think. This, I am afraid, was one

of those iritial decisions, which beget systems of philos-

ophy where everything is conclusively justified, except

•Eaton, op, pp. 43-44.
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their very principle. If we need a philosophy whose

certitude is equal to that of mathematics, our first

principle will have to be the / thinh

;

but do we need

such a philosophy? And supposing we do, can we have

it? In other words, are we sme’that everything that

is is susceptible of a mathematically evident interpre-

tation? The answer, of course, is arbitrary. You have

a fuU right to bet on the affirmative, but it is gambhng,

and if by any chance you happen to be wrong, you

will be playing a losing game from beginning Jo end.

Everything will be mathematically proved in your

philosophy, save only this, that everything can, and

must be, mathematically proved.

There, at any rate, lies the deepest root of the

Cartesian philosophy. If anything can be truly said

to express its innermost spirit, it is what I venture

to call “ Mathematioism,” for Descartes’ philosophy

was nothing else than a recklessly conducted experi-

ment to see what becomes of human knowledge when

moulded into conformity with the pattern of mathe-

matical evidence. We would waste our time in asking

Descartes for a rational justification of his attitude,

for there was none, except that he was weary with

scepticism; but it is interesting to watch him on his

way towards his decision, for it helps in understanding

how he reached it. Descartes did not jump from the

mathematics of Clavius directly to his own mathe-

maticism; something very important happened to

him in the interim which accounts for the apparent

rashness of his conclusion.
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The professor who taught Descartes mathematics at

La Fl^che was a certain Father EVan§ois, S.J., who
was interested particularly in applied mathematics.

Practical applications and, wherever possible, concrete

demonslirations were according to him the best way to

make that science understood by young students. He
wanted them, as he wrote in his Treatise on Qiiantity,

“to eye-witness his demonstrations.” Judging from the

books he has written, his pupil must have heard a lot

about land surveying, topography, hydrography, and
hydrology. This is precisely what Descartes suggests

m two passages of his Discourse, where he says that

mathematics had been taught him chiefly as a means of

furthering all the arts and of diminishing man’s labour.

I would"not be surprised to learn that these Jesuits had

read Francis Bacon. It is typical of Descartes, however,

that he should immediately react against that attitude.

His personal interest in mathematics was entirely due

to what he calls there “the certainty of its demon-

strations and the evidence of its reasoning”; and of

course mathematics should have its applications, but

of a loftier order than drawing maps, digging canals

or building bridges.’ That such was re&lly his feeling,

even at that early date, is wholly confirmed by the fact

that, as soon as he left La Flbche and went to Holland,

he became interested, not in mathematics apphed to

engineering, but in mathematics applied to physics.

Descartes was by no means the first to enter that

field of research; nor was he the only one to follow

’ Eaton, op* cU,, pp. 5 and 7.
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that line of thought around the year 1618. Yet these

who then called themselves “physico-mathematicians”

were very few in number, and when one stumbled

upon another, both experienced the pleasant feeling

of meeting one of the initiated, ^uch was, for instance,

Isaac Beeckman, a young Dutchman whom Descartes

happened to meet three or four years after he himself

had graduated from La Flfeche. Fortunately for us,

Beeckman used to keep a diary, where we can read

that in November, 1618, he had just hit upon a young

Frenchman by the name of Rene, who had been

delighted to meet for the first time in his life another

man equally interested in solving physical problems

by means of purely mathematical demonstrations.

Physico-mathematicians are scarce, Beeckman sadly

remarks {physico-mathematici paucissimi), and, he

adds, “neither had I myself ever had any conversation

on that topic with anybody but him.”

His acquaintance with Beeckman became an im-

portant factor in Descartes’ evolution, in this sense at

least, that the questions which his new friend asked

him to answer directed his mind towards pufely

theoretical problems. As a matter of fact, on March 26,

1619, Descartes could already write to Beeckman that

he had just discovered four demonstrations, all of

them important and entirely new, in the field of geo-,

metry. He immediately began to make the first of

his truly Cartesian moves. Having found the solution

of four geometrical problems, Descartes felt im-

mediately that it should be possible to find a more
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general method applicable to all geometrical problems

whatsoever. Such was the first mental shock he received

from his personal studies in mathematics, and the first

one of those always wider concentric circles that were

to spread around each one of his discoveries. From
that very moment he himself could feel that he was

up against a task of tremendous difficulty, but he felt

confident that it could be done: “My project,” he

then wrote to Beeckman, “is unbelievably ambitious,

but I (jannot help feeling that I am sighting I know not

what light in the chaos of present-day geometry, and

I trust that it will help me in dispelling that most

opaque darkness.”*

Yet full fight was not to shine in Descartes’ ihind

until the end of the year 1619. He had by then left

Holland, and was going to Germany, where it was his

intention to serve as a free officer in the army of

Maximilian. There he found many soldiers, but very

few battldfe. In these happy times Turenne had not yet

taught the world that a winter campaign was a

possibility. His army having nothing to do, Descartes

himself had to spend the better part of that winter in a

quarter where, as he says in the Discourse, since he

found no society to divert him and had no cares or

passions to trouble him, he remained the whole day

shut up alone in a stove-heated room where he had

complete leisure to occupy himself with his ovm.

thoughts.® His natural inclination brought him back

® Descartes, CEuvres computes^ ed. by Adam-Tannery, Vol. X, pp. 157-158.
• Eaton, op, cit,, p. 10.
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to mathematics, and, more precisely, to the huge

problem of a universal method in geometry which,

so far, had not yet received its solution.

He was really pursuing what we call to-day analytical

geometry. How far advanced iDescartes was in its

discovery on the night of November 10, 1619, no one

knows. What, on the contrary, is certain, is that

during that very night he felt clearly not only that

what he had dreamed of could be done, but that he

was actually doing it. Right or wrong, De§cartes

could not help feeling that he had foimd such a method

by which geometry, taken as a whole, would rapidly

be brought to completion. As he himself had written

to Beeckman eight months before, there would be

almost nothing left to be discovered in geometry

{adeo ut pene nihil in Oeometria supersit inveniendum)

;

such had been his “incredibly ambitious” project, and

there it was now, before his eyes, a concrete reahty.

“I was filled up with enthusiasm,” says ’Descartes

in one of his personal notes. And no wonder. He was

twenty-three years old and, alone with his own

thoughts in the solitude ofan unknown German village,

that young man had just made an epoch-makmg

mathematical discovery.

The strong wine of intellectual enthusiasm went to

his head. Dully convinced that he had virtually com-

pleted geometry by combining it with algebra, Descartes

proceeded on the spot to another and still bolder

generalization. After all, his only merit had been to

realize that two sciences hitherto considered as distinct
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were but one ; why not go at once to the limit and say

that all sciences are one? Such was Descartes’ final

illumination. He suddenly realized that he had found

out, together with a universal method of solving all

problems whatsoever,'what was to be the work of his

lifetime. AU sciences were one; all problems had to

be solved by the same method, provided only they be

mathematicalj or could be dealt with in a mathematical

way; last, but not least, such a universal restoration

of human knowledge was bound, out of its own nature,

to be the work of a single man. He himself was that

man, for he was the only one to know the true method,

the only one therefore who owned the key to a rational

explanation ofreality. During the same night Descartes

had dreams when he ventured to find a confirmation

of his extraordinary and almost supernatural mission.

Was that, as has been suggested by a modem historian,

the Pentecost of reason? It merely was the Pentecost

of matheraatical reasoning, and less a Pentecost than

a deluge. In the joy of a splendid discovery, mathe-

matics began to degenerate into mathematicism and to

spread as a colourless flood over the manifold of reality.

Descartes was a great genius, but I sometimes wonder

if his dream were not a nightmare. At any rate, it

will bo seen later that the men of the eighteenth century

had their doubts about it.

TheTnemory of that eventful night was still vivid

when, seventeen years later, Descartes was writing in

the Discourse the history of his mind; but the long

train of thoughts by which he then justified his philoso-
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phical endeavour had lost the fire and glow of his first

enthusiasm. A mature man, he was now taking less

interest in the dramatic side of his discoveries than in

their contents. Yet even in that public confes,sion of

a philosopher, where decency restricted him to mere

allusiveness, the salient points of the drama stiM

remain clearly discernible. One of the first considera-

tions that occurred to him, Descartes says, was that

there is often less perfection in works '“carried out by

the hands of various masters, than in those on,which

one individual alone has worked.”^® Clearly enough,

he had not lost his inner conviction that God had

entrusted him with the task of achieving human
knowledge and that the only way for him to succeed

was to go at it single-handed. Such was the first act

of that philosophical play. During the second one, we

are called to witness the birth of the famous method.

A man can be convinced that he is about to complete

the whole body of knowledge, and that he will do it

the better by doing it alone, but there would be no

end to such a task unless it be carried out in a simple

and consistent way. It clearly results from the

Discourse that his discovery ofanalytical geometry gave

Descartes the clue which was to guide him always.

He had successfully combined the analysis of the

ancients with the algebra of the modems; the next

move had to be obviously the further combination of

both with logic. The Cartesian method was the upshot

of that experiment ; a method, says Descartes, which,

^oibid., p. 10.
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“comprising the advantages of the three, is yet

exempt from their faults.”^^ And that was the end

of the second act.

In 1619 the third act was only beginning, and it was

to extend itself over a long period of years. Descartes

was dedicated to the proposition that all sciences are

one, which means that he had no choice between

knowing them aU and ignoring them all. He could

see now why Montaigne had found himself condemned

to a complete scepticism. In a way, Montaigne had

been right, in this at least, that since he had not found

the key to universal knowledge, he rightly felt that he

knew nothing at all. Now, however, a positive wisdom

was more than a bare possibility. It was there, virtually

imphed within the method, which itself was but a

normal use of the natural light of reason. Wisdom,

that is to say, neither chronic doubting nor the

mere heaping up of an indefinite number of facts,

but reason itself, which “ suffers no more differentiation

proceeding from” its various subjects “than the light

of the sun experiences from the variety of the things

which it illumines.”^**

Nor was that aU. If aU sciences are one owing to the

unity of their common method, Descartes was not only

condemned to knowing aU, but to knowing all with an

absolute certainty. Born in mathematics, the method

had to yield results that were mathematically true.

This time, Descartes was answering the challenge of

Father Clavius. The Jesuit, simple and modest old

“ Ibid., p. 16. “ Ibid., p. 38.
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scholastic that he was, had argued; necessary know-

ledge is better than mere probability; mathematical

knowledge alone is necessary ; mathematical knowledge

is better than all other knowledge. That was not

original, but it was true. The young Descartes was

following a much more risky way: true knowledge is

necessary ; mathematical knowledge alone is necessary

;

hence all knowledge has to be mathematical. Whatever

such a reasoning may be worth, the fact remains that

Descartes was thereby eliminating from kno\fledge

all that was mere probability. The second of his

Buies for the Direction of the Mind is an explicit state-

ment of that important item of his programme:

“Thus, in accordance with the above maxim, we reject

all such merely probable knowledge and make it a

rule to trust only what is completely known and

incapable of being doubted.” The standard sciences

would henceforward be arithmetic and geometry, in

the new form they had just been given by the young

mathematician.^ ®

R:om now on Descartes had his whole life carefully

planned ahead of him. First he would try his method

for a number of years on a large number of different

subjects ; next, he would see about building the com-

plete body of sciences and, before his death, the whole

business should have been brought to completion.

The first trouble was that, in order to extend mathe-

matical certitude to aU sciences, Descartes had to

tamper with mathematics itself. In point of fact, the

Ibid.f p. 60 .
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gigantic stretching out- of mathematical method had

for its first result to put an early end to Descartes’

own career as a mathematician. While he had allegedly

found the means to solve all problems, Fermat was

laying down the foundation of such an insignificant

detail as the differential calculus, which both Leibniz

and Newton were soon to bring to completion. His

friends, who sincerely admired him, were trying vainly

to make him see that there were still a few problems

which^ his own ihethod could not solve; Descartes

would not listen to them, or rather he could not. He
had got the method, and that was an end to it.

Thus directly inspired by mathematics, the new
method could not be universalized without undergoing

a deep transformation. It had been a great idea to

substitute algebraic signs for geometrical lines and

figures, but algebraic signs would never do in meta-

physics, not always in physics, still less in biology, in

medicine" and in ethics. Descartes was therefore con-

fronted with the necessity of extracting from his

mathematical method that which would be applicable

to aU possible problems. The very nature of his own
discovery invited him to think that it could be done

without altering the nature of mathematical reasoning.

Having succeeded in eliminating figures from geometry,

he felt inclined to believe that quantity itself could be

eliminated from mathematics. It was necessary for

him to do that, at least if he wished to extend the

mathematical method even to such problems as

metaphysics and ethics, where no quantity is involved.
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Now, if quantity had to go, the algebraic signs by

which it was expressed were bound to fall out of the

picture, with the result that nothing was to be left of

mathematical reasoning but order and measujrement

where matter is concerned, and order alone where the

mind is not dealing with material objects. “Method,”

says Descartes, “consists entirely in the order and

disposition of the objects towards which our mental

vision must be directed if we would find out any

truth.”^* .

Let us, with Descartes himself, caU that method
“ Universal Mathematics ” it certainly was universal,

but could it stiU be called mathematics? Descartes felt

sure it could, because he was aiming at a complete

liberation of knowledge from its objects. According

to Aristotle and the Scholastics, each science was both

defined as a distinct branch of knowledge and deter-

mined in its method by the definite nature of its own

object. Biology, for instance, was distinct from mathe-

matics as a science because its proper object was life,

and not quantity ; for the same reason it was supposed

to use a different method from that of mathematics,

because what is more than simple quantity cannot be

studied as if it were nothing else. Of course you can

do it up to a point. You can do it exactly insofar as

biological facts can be expressed in terms of quantitative

values, but no further. Descartes’ own position was to

be just the reverse. Since according to him aU sciences

were one, being but varied expressions of the same

^*lbid., p. 56. ^“Ibid., pp. 54r-55.
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human reason, nothing could warn him that he was

taking a chance in totally disregarding the rights of

the object. Mathematics has something to say every-

where^ because quantity is everywhere ; and not only

in physics, or in biology, but, indirectly at least, even

in sociology and in ethics. Statistics, for instance,

have a definite part to play in social and moral sciences.

But if you go one step further, and deprive mathe-

matics itself of its proper object, it becomes a science

of the relationships of order between all possible

objects. Is that still mathematics, or is it logic?

At first sight, this is but a question of names. Shall

we restrict the name of mathematics to the logical

relations of order that apply to real or possible quantity,

or extend the name of mathematics to aU relations of

order? Yet names have a dreadful power of suggestion.

They are invitations to deal in the same way with

what we call by the same name. By calling “universal

mathematics” a method, which had been extracted

from geometry, algebra and logic, Descartes was

pledging himself to the task of making all problems

“almost similar to those of mathematics,”^® as if the

extreme simplicity of the object of mathematics was

not partly responsible for the evidence of their con-

clusions. The evidence of mathematics depends upon

both their complete abstract generality and the specific

nature of their object. Because of its complete general-

ity, the mathematical method can be indefinitely

generalized, but, if we want it to yield evidence, it

p. 27.
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cannot be indiscriminately extended to all possible

objects. These logical laws of abstract order which,

applied to quantity, yield the exact science called

mathematics, lead to nothing but arbitrary generaliza-

tions when they apply to objects more complex than

quantity. This, at least, is what happened to Descartes,

and the result of his bold experiment was scientifically

as well as philosophically disastrous.

The principle that lies at the root of Cartesian

mathematicism is that, since the most evident, of all

sciences is also the most abstract, it would be enough

to make aU the other sciences as abstract as mathe-

matics in order to make them just as evident. This,

I am afraid, was a sophism because it disregarded

the most important aspect of abstraction. To abstract

is not primarily to leave something out, but to take

something in, and this is the reason why abstractions

are knowledge. Before stretching mathematical

methods to nonquantitative objects, one should there-

fore remember that our abstract notions vahdly apply

to what they keep of reality, not to what they leave out

;

next, one should make sime that the content of these

nonquantitative concepts constitutes an object as

completely analyzed, or analyzable, as numbers,

figures or positions in space; last, but not the least,

one should keep in mind that all conclusions dravoi

from incompletely analyzed or incompletely analyzable

objects, logically correct as they may be, shall lack the

specific evidence of mathematical conclusions. Every-

body is free to caU mathematics any logical ordering
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of more or less confused notions, but he will have made

mathematics arbitrary in its results instead of making

the results of other knowledge mathematically evident.

This is exactly what Descartes himself did. In order

to make the objects of philosophical knowledge as

similar as possible to those of mathematics, he reduced

their number to three : thought, extension, and God.

Moreover, in order to make them as simple as our

notions of number and space, Descartes decreed that

the whole content of each of them was such as can be

exhausted by a simple intuition. This, of ,course, was

a bold decision. Even number and space are far from

being perfectly simple ; but the notion of thought is a

hopelessly confused one, and that of God is little

more for us than the sign of that which surpasses

human understanding. Yet, if Descartes wanted to

achieve anything like a mathematical metaphysics,

these concepts had to be held by him as so many clear

and distinct ideas, which every mind can see within

itself and see m the same way, provided only it pays

attention to them. This is precisely what drove

Descartes to the famous doctrine that our clear and

distinct concepts are, in his o’wn words, as many
“simple natures,” each of them endowed with a

definite essence ofits o'wn, and wholly independent from

the minds in which they dwell. From that time on,

philosophy was to be the mathematical knowledge of

the necessary order there is between the so-called

simple imtures, or fundamental ideas of the human
mind.
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How Descartes managed to do it, and how far he was

successful in his undertaking, are points we will set

aside for later consideration. What I now wish to

suggest is that, by so doing, Descartes put his money
on the actual existence ofa set of intellectual intuitions,

or pure ideas, quite independent of any empirical

reality. Moreover, supposing, as he did, that these

mental essences are the very stuff human knowledge

is made of, the slightest error about them had to

affect science as a whole, from physics to medicine

and to ethics. Last, but not least, the nonexistence

of these ideas, or of their internal necessity, remained

an open possibility, in which case the whole structure

of mathematical philosophy would be left in the air

without any foundations.

Descartes himself never entertained any doubts as to

the absolute vahdity of his position. True enough, he

met much opposition in his own life-time and he often

provoked it, but he was so sure of his answerS that, on

the whole, he must have lived in a state of intense

intellectual satisfaction. Take, for instance, his meta-

physics; Descartes saw no difficulty in writing that

“it is ut least as certain that God ... is, or exists, as

any demonstration of geometry can possibly be.”^’

In fact, he had already written to his friend Merseime

on November 25, 1630: “As for me, I dare well to

boast of having found a proof of God’s existence which

I find entirely satisfactory, and by which I know that

God exists, more certainly than I know the truth of

p. 33.
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any geometrical proposition.” As to his physics, it had

been deduced a priori from evident philosophical

principles ; no flaw could possibly be found in it ; nor

for that matter in his biology, and Descartes felt so

sure of himself on those points that he had announced

his method as an mfallible way to find a mathematically

demonstrated medicine. As early as 1630, he wrote to

Mersenne that he was now headed for “a Medicine

grounded on infallible demonstrations.” There, how-

ever, he found himself in a peculiar position : unless

he lived long enough he would not have time to com-

plete his mathematical medicine, but so long as he

had not done it, he could not be sure to live long enough

to do it. That was a vicious circle. Rather, it was

a race against time, and Descartes was bound to

lose.

He finally did, but he had put up a good fight. In a

letter of January 25, 1638, to his friend Huygens,

Descartes" seems seriously concerned with the problem

of how to last until the time -of his medical discovery.

What was worrying him then was that, while he had

hitherto considered that death could not take from him

more than thirty or forty years of life at the utmost, he

now felt sure that an early death would shorten his life

by more than a century. And then he did an awful

thing. He broke the sacred rules of the Method and set

about writing an “abridged Medicine” before his

physics £ad been completed. He just wanted a short

delay that would take him to the time of his really

demonstrated medicine. After that, lasting for a
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century would be the easiest thing in the world. This,

I think, is the only point where Descartes had time

enough to realize that all was not well with his philoso-

phy. In 1646 he wrote to Chanut that though he had

spent much more time on medicifie than on ethics, he

was making more headway in ethics than in medicine.

Thus, Descartes modestly concludes: “instead of

finding the means to preserve my life, I have found

another one, far more easy and more safe, which

is not to be afraid of death.” A very useful discovery

indeed, but a rather old one, and one which does not

require the brains of a physico-mathematician. When
he died, on February 11, 1650, Descartes was but fiifty-

four years old. Death had won the race by a long

margin; yet it was perhaps better for him that he

should die at a time when his doctrine had not yet been

openly disproved by facts. Merciful death took the

great dreamer away still full of his dreams. For they

were dreams, and it did not take much time for the

fact to be known.

In 1650 both Spmoza and Locke were eighteen years

old : Spinoza, who was to use a still more geometrical

method than Descartes himself, and nevertheless to

reach thereby completely different conclusions ; Locke,

who was to undermine the very foundations of Cartes-

ianism and to provide the French eighteenth century

with a new philosophical orthodoxy. For a mathe-

matically proved system of metaphysics, this was

hardly a success. But the worst of it is, that even the

scientific part of Cartesianism was also doomed to an
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early destruction. When Descartes died, Leibniz,

who had already been born, was destined to prove that

the Cartesian laws of motion were mathematically

wrong, from which it followed that, grounded as it

was on erroneous mechanics, Cartesian physics had no
scientific value whatsoever. Yet, what has perhaps

been the most striking of Descartes’ scientific failures

took place already during his own lifetime. W. Harvey
had just discovered the circulation of the blood, and
the modest little book wherein he submitted his con-

clusions to the learned world (1628) wiU always I’emain

as a perfect example of scientific demonstration.

Harvey was no less admirable in not explaining what he

did not understand than in clearing up all the rest.

Descartes read the book, and immediately took sides

with Harvey, against those who were opposing his

conclusions. He certainly could see the truth when he
forgot his universal mathematics. The trouble was that

Harvey’s ^description of the motion of the heart, still

to-day perfectly correct, could not very well fit in

with the mechanical biology of Descartes. The learned

world was then called upon to witness that surprising

spectacle : Descartes, who had not discovered the

circulation of the blood, explaining it to Harvey, who
had made the discovery, and adding to it as many
mistakes as he was adding explanations. Yet, Descartes

was so sure of himself that he made public his wrong
theory ifi the fifth part of his Discourse^ where it is

expounded at length as a perfect instance of mathe-

matical demonstration in biology.- A more blindly
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trusted method never took anybody to more con-

sistently wrong conclusions.

There would be no excuse for reviewing the failures

of such a great man as Descartes, were it not done for

other purposes than to debase hfm. But nobody can

cither debase him or raise him above his real level.

Descartes alone has a right to judge Descartes, and

he alone can do it. Any one who is at aU acquainted

with him wdll probably agree that Descartes’ absolute

devotion to truth woidd feel hurt by any attempt to

palliate his defeat ; but what he would certainly resent

more deeply than anything else is the cheap generosity

of his liberally minded historians. Descartes was not

a liberal mind. He was most generous, he was charit-

able, he was unreservedly tolerant
;
yet he always took

ideas seriously, which means that while granting any

one full freedom to hold as true what he himself knew

to be false, he could not bring himself to think, or to

say, that what he knew to be false might after all be

true. In dealing with such a man, straight honesty

is the only mark of respect he would appreciate. Were

we to teU him: “There is not much left of your

physics and still less of your biology, but the spirit

of Cartesianism will live forever in mathematical

physics; as for your metaphysics, it is neither better

nor worse than many other ones, but it remains fuU

of the most stimulating suggestions,” Descartes would

probably answer : “Thank you. But I fail to see how

the spirit of Cartesianism can be all right if Cartesianism

itself is all wrong. From the very beginning I pledged
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myself to give mathematically true demonstrations of

everything; to which I added that I had no use for

mere probabilities; and last, I made it a point that

Wisdom was one, so that where one science is right,

all sciences are bound to be right, while where, one is

wrong, all the others must be wrong. That, and nothing

else, was my message to the world, and it is the

standard by which I have a right to be judged. You
can praise Montaigne by saying that he was partly

right, .not me. I was in the world to rid the world

of Montaigne ; don’t you grant me the benefit of his

indulgent scepticism; there is nothing that I hate

more. I promised an infallible method ; if I failed to

fulfill completely my promise, I failed completely;

say it.” But it will be less unpleasant to let facts

speak for themselves and, rather than judge Descartes,

merely register their own verdict.
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CHAPTEE VI

CARTESIAN SPIRITUALISM

When Descartes at the age of twenty-three first

conceived his project of a universal mathematics,

he was fully aware of its imusual importance. He even

considered it as “the most important in all the Tyorld,”

so much so that he decided to spend several years in

preparing himself for the work. Eor nine years, he

did nothing but study particular questions, especially

in mathematics and in physics, without paying the

slightest attention to what was then considered as

philosophy and philosophical problems. Nor was it

until 1628 that he began, in his own words, “to seek

the foundation of a philosophy more certain than the

vulgar.”^ But then he worked so fast that within three

or four months his whole system of metaphysics was

completed.

That it took him so little time to succeed in his

tmdertaking was of course an effect of his philosophical

genius ; but it was no less an effect of the very nature

of philosophical knowledge itself, such as Descartes

conceived it. Philosophy had to become a department

of universal mathematics; now mathematicians deal

with nothing but ideas, and ideas can be dealt with

much more rapidly than concrete facts. The first

1 R. M. Eaton, Descartes Selections, p. 27.
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important point was precisely to realize that the new
philosophy, unlike the old one, but like mathematics,

would always go, not from things to ideas, but from

ideas to things. What is a circle, to the mind of a

mathematician? Is It this and that circle, such as I

can imperfectly draw on a piece of paper or on a black-

board? Obviously not—^the real circle is the dejSnition

of a circle, and nothing else. It may be that no material

figure ever answered that definition in reality; what

the mathematician is interested in is something

different: the essence, or true nature of the circle,

as is to be foxmd in its definition, and only there.

Let us therefore state this first principle, whose con-

sequences will run not only through the whole body

of Cartesian philosophy, but through the whole body

of modem idealism as well: all that can be clearly

and distinctly known as belonging to the idea of a

thing can be said of the thing itself. As a matter of

fact, it is the thing.

But what is it, to know something distinctly? When
a mathematician knows a circle, he knows not only

what it is, but, at the same time, what it is not.

Because a circle is a circle, it has all the properties of

the circle, and none of those that make a triangle a

triangle, or a square a square. Philosophers should

therefore proceed on the same assumption : as mathe-

maticians, they win always proceed not only from

thought "to existence, but from distinct thoughts to

distinct existences. In other words, since it is the

nature of ideas to be mutually exclusive in mathe-
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matics, each containing everything that comes under

its definition, and nothing more, so it follows that it

must be in the natmre of real substances, in philosophy,

to be mutually exclusive, each containing every-

thing that comes under its definition and nothing

more.

Thus, when Descartes made up his mind to get

down to brass tacks and reconstruct the world, the

only material at his disposal was: ideas, clear ideas,

and distinct ideas. That was the main reason w^hy he

could do it so quickly; for to him, as to the mathe-

matician, the only problem was henceforward to be:

with what idea should he begin, and in what order

should he put the succeeding ideas? Now, even there,

mathematics could help. Ifwe consider the very essence

of mathematical reasomng apart from the fact that

it applies to numbers, figures and symbolic signs, it

can be reduced -to very simple rules, which are the

rules of reason and of plain common sense itself.

The first is to divide up each of the problems we

examine into as many parts as possible. In other

words, we should never try to solve a complete problem

as such, without first having tried to solve the different

problems it implies. The second rule is, having thus

divided our problems, to conduct our reflections in

due order, that is to say : to begin with those objects

that are most simple and easy to understand, in order

to rise little by little to the knowledge of *fche most

complex. The whole problem, then, becomes a problem

of order; finding out the natural order of ideas, and,
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where none can be found, devising one of our own as

a substitute. A fictitious order, known as such, is

better than none, since it can help us to connect long

stretches of the natural order, even though we had

no knowledge of thefr real connection.

Now, what was the first of all particular problems,

for a man who needed nothing but ideas to rebuild the

world? It was to decide whether or not something

can be evidently known; and not, this time, in the

order pf abstract speculations, such as mathematics,

but in the real order of actually existing things. And
what was the only way to solve that problem? By
finding some judgment of existence that would with-

stand even the most extravagant objections of the

sceptics. When he reached that point Descartes—or

was it only a young boy of sixteen who had heard of

it at La Bleche?—^remembered that long ago, another

man had found himself in a similar difficulty, and had
discovered a way out. St. Augustine too had known
such a time in his life, when a man with a passionate

love for certitude has to surrender to the evidence

that he is sure of nothing. Like Descartes then, and
before him, St. Augustine had become a sceptic in

spite of himself, but he had also succeeded in his

effort to discover a decisive answer to scepticism. It

is to be found in his Soliloquies, Bk. II, Chap. I. Reason
is leading the discussion with Augustine: “You,
who wish to know yourself, do you know at least

that you are?—I know it.—How do you know it?

—

I don’t know.—^Are you a thing that is simple, or
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that is composed?— don’t know.—Do you know

whether you are moving or not?—I don’t know.

—

But do you know that you think?—^Yes, I know that.

—Consequently, that you think at least is true.

—

It is true.—^You know therefore* that you are, that

you live and that you think.”

Such also was the first evidence which Descartes

laid down as the unshakable cornerstone of his

philosophy: I think, hence I am. For let us suppose

with Montaigne that everything else is false, or at least

doubtful ; let us even suppose that the creator of this

world be a very powerful and very cunning deceiver,

who ever employs his ingenuity in deceiving me:

“Then without doubt I exist, also if he deceives me,

and let him deceive me as much as he will, he can

never cause me to be nothing so long as I think that

I am something.”^ Even in this, Descartes was

repeating what Augustine had said in another text.

On Free Will, Bk. II, Chap. 3: “First, I* ask you,

in order to begin with what is the most evident,

whether you are, or not? And in this you cannot fear

to be deceived in your answer, because in case you

did not exist, you could not possibly be deceived.”

And again, in his City of God, Bk. XI, Chap. 26:

“ If I am wrong, I am, for he who does not exist, cannot

be deceived; thus, from the very fact that I am
deceived, it follows that I am. How then could I

possibly be deceived in believing that I am, since it

is an obvious thing that I am so long as I am deceived?
”

p. 97.
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In 1641, when Descartes restated his first principle

in his Meditations in First Philosophy, one of those

whom he had personaUy invited to send him their

objections, namely, Amauld—^the great Arnauld

—

was not slow in pointing out the fact that Saint

Augustine had already said the same thing many
centuries ago, Descartes did not seem to rehsh the

remark: “I shall not take up time here,” he said in

his reply, “by thanking my distinguished critic, for

bringing to my aid the authority of St. Augustine,

and for expounding my arguments in a way which

betokened a fear that others might not deem them

strong enough,”® Arnauld could have surmised as

much: quoting an authority against Descartes’ clear

and distinct ideas would have been a fooHsh thing

to do, but quoting an authority in their favour was

worse: it was an insult.

Not only did Descartes himself resent it, but even

Blaise Pascal was to raise a vigorous protest against

it in his famous treatise On the Geometrical Spirit'.*

“Indeed, I am far from saying that Descartes is not

the true author of that principle, even if it were true

that he came by it only through his reading of that

great saint. For I know aU the difference there is

between writing a word at random, without devoting

to it fuller and broader reflection, and perceiving within

that word an admirable series of consequences, that

®This text*lias not been included by Prof. R. M. Eaton in his Descartes
Selections I it is found in the Philosophical Works of Descartes

^

by E. S. Haldane
and G. R. T. Ross, Cambridge University Press, 1912, Vol. 11, p. 96.

* Blaise Pascal, Pensees et opusculesy ed. by L. Brunschvicg, 4e edit. Paris,

Hachette, 1907 \ p. 193.
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prove the distinction between material nature and

spiritual nature, so as to make it the firm and sus-

tained principle ofa whole Physics, as Descartes claimed

he was doing. . . . That word is as different in his

own writmgs from what it is in the writings of those

who said it casually, as a man full of life and strength

is from a dead man.”

When he wrote those glowing lines, Pascal himself

had already made his own discoveries concerning conical

sections ; he was a young mathematician and physicist

of genius, who could not foresee that an older and

more mature Pascal, having made other discoveries

in a higher field than that of science, would some day

write this short sentence: “Descartes useless and

uncertain.”® He rmderstood Descartes perfectly, he

admired him, he loved him, and he was right ; but we

can safely conclude from what he says, that when he

wrote his treatise On the Oeometrical Spirit, he knew

little, if anything, of the work of St. Augustine. For

it is hardly fair to consider as written at random, a

statement four times repeated by St. Augustine,

in four different books, at the end as well as at the

beginning of his long career. Nor is it possible to main-

tain that Augustiue failed to see in his own principle

a series of important consequences, since he used it

to defeat scepticism, as did Descartes; to prove the

existence of a spiritual soul, as did Descartes, and, like

Descartes again, to prove the existence of* God. As

to the other consequences, if St. Augustine was not

® Pascal’s Pens^es, trans. by W. F. Trotter, J. M. Dent, 1931; p. 23, n 78.
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able to perceive them in his principle, it is perhaps

simply that they "were not there. He had no need

of Pascal to feel that the rest would be useless and

uncertain.

Descartes, on the cbntrary, had nothing to warn him

that he was in danger. His principle was a true

principle, not in the ancient sense of an abstract and

universaUy valid statement, but in the new Cartesian

sense of a “beginning,” or “starting point” for the

attainment of real knowledge. Besides, it undoubtedly

was the first principle, since it could be known mthout

our knowing an5ii}hing else, while nothing else could

be known without our first knowing it : whatever

else I may happen to know, I think; hence I am.

Furthermore, it was the perfect type of a clear and

evident knowledge, since such a principle could not

even be doubted without being at the same time proved

;

if I doubt that I am, I think; hence I am. Last,

but not least, it provided Descartes with his first

opportunity to show what it means for an idea to

be “distinct.” But this point requires further

explanation.

First let us come back to our mathematical definition

of knowledge: “When w'e say that something is

contained in the nature or concept of anything,

that is precisely the same as sajdng that it is true

of the thing or can be affirmed of it.”« In the present

case, I know that I am ; but I know it only because I

® Beply to II Object

,

ed. Haldane and Ross, Vol. II, p. 53. The “ quid ”

of the Latin text has been substituted, in our own translation,, for the
“ attribut ” of the French text.
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know that I am thinking. If I now ask myself that

new question: but what am I? the only legitimate

answer will be: I am a thinking thing. Whether

that thing be called a thought, or a mind, is immaterial

to the problem at stake. What* matters, is the fact

that I can rightly ascribe to my own nature aU that

is evidently contained in the nature of a thinking

thing. And what is a thing that thinks? “It is a

thing which doubts, understands, conceives, affirms,

denies, wills, refuses, which also imagines and feels.”’

To know that I am such a thing is to have a clear

idea of myself as a thing which thinks, but to have

a distinct idea of it is something else, and no less

important : I have a clear idea of what I am as soon

as I realize what it is to be a thinking thing, but in

order to have a distinct idea of it, it is just as necessary

to realize what a thinking thing is not. In short,

clearness comes to ideas from the fact that we ascribe

to them all that belongs to their nature, distinction

comes to them from the fact that we deny to them all

that does not belong to their nature.

For instance, such philosophers as Aristotle and

his followers assure us that our soul is an animating

force, which exercises various operations in and

through our body: nutrition, motion, sensation. Now

we cannot ascribe such functions to the soul without

associating its idea with that of a body.® But do we

even know that we have a body ? The idea *of body is

in no way contained within the clear idea of thought

;

^ Eaton, op, at,, p. 100. ® Ihtd,, p. 9b.
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it should therefore be excluded from it, if we want it

to be a distinct idea. And since we pledged ourselves

always to affirm or to deny of things themselves, all

that can be affirmed or denied of their clear and distinct

ideas, to say that the idea of the soul implies nothing

that pertains to the body is precisely the same as to

say that the soul is really distinct from the body.

Substances are as radically exclusive of each other as

are our ideas of those substances. When the philosopher

deals mth metaphysics, he has no need of knowing

whether he has a body, since, in case he had one, his

thought would not have anyihing to do with it. When
he deals with physics he would do better to forget

that he has a soul, because, in case there were bodies,

his soul would not have anything to do with them.

As the soul is nothing but thought, so also the body

is nothing but extension in space according to the

three dimensions. Metaphysics then is pure spiritual-

ism, and" physics pure mechanism. In this sense

it is true to say, with Pascal, whose insight here into

the meaning of Descartes’ method was truly deep,

that Descartes made his “I think” the firm and

sustained principle of a whole physics.

Let us add that paving the way to a purely mechan-

ical physics, biology, and medicine was the thing in

which he was most interested, and this may perhaps

account for his readiness in asking metaphysics to

pay the price for it. First of aU, since a thinking sub-

stance has nothing in common with bodies, it would

be better to avoid even the word soul. “Soul” always
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suggests some connection with a body; even “Spirit”

is not so good, for it is equivocal and is frequently

applied to wJiat is corporeal. It would therefore be

better to call “Mind” that substance in which thought

immediately resides, or rather ’ which is thought.®

Mentalism, if the word were received, would therefore

be a better denomination than spirituahsm for Des-

cartes’ metaphysics.

Again, once it is accepted that the Mind is purely

thought, it becomes obvious that it cannot cease to

think unless it cease to be. A thing whose nature it is

to think, either thinks, and is, or does not, and is not.

Hence this new consequence, which Descartes always

upheld, against all objections, as standing and falling

together with his whole system: the mind is always

thinking. If we do not feel that way, we certainly

are wrong, since it follows from the clear idea of the

mind and from its very definition.

But it is impossible to go that far with* Descartes

without going a little further. If the thinking thing

is conceived as radically distinct from the body, that

substance, or mind, would be exactly what it is, and

think as it does, even if there were no bodies in the world,

either its own, or any other one. Where then does that

mind find its ideas? The necessary answer is: in

itself, and nowhere else. There is in the mind a natural

aptness to grasp by a direct intuition such ideas as

represent true, eternal and unchangeable * essences

:

the mind itself, for instance, or God, or the Body

• Haldane and Boss, op, cit,, p. 53.
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conceived as pure extension, the Triangle, and so ond“

In the description of that first class of notions we can

easily recognize the attributes of the divine ideas in

St. Augustine. But whereas, according to St. Augustine,

ideas were shining above the mind, they are now con-

ceived by Descartes as being in the mind. Other

ideas, we make up at pleasure, and they are mere

products of our imagination : centaurs, chimeras,

for instance: they are “fictitious” ideas. There

remains a third group, made up of our so-called

sensations. These seem to come to us from without,

but we are sure that, in a way at least, they do not,

because that would he self-contradictory and im-

possible. How indeed could a distinct substance

receive anything from another distinct substance?

What, then, is a sensation? At the utmost, an innate

idea awakened within the mind on the occasion of

some change that takes place in a body. If there are

bodies, a thing which we do not yet know, they cannot

he the causes of our ideas; they are but occasions

for the mind to conceive them ; therefore, as Descartes

himself says, even sensation “must have been there

before hand.”^^

Descartes’ conception of man as an angel, or dis-

embodied thinking substance, swept Europe, and

was soon received as immediate evidence by the greatest

thinkers of his time. Stripping themselves both of

their bodies and of their souls, they became magnificent

R. Deseartos, Discours de la msthodet ed. E. Gilson, p. 3286.
Ibid., p. 327(2. Cf. R. Descartes, Oeuvres computes, ed. Adam-Tamiery,

Vol. VII, 2nd, Pt., p. 359.
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minds who, theoretically at least, did not feel indebted

to their bodies for any one of their ideas. Leibniz in

Germany ; Malebranche in France ; Spinoza in

Holland, were such minds, and all of them had nothing

but innate ideas. For all of them’, like Descartes him-

self, were hving under the spell of Cartesian mathe-

maticism. Even apart from his philosophical de-

ductions, had not Descartes himself proved that he

was right by inventing analytical geometry? For if

Descartes had made that remarkable discovery, it

simply was because he had used reason, instead of

imagination, to study matter itself and its properties.

By so doing, he had done more than deduct from

some principles the conclusion that man is a mind,

he had given an experimental demonstration of it.

Descartes’ mentahsm reigned supreme in French

philosophy until about the first third of the eighteenth

century, when a sudden change brought its domination

to a close.

A few years ago, when a severe storm had cut off

all traffic between Great Britain and the rest of

Europe, the London Times summed up the tragedy in

this simple headline : Continent Isolated. In a way, the

Continent always is. This, I suppose, accounts for

the fact that from time to time some Frenchman has

to rediscover England. It always comes to him as a

shock. Such an adventure befell Voltaire, when he

crossed the Channel and went to London* in 1728.

As he would later write in the IVth of his Philosophical

Letters, “When a Frenchman arrives in London, he
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finds things very much changed in philosophy, as in

everything else.”^® Thus, says Voltaire, very few

people in London read Descartes, whose writings have

indeed become obsolete ; and if you ask them for an

opinion on that great mathematician, they will answer

you that he was a “dreamer.”^® Surprising destiny,

indeed, for the philosopher of good sense, of clear

and distinct ideas, and of mathematical evidence, to

be finally condemned on such a charge! But between

Descartes and Voltaire had come another philosopher,

to whose doctrine Voltaire himself was very soon to

become a convert.

He was an Englishman, and his name was John

Locke. When I say that he was an Englishman, I

mean much more than the bare facts that he was

born in England near Bristol, in 1632, and lived and

died there in Oates (Essex) in the year 1704. Locke

was as thoroughly Enghsh as Descartes was thoroughly

French, and they proved themselves to be Enghsh

and French even in their respective ways of approach-

ing philosophical problems. We may feel surprised

to hear a mathematician of genius branded as a

dreamer; but what was good about Locke, Voltaire

tells us, was precisely that he was not a mathematician

:

“There was never a more sober and more methodical

intelligence, nor a more exact logician than Mr.

Locke; yet he was no great mathematician.”^* And,
r

Voltaire, Lettres philosophiques, ed. G. Lanson, Paris, Hachette, 1917;
Vol II. p. 1.

13 Vol. II, p. 5.

XIII letter, Vol. I, p. 166.
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as late as 1749, Condillac would repeat the same thing

in still more forceful terms, in his Treatise on Systems:

“We have four famous metaphysicians: Descartes,

Malebranche, Leibniz and Locke. The last is the only

one who was not a geometer, and how far superior

to the others he was !
” Not being a geometer, he would

not yield to the temptation of deducing human
nature from some abstract principle, which all his

predecessors had done. “All those praters having

written the Romance of the Soul,” Voltaire concludes,

“a wise man has come, who modestly wrote its

history.

To write a mere history of the soul, such, indeed

had always been Locke’s design. By profession a

physician, he naturally advocated what he himself

once called: “a historical, plain method”;^® that is to

say, a method of observation and of description,

chiefly dealing, in his own words, with “particular

matters of fact,” since such facts “are the undoubted

foundations on which our civil and natural knowledge

is built.” His ambition was therefore to foUow a

moderate Empiricism; for even in his Empiricism

Locke was a moderate. As he saw it, the problem

came back to the steering of a middle course between

two opposite errors. Some men lose the improvement

they should make of matters of fact, by merely crowd-

ing them in their memories instead of lodging them in

their understandings ; others, on the contrary, having

1“ Ibid , Vol. I, p. 168.

J. Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Bk. I, Chap. I;

Introduction, 2. ed. by J. A. St. John , 2 vols. I.Kondon, 1877 ; Vol. I, p. 129.
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no patience with, facts, “are apt to draw general con-

clusions and raise axioms from every particular they

meet with.”^' One of Locke’s editors, J. A. St. John,^«

commenting upon his text, observes that: “of the two

methods here described, the former is that of the

Germans, the latter that of the French ; and perhaps

nearer home we might find examples of both.” The

fact remains, however, that Locke’s own ideal was to

shun both, and that he did it to the best of his ability.

His^ celebrated Essay Concerning Human Under-

standing, pubhshed in the year 1690, remains a remark-

able example of what can be done by a man who takes

hints from carefully gathered material, and carries

them to his intellect to be judged. As Locke himself

was later to write to Stillingfleet : “All that I can say

of my book is, that it is a copy of my own mind, in

its several ways of operation.” Descartes had written

his Rules for the Direction of the Mind without even

suspecting that he might be wrong in eliminating from

the mind all that is not clear and distinct, and yet,

does not what is confused and obscure equally belong

to the mind? As a consequence, before setting down
his own rules for the Conduct of the Understanding,

Locke felt himself obliged to inquire into the original

of those ideas “which a man observes, and is conscious

to himself he has in his mind ; and the ways whereby

the understanding comes to be furnished with them”

;

for he saw that such an inquiry would enable him to

J. Locke, On the Condwt of the Undei standing, 13, cf, 25; Vol. I, p. 55
and pp, 76-77.

18 Op. ciL, Vol. I, p. 54, note.
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ascertain “what knowledge the understanding has

by those ideas, and the certainty, evidence and extent

of it.” Even opinion, even faith, all the reasons and
degrees of assent; in short, each particular mode of

intellectual life has to be taken ihto account. It was

to be the work of a true physician ; a complete anatomy,

physiology and pathology of human understanding.

When John Locke submitted the conclusions of

Descartes to the rules of his own method, he did not

find much in them that he could keep as truly pfoved.

Descartes had taught that, from the very nature of

the mind, it necessarily follows that aU our ideas are

innate. What ideas? The general principles of human
knowledge, such as; what is, is’; and it is impossible

for the same thing to be and not to be? But children,

idiots, and even many a normal man, die without

ever coming to the knowledge of such principles. Yet

they have souls, they have minds; how could those

notions be imprinted on their minds, and ydt remain

unknown to them? As Locke says, it “is to make

this impression nothing. In fact, there are no

principles, no ideas which are innate, not eveli the

idea of God ;
all of them come to us from both sensa-

tion and reflection. External material things are the

objects of sensation, and the operations of our minds

within are the objects of reflection. And such “are

to me,” Locke concludes, “the only originals from

whence all our ideas take their beginnings.”®®

J. Locke, Essay, I, 2, 5, Vol. I, pp. 136-137.

Ibid., II, 1, 4, Vol. I, p. 207.
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As soon as we reach that point, and Locke reached

it in the very first chapter of his Essay, the fate of

Cartesian philosophy is a settled thing. Descartes

maintains that it is necessary for the soul always

to think ; if it is necessary, it ought to be so ; unfor-

tunately, it is a fact that the soul is no more always

thinking than the body is always moving. The ques-

tion is about a matter of fact, and it is “begging it

to bring, as a proof for it, an hypothesis, which is

the very thing in dispute.”®^ How about men who

sleep without dfeaming? Are we going to say that

they think, but do not remember that they think?

If they do not remember it, how could it be proved

that they think? After all, it is not even evident

that the soul is nothing but a thinking substance,

radically distinct as such from a merely extended

body. It thinks, but it also wills; it has a power of

putting body into motion by thought, that is to say,

motivity.' And not only motivity, but mobihty as

well, since everyone “finds in himself that his soul

can think, wifi, and operate on his body in the place

where that is, but cannot operate on a body, or in a

place a hundred miles distant from it.”“® The coach

that carries your body from Oxford to London carries

at the same time your soul, so that it constantly

changes place during the whole journey between those

points. What indeed does Descartes mean, when he

says that the mind has nothing to do with the body?

II, 1, 10; Vol. I, pp. 211-212.

II, 23. 20; Vol. I, pp. 436-437.
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He does not even know whether his body itself is able

to think or not. Since mobility belongs to souls, why
should not thought belong to bodies? There is no

contradiction in supposing that God could, if he

pleased, “give to certain systems ’of created senseless

matter, put together as he thinks fit, some degree of

sense, perception, and thought.”^® In other words,

let us say we have no positive reasons to believe that

matter is a thing that thinks, but when Descartes says

that a thinking matter would be a contradiction, he

goes far beyond the limits of what we know, and of

what can be proved by the power of human under-

standing.

We have got so used to those sudden changes of

perspective in the history of philosophy, that we look

at them as if they were inseparable from philosophy

itself. More than that, we feel tempted to view philo-

sophical revolutions as the normal signs of its inex-

haustible vitality. One should not forget, 'however,

that the radical destruction of what has been held as

absolute truth by many minds is bound to have a

destructive effect on these minds themselves. Descartes

had succeeded in convincing the greatest thinkers of

his time, that scholastic philosophy had completely

failed to prove the existence of God and the spiritu-

ality of the soul ;
then he had proved both in his own

way. I would not say that everyone had been con-

vinced by his demonstrations ;
there stiU were’sceptics,

and obscure scholastic teachers in colleges, to oppose

TV, 3, 6; Vol. 11, p. 144.
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his view ; but the strange fact was, that Descartes had

precisely succeeded in convincing many thinkers who
were not of the hoi polloi. He had convinced Male-

branche, who was a great philosopher and a priest;

Amauld, who was 'a remarkable theologian and a

Jansenist; Bossuet, who was a great orator, a bishop

and the fierce adversary of the Jansenists ;
and Fenelon,

who was also a bishop, and a great writer, but who
could agree neither with the Jansenists, nor with

Bossuet. Around the end of the seventeenth century,

Cartesianism had become the scholasticism of all those

who prided themselves on being up to date in philos-

ophy. When, on the contrary, Locke’s criticism began

to undermine the infiuence of Descartes, these people

remained convinced that an intelligent man could

not be a scholastic, but it also became apparent that

he could not easily keep on being a Cartesian. What
then was to become of the existence of God and of

the immateriality of the soul? If neither Descartes

nor the scholastics had been able to prove them, it

was to be feared that they could not be proved

at all.

Edward StiUingfleet, Bishop of Worcester, provides

us with a vivid illustration of what was then a not

xmcommon state of mind. He had been persuaded by

Descartes that innate ideas were the only means to

prove the existence of God; Locke was now trjnng to

prove that there are no such ideas; but then, asked

StiUingfleet in his Discourse in Vindication of the

Doctrine of the Trinity (1696), how are we to refute
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the atheists, if there is no innate idea of God? To
which Locke replied, that if there really were in man
an innate idea of God, there would be no atheists: “I

would crave leave to ask your Lordship, were there

ever in the world any atheists, or not?” That was

enough to settle the whole question.

Anybody can see at once the fallacy in Stillingfleet’s

position on the question. A philosopher has no right

to say : the existence of God must be proved ; it cannot

be proved unless we have innate ideas ; hence we have

innate ideas. It works the other way around; what

ideas have we? Then, and only then, can the existence

of God be proved? But I have not quoted Stilhngfleet

as a great philosopher; I merely called him in as a

witness to the mental distress in which men found

themselves, when Locke began to threaten Cartesian-

ism with the same ruin it had brought upon scholas-

ticism. When Stillingfleet wrote to Locke: “If this

be true, then for all that we know by our ideas of

matter and thinking, matter may have a power of

thinking, and . . . then it is impossible to prove

that the spiritual substance in us is immaterial,” what

could Locke say to remove the Bishop’s fears? Not

very much indeed. In true Ockhamist spirit, he

answered that it is highly probable that in material

thinking is not the attribute of some solid, corporeal

substance, though the contrary cannot be proved to

be an impossibility: “But your Lordship thinks not

probability enough . . . your Lordship seems to

conclude it demonstrable from the principles of
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philosophy. That demonstration, I should with joy

receive from your Lordship, or any one.”®*

Of all the discoveries made by Voltaire on the other

side of the Channel, there was none in which he felt

more interested than in Locke’s hypothetical material-

ism. That was just the sort of stuff he wanted. One

cannot fully account for his impassionate backing of

the “wise Locke” against old Descartes, unless one

takes into account the very definite service which

Voltaire was expecting from Locke. Of course,

Descartes had rid the world of scholasticism, and that

was good. Voltaire was always grateful to someone

for destroying something. But Locke had destroyed

Descartes, and that was better, for it meant the

destruction of even the scholastic conclusions which

Descartes had attempted to vindicate in his own way.

Such as we still can see him in Voltaire’s Philosophical

Letters, Locke had become there a sly, cunning materi-

ahst, who had concealed his game in an artful way.

Let him say that materialism is a possibility, Voltaire

thought to himself, everybody will soon realize that

it is an obvious reality.

In point of fact, the main responsibility for the

spreading of materialism throughout the whole eight-

eenth century does not rest with Voltaire, and still

less with Locke, but with Descartes. He had assumed

the heavy task of giving a mathematicaldemonstra-

tion of the spirituality of the soul. The better to

The texts are to be found in The Works of John Locke, ed. by J. A. St.
John, Vol. II, Appendix, pp, 339-411.
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do it, he had begun by turning the* old scholastic

soul as the form of the body into a disembodied mind.

Now that the Cartesian mind was dead, the body

was left without either a mind or a soul. It was a

mere machine; and Descartes himself had always

said it was; but Descartes had not foreseen that

his human machine would some day lose its mind,

and would therefore be asked to produce even

thought.

The mathematicism of Descartes then be^an to

bring forth unexpected, yet necessary, consequences.

If you set about dissecting concrete reality into as

many separate things as there are distinct ideas, the

substantial unity of man disintegrates into two really

distinct substances; his mind, and his body. Let us

now suppose that you fail in your mathematical

demonstration to prove that there is such a separate

mind, it will then be impossible for you to prove it

in any other way. You have no right to appeal to

what is going on in your body in order to prove that

there is a mind: the existence of a sovl could be

proved in that way, not that of a mind. Since its

existence can be established neither mathematically

nor empirically, the obvious implication is that there

is no mind.

Thus, by a seemingly paradoxical yet necessary con-

secution of ideas, the materialism of La Mettrie was

ushered into the world by the mathematical ’spiritual-

ism of Descartes, In his famous book, Man a Machine

(1768) La Mettrie will openly claim Descartes for his
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direct ancestor: “This celebrated philosopher, it is

true, was much deceived; no one denies that. But

at any rate he understood animal nature; he was

the first to prove completely that animals are true

machines. And aftdr a discovery of this importance,

demanding so much sagacity, how can we without

ingratitude fail to pardon all his errors?”^® Thus,

according to this unforeseen disciple, the upshot of

Cartesianism is, that man is a machine that thinks:

“What an enhghtened machine!” La Mettrie

exclaims I**® It certainly was, and Descartes ‘would

have been surprised to meet it. Yet he would perhaps

have been still more surprised to read in the papers

of Du Marsais this “Cartesian” description of a

philosopher : all men are machines ; the only difference

there is between a philosopher and other men is, that

a philosopher is a machine which, “owing to its

mechanism, reflects on its own movements.” In short,

Du Marsais concludes, every man is a watch, but a

philosopher is a self-winding watch.®’

Fathers are sometimes surprised at their, own

children; yet La Mettrie and Du Marsais were legiti-

mate sons of a father whose body had already lost

its soul. But it was in the nature of Cartesian mathe-

maticism that it could disintegrate into two opposite

ways, and it actually did. While the body was losmg

La Mettjae, Man a Machmef French and Engl, text ed by G C. Bussey,
The Open Court Co , Chicago, 1912; p. 143. Engl, text only, reprinted in 1927.

Cf. the old English translation, 3d edit , G. Smith, London, 1750.
26 Ibid,, p. 56
2’ Cf. W. H. Wickwar, Baion d'Holbach. A Prelude to the Fremh Revolutiofif

G. Allen, London, 1935, p. 70.
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its Mind in France, the Mind was losing its body in

Great Britain. To find the abstract connections

between the id,eas that turned such an improbable

consequence into a philosophical necessity is the

problem to which we have now td turn our attention.
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CHAPTER XII

CARTESIAN IDEALISM

Descartes had proved his existence to be that of a

thing that thinks. Being a geometer, the only oppor-

tunity he had now to make any headway was to dis-

cover, within the nature of his mind, other natures

which he could submit to his analysis. What is it,

to be a thing that thinks? It was, to be knowing a

few things, ignoring many others, willing, desiring,

imagining and perceiving. For a psychologist, such

as Locke for instance, what a wdnderful field for

exploration ! But Descartes was working towards

something else, and the incredible variety of psycho-

logical facts was of little interest to him, because he

knew that all of them were nothing but particular

varieties of thought, that is to say, that they were

fundamentally one and the same thing.

After wandering to and fro among his ideas, unable

to decide which one he should single out as coming

next in the order of deduction, Desdartes made up

his mind to go back to his starting point. After ail,

the only thing he was sure of was that he was a doubt-

ing thing, that is, a thinking substance, a mind. But

there might be more knowledge involved in the act

of doubting than the bare certitude of mind and of

its existence. He who doubts knows that he does not
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know as perfectly as he would like to know. He must

therefore have in mind at least some confused feehng

of what perfect knowledge should be, that is to say,

the idea of perfection. Now, by carefully observing

that new notion, he rapidly becomes aware that there

is present to his mind a very remarkable idea: that

of a perfect being, in other words, of a being in which

all conceivable perfections are to be found. Such is

God, whom we conceive as a supreme being, eternal,

infinite, immutable, all-knowing, all-powerfulj and

creator of all things which are outside himself.^ What
is there, in us, which is the origin of such an idea?

It cannot be our mind, for a doubting, and conse-

quently imperfect, mind cannot be the model from

which it draws its own idea of perfection. It cannot

be any of the material things existing outside our

mind. True, philosophers commonly beheve that the

best proofs, not to say the only proofs, of the exist-

ence of God, are those that prove Him t® be the

necessary cause of the physical order. But, first, even

could such demonstrations be made, we, at least,

could not attempt to make them; all we know, so

far, is the existence of our own mind, and since we

are not yet sure that there is an external world, how

could we use it to prove the existence of God? Further-

more, supposing that it could be done, such a proof

would still not be a demonstration of the existence

of a perfect thing, for the world of mattet is not

perfect, or eternal, or actually infinite in perfection.

^Ri. M. Eaton, Descartes Selections, p. 113.
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Why then should its first cause, if there be one, be

infinite and perfect?

And yet, as everything has a cause, there should be

a cause of our idea of God. It should be such a cause

as contains within Itself at least as much perfection

as there is to be found in its effect; in other words,

the model from which our idea of perfection is copied

should be at least as perfect as the copy itself. It

must therefore be a perfect being, endowed with all

the perfections that are found in our idea of its nature

:

supreme, eternal, infinite, all-knowing, all-powerful,

creator of all things which are outside of Himself; in

short, such a being must necessarily be that which

we call God.

The very idea of perfection, which is identical with

our idea of God, is therefore in our minds as an objec-

tive reality, for whose existence no other conceivable

cause can possibly be found but that of an actually

existing God. That it is a reality, and not a fiction

of the mind, is obvious from the fact that it appears

to us as a true “nature,” endowed with a necessity

of its own, just as our ideas of a circle, or of a square.

Some people say they do not know whether or not

there is a God, but even these people would agree

that, if there is a God, He must of necessity be a

perfect and infinite substance, and that, together with

the principle of causality, is the only thing required

for our demonstration of His existence.

Let us therefore conclude that God, in creating us,

placed the idea of perfection within us “to be as the
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mark of the workman imprinted on his work.” Noth-

ing, after all, is more natural, for, as Descartes says

in his second Meditation on First Philosophy, “from

the sole fact that God created me, it is most probable

that in some way He placed hii^ image and likeness

upon me, and that I perceive this likeness (in which

the idea of God is contained) by means of the same

faculty by which I perceive myself.”^ In other words,

as is always the case when we are dealing with truly

geometrical deductions, we are not so much dej).ucing

as perceiving intuitions within other intuitions; for

since the very act of doubting imphes the notion of

perfection, which is one with the notion of God, we

have just as much right to say: I doubt, hence Ood is,

as to say: I doubt, hence I am.

Even at this distance from Descartes, it seems to

me that we stiU can understand his philosophy as he

himself understood it: an initial intuition, then more

intuitions flowing from the first by means ofl a deduc-

tive process; and finally, a powerful effort of the

mind to eliminate deduction itself by reintegrating

its successive stages in that first single intuition.

The whole body of human knowledge was present

to his mind, and he could see it at a glance, grounded

as it was on the truth of its first principle, and sharing

in its evidence. What else, and what more is there

to be found in mathematical certitude? Nothing at

all. Here, for instance, is the idea of God ; it is possible

to prove, as we have done, that an actually existing

2 Thi'J.j p. 123.
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God is its only conceivable cause ; but a mere analysis

of the content of that idea would be enough in itself

to prove the existence of God. For if our notion of

God is, identical with the notion of perfection, how
could we not see that existence is involved in that

idea, as one of the perfections which it signifies or

connotes? I am no more free to think of God as

non-existent, than I am to think of a triangle whose

three angles would not be equal to two right angles.

Existence pertains to God, whether or not I wish it,

as necessarily as geometrical properties pertain to

geometrical figures. I cannot think then of God other-

wise than as existent,® and since all that is true of

the idea of a thing is true of the thing itself, existence

belongs not only to the idea of God, but also to God.

We are now in a better position to understand in

what sense Descartes could say that “it is at least as

certain that God, who is a being so perfect, is, or

exists, as’any demonstration of geometry can possibly

be.”* It is even more certain than any mathematical

truth, for as long as I did not know God as a perfect

being, I could not be sure that my Creator was not

systematically deceiving me in mathematics as in

everything else. At any rate, it is an obvious fact

that the existence of God is better known to me than

even the existence of the external world, since I

know that there is a God, but I do not yet know

whether dr not there is an external world.

^ Eaton, ihtd, {Vth Mcdttation), pp. 138-139.
^ Eaton, op. at

, p. 33.
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This was precisely the point at which Descartes

found himself confronted with an entirely new and very

difficult task. Up to his time, no philosopher had denied

flatly the existence of material things ; Descartes him-

self, of course, had never entertained any real doubt

as to their actual existence; but he was forbidden by

his own principles to take it as an estabhshed fact.

Like the rest, it was in need of being proved, and it

could not have been proved at an earher stage of the

deduction. The mind first, God next, then, and only

then, the external world. Such was the order. Why
should Descartes have worried about it? He himself

believed in the existence of matter, and he knew that

every one else would keep on believing in it anyway.

Besides, was he not about to prove it? The only

difference would be that men, henceforward, would

know it instead of believing it, and for a philosopher

at least, that was the proper thing to do.

Having thus made up his mind, Descartes looked

about for a proper starting point towards that new

goal. Of course, as he still was but a mind, he could

begin only with an idea, and the idea to be tried first

was obviously that of matter. What is matter? Taken

in itself, that is, as a clear and distinct idea, it is pure

extension in space according to the three dimensions.

Now, however carefully I examine that idea, I cannot

find in it an37thing from which I can deduce the

existence of its object. Unlike the idea of God, it

does not represent anything so perfect that I could

not be the cause of my idea of it. Why should not a
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mind be able to form the notion of matter, even

though there were no actually existing matter? We
shall therefore have to try something else.

Besides his idea of matter, Descartes could find in

his mind another representation of the same object,

for which he was indebted, not to his reason, but to

his imagination. Apart from our abstract notion of

extended bodies, we can picture them to ourselves,

as we do circles, triangles, and so on, when we begin

to study geometry. Now here, the problem is different

;

for there is nothing in the mind, taken as a mind,

to account for its having an imagination. According

to its nature, it should not have images, but ideas only.

In order to account for the obvious difference between

pure intellection and imagination, we might be

tempted therefore to suppose, that there is a body,

to which mind is conjoined and united. Pure intellec-

tion then would be a turning of the mind inward upon

itself, while imagining would be a turning outward

towards the body and beholding there something that

is foreign to its own nature. To tell the whole truth,

there is no other convenient explanation for the

presence of an imagination within a mind. It is

therefore highly probable that body exists; but we

do not yet have a demonstration of its existence;

even that idea of corporeal natures which I find in my
imagination is a distinct idea, since geometers had

nothing else whereon to build their science until

analytical geometry was discovered. If it is a distinct

idea of something which, unlike God, is only equal
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and even rather inferior in perfection to the mind,

how could we deduce from its presence in the mind

the actual existence of its object?

Our last hope then rests with sensation, and, this

time, we are bound to succeed in our undertaking. It is

true that sensations like our ideas and images are to

be found within the mind, and that is why we can use

them as a new starting point, but they are very

different from all our other thoughts, both in their

content and in their origin. First of all, they are but

confused representations of some qualities, to which

no distinct idea can be attached. Let us take, for

instance, the feeling of pain. Where is pain, and what

is it? If I am hurt by a piece of wood, or steel, it is

obvious that the pain itself is not in the wood, or the

steel. It cannot be anywhere else but in my mind;

but how are we to account for the fact that a mind

experiences such a feehng? A mind is a thing that

thinks, not a thing that feels; as such, it can form

clear and distinct ideas, as for instance the idea of

extension, but it cannot form sensations like pain and

pleasure, or smell, or taste, which cannot be measured

and numbered, or become the fitting objects of any

true science. Besides, it is a fact that the mind does

not form sensations at will, as it does ideas, and even

images; sensations come to the mind in the most

various and unexpected ways, as though they were

caused in it by something that is outside* of it. In

this case, then, we can safely say, that the mind not

only surmises but actually experiences its union with
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something foreign to its own nature, i.e., a body,

through which it becomes related to all other bodies.

We might still fear of being deceived in our conclusion,

did we not know that God’s existence, proved in the

way in which we have proved it, entails the existence

of a supremely perfect being, who cannot allow

us to be deceived. Now he would deceive us if, while

we have both a natural inclination to beheve that

there is a world and a rational justification for that

belief, that world did not exist.

Descartes’ demonstration was as good as it possibly

could be; its only defect was that it was a demon-

stration. As soon as Descartes published it, it became

apparent that, like Caesar’s wife, the existence of the

world should be above suspicion. As long as it never

occurred to any one to prove it, every one was sure

of it, but the first attempt to prove it turned out to be

the first step towards the denial of its existence.

Descartes ,had endeavoured to prove something that

could not be proved, not because it is not true, but on

the contrary, because it is evident. Let us add that it

is evident to a soul, not to a mind ; and since Descartes

was but a mind, he could no longer accept as evidence

that which is such only to a soul, to a spiritual prin-

ciple substantially united to a body; nor could he

hope to find in mind, that is in a thinking substance

distinct from, and exclusive of, the body, ground for

the demonstration of its existence.

If sensations belong to the mind itself, nothing but

the mind should be needed to account for their exis-
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tence, but then there would be no reason to suppose

that there is a material world. If, on the contrary,

sensations are in us as coming not from the mind,

but entering it from without, the so-called mind is

not a true mind, but a soul, widch immediately per-

ceives the existence of bodies, as a certainty that

neither can be proved, nor needs proof. Descartes

had tried to find some possible position between the

two horns of the dilemma; but there was none. He
wanted a mind, at once so radically distinct from

matter that the existence of matter would have to

be proved, and so intimately conjoined with matter,

through feehng, that the existence of matter could be

proved. Even metaphysicians know that you cannot

eat your cake, and have it ; so, as soon as Descartes’

successors realized his failure, they devoted themselves

to the task of finding a new answer to the questions.

These successors were three in number, and all

three were great metaphysicians: Leibniz, who was

at the same time a great mathematician, for he dis-

covered the differential calculus; Spinoza and Male-

branche. All three were fully alive to the fact that

Descartes had failed to account for the existence of

sensations; as Leibniz said: “At that point. Monsieur

Descartes withdrew from the game.” And yet, not

one of them was able to perceive that Descartes’

failure was due to the fact that he had dealt with

concrete substances as geometers deal witj! abstract

definitions. They took up the game at exactly the

point where Descartes had dropped it, they
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kept the same hand with the same three cards, the

mind, matter and God, and as Descartes himself had

already played the first two, and failed, they had but

one card left; which accounts for the fact that all

three of them played the same card. They had to

explain everything by God. The problem, as they saw

if after Descartes, could be reduced to very simple

terms. Mind and matter are in reality two completely

distinct substances ;
that, at least, Descartes had fully

demonstrated. On the other hand, it seemed to be

a fact that there was some sort of connection between

mind and matter ; but the possibility of such a connec-

tion could never be found in those two substances

themselves, since they were by definition mutually

exclusive. Now outside of those two substances, there

was still another one, and only one, namely God;

through God, therefore, should proceed the unknown

force that linked mind to matter and matter to

mind.
#>

That is the reason why Leibniz, Spinoza and Male-

branche, despite the fact that they spent a good deal

of their time in refuting each other, can be considered

as having formed a distinct school, the Cartesian

school. Leibniz said that God, in His perfect wisdom,

had ordered all things from the very beginning, in

such a way that every modification in a certain body

would be accompanied by a certain modification in a

corresponding soul. He called his system pre-established

harmony.® Spinoza went still further : he decided that

® T^eibniz, Th& Monadologyt Art. 80.
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thought and extension were two attributes of one and
the same infinite substance, flowing from that sub-

stance with the same necessity, and according to the

same law, so that every mode of extension had to find

its equivalent in a corresponding mode of thought.

God, being the only true substance, was therefore the

common source of those parallel attributes.® For this

reason His system was often called metaphysical

parallelism. As to Malebranche, he rejected Leibniz’

solution on the ground that if God has pre-estal^hshed

a universal harmony, there was no room left for free

will; and he rejected the system of Spinoza (whom
he once called: “le miserable Spinoza,'’ the wretched

Spinoza) because to conceive mind and body as two

finite modes of two attributes of the divine substance

was to identify them with God. It was pantheism.

But where could he find another solution?

Malebranche was greatly helped in finding one, by

an expression that had already been used, but only in

a casual way, by Descartes, and even by Saint Augus-

tine. Why not say that God has estabhshed such

laws, that on the occasion of some change taking place

in our bodies, some other change should necessarily

take place in our souls? According to such a doctrine,

which is commonly called occasionalism, matter and

its modifications are but occasions for God to give us

corresponding sensations and corresponding ideas. In

a way, it can be said that Malebranche had "answered

the question, but his answer was fraught with fearful

® Spinoza, Ethics, Pt. II, prop. 1~3; in B. Band, pp 168-169.
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consequences, some of which he had not been able to

foresee.

Let us begin with those which he himself perceived,

and accepted. The first consequence is, that since we

know everything through God, or, as Malebranche

would say, in God, our knowledge is not directly

related to actually existing things, but only to their

ideas in God. Of course, we know that things are, and

what they are ; but since material substances, by their

own iiatures, are entirely foreign to thinking sub-

stances, it might perhaps be better to say that, owing

to God, we know everything about them, but do not

know them. This is so true that even were the external

world annihilated by an act of the divine will, the

character of physics as an exact science would not be

changed. For indeed, physics is not a knowledge of

the external world in its actual existence and its own
reality, but rather a science of that intelligible idea

of matter which is in God, and through which alone

we know the properties of matter as well as its laws.

Science is what it is, and always will remain such,

whether there be an external world or not.

The second consequence of occasionalism is, that I

do not know my own body any more than I know other

bodies. To me, my own body is just as much part of

the external world, that is to say, just as foreign to

my mind, as every other body. I do not see my body,

except through the ideas and sensations I have of it

impressed upon my mind by God. Another way of

expressing the same fact would be to say that the
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body which our soul see^ is not the same as the body

which our soul animates; for the body it animates is

a concrete and material thing which, as such, can

be neither felt nor known by the mind, whereas the

body the mind knows is but the intelligible nature

of the same body, in God.

From those two consequences there follows a third,

the importance of which for the ulterior development

of metaphysics was immediately perceived by some of

Malebranche’s contemporaries. It is that Descartes

was wrong in saying that God would be a deceiver, if

He made us falsely believe that external bodies make

themselves known to us through sensations. What
had happened was simply this: Descartes admitted

that sensations were actually caused in us by external

bodies. That he admitted it, is strange; for, just as

he had been the first to prove the real distinction of

mind and body, he also should have been the first

to realize that no action of a body upon a mind is

conceivable; but he did admit it, and as he felt sure

that he was right, he decreed that if he, Descartes,

could be wrong when he was sure he was right, then

God would be a deceiver. Unfortunately there was a

third possibility, which Malebranche was not slow

to see. On Descartes’ principles, we know, as an

evident truth, that the external world is not the cause

of our knowledge of it; on the other hand we know,

with equal certainty, once more from Desc^es’ own

demonstrations, that God is not a deceiver. Whence

it follows, as a third evident truth, that Descartes was
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wrong. He was wrong in considering as an evident

truth our natural inclination to believe that bodies

can act upon our minds. True, there is in us such an

inclination, and it was put in us by God, and it is a

deceiving molinatioir, yet the presence in our mind

of such an inclination is no proof that God is a deceiver.

To ask why it was put there by God is irrelevant to

the question; the only thing that matters is the fact

that God has not given us that inclination, as a rational

evidence to be accepted by reason. On the contrary,

God has given us, together with that natural inclina-

tion, the natural light of reason, by which we can

question the truth-value of that inclination, and

prove that it has none, Descartes should have reached

that conclusion from his own principles; if he did

not reach it, it is because he was deceiving himself,

not because he was being deceived by God.’

Now let us recall what has already been said about

Descartes’'- demonstration of the existence of an

external world. It is well worth remarking that

Descartes himself had considered Malebranche’s vision

in God as a possibility, but had rejected it on the

ground that “since God is not a deceiver, it is very

manifest that*He does not communicate to me these

ideas immediately and by Himself. . .
.”® On the

contrary, Descartes had said, God not only did not

" Malebrancjie’s argument is the stronger, for Descartes himself, by his

rejection of secondary qualities, had been obliged to admit that :
“ notwith-

standing the supreme goodness of God, the nature of man, as it is composed
of mind and body, cannot be otherwise than sometimes a source of deception.”
ISaton, op city p 163,

® Eaton, op. cit., p. 154.
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give me a faculty with which to recognize that this is

the case, but he gave me rather a very great inclina-

tion to believe that these ideas were sent to me by
corporeal objects. Hence his conclusion: as I have

that natural inclination, and, on »the other hand, as I

have no evident knowledge that it is a deceitful one,

“I do not see how He (God) could be defended against

the accusation of deceit, if these ideas were produced

by causes other than corpoi’eal objects. Hence we
must allow that corporeal things exist.”® It is clear

that, with the failure of this last argument, the whole

Cartesian demonstration of the existence of an external

world goes to pieces. How then are we going to prove

it?

To that question Malebranche’s answer was simply

:

we are not going to prove it, because it cannot be

proven. It was a very bold step, but at the same time

it was obviously an inevitable one for any one who
wanted to be truer to Descartes’ principles than

Descartes himself had been. As a matter of fact, the

foimder of the school lived long enough to see one of

his first disciples arrive at the same conclusion.

Regius, a Dutch professor of philosophy, and a great

admirer of Descartes, said, and even printed, that

according to the new philosophy: “it was naturally

doubtful, whether or not corporeal things were actually

perceived by us.” But, he added, “that doubt is

removed by the divine Revelation in Holy Scriptures,

since it cannot be doubted that God has created heaven

® Ibid.f p. 154.
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and earth. When he read that statement, Descartes

was furious; reminding Regius that he had given

conclusive proof of the existence of the world in his

writings, he added that his proofs could be understood

at least by such people as “are not like the horse and

the mule which have no understandings.”^^ That, at

least, could be proved by the Bible.

Unfortunately, there soon appeared another Car-

tesian horse, or mule, in the person of Geraud de

Cordemoy, who in his interesting essay : On the Distinc-

tion of Mind and Body, %th Discourse, expressed sur-

prise to hear that some people are not quite sure of

having a soul; the real problem, says Cordemoy, is

rather to prove that we have a body; without faith

in divine revelation, how could we be sure of it ? Thus,

when Malebranche came third in the series, there was

very little left for him to do, except confirm, by deeper

and more convincing proofs, an opinion generally

received in the French Cartesian school.

In his Conversations on Metaphysics and on Religion

(1688), Malebranche devoted the Vlth Conversation

to a proof of the existence of bodies by means of

divine Revelation. The obvious objection was, that

by doing so he was substituting religion for philosophy

;

but Malebranche knew several answers to that reproach.

Since he had already proved that we receive our sen-

sations directly from God, he was bound to consider

R. Descartes, CEuvres, ed. Adam-Tannery, Vol. VIII, 2nd Ft., p. 344
n. ix,

Descartes, op clt., pp. 356-357. Of, Ps. xxi : 9, in the revised Douay
edition.
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sensations themselves, as some sort of natural reve-

lations.^* This was even the reason why Malehranche,

far from being a,shamed because he could not find a

demonstration of the existence of matter, took great

pride in proving at least that it i§ impossible t6 prove

it.^® Bodies cannot be directly perceived by our

minds; on the other hand (and this is where Spinoza

was wrong), their existence caimot be concluded from

the nature of Grod, since God has created them, not

by any necessity of nature, but rather by a free

decision of His will. How then could we prdve an

existence that can be neither perceived nor deduced?

It is a radical impossibihty. But we know there is a

God, and we believe that He is the Christian God;

consequently, we should also believe that what He
says in the Holy Scriptures is true. We are, then,

bound in conscience to believe that “in the beginning,

God created heaven and earth,” together with the

millions and millions of creatures contained therein.

We should therefore hold, as an article of faith, that

the external world is, or exists.

Just as Descartes had been labelled a “Dreamer,”

so Malebranche was commonly to be called a “Vis-

ionary.” Yet he immediately found an audience, even

in England, where J. Norris supported Malebranche’s

views, in his Conduct of Human Life (1690), with the

unexpected result that the Quakers immediately

recognized their own doctrine in Malebranche is doctrine

^2 Malebranche, Dialogues on Metaphysics and on Eeligiout VI, 3 ; trans.

M. Ginsberg, G. Allen and Unwin, London, 1923; p. 165.
13 Ibid., VI, 4, p, 166.
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of the Vision in God^* Norris himself, who was a good

scientist, was then accused of being a Quaker, which

he denied, not however without adding, that were the

Friends able to elaborate their doctrine into a clear

system, it would not be so different from his own
opinions.^® This is why, in his Ilnd Philosophical

Letter, Voltaire introduces the famous Quaker, who
justifies his own doctrine of inspiration by sa3dng, that

God gives us all our ideas: “Eh!” Voltaire says, “here

is Father Malebranche true to life.”
—“I know thy

Malebranche,” the Quaker rejoins, “he was a bit of

a Quaker, but not enough.”^* Such was Malebranche’s

reward for having pledged himself always to follow

the pure evidence of reason. As Faydit said of him

in a then oft-quoted verse

:

“He who sees all in God, there, sees not he is mad.”

That was not the worst. According to an old tradi-

tion, when Malebranche was in the last year of his life

(1715), and already very weak, a young Irish philoso-

pher waited upon him. His name was George Berkeley.

Having published his own Essay Towards a New Theory

of Vision (1709), it was only natural that he should

carry on a serious philosophical discussion with Male-

branche. We are not sure what the topic of the dis-

cussion was, but we should not be very far from the

mark in supposiug that it ran something like this:

“Father, I quite agree "with you that God gives us

Cf. J. Locke, Remarks upon some of Mr. Norrises Boohs, wherein He
Asserts P. Malebranche’s Optnion of our Seeing all Things %n Qod; in J. A.
St. John’s edit., Vol. II, pp. 459-471.

Voltaire, Lettres philosophigues ed. G. Lanson, Vol. I, p. 31, not© 14.
wBtd., Vol. I, p. 25.
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all our ideas, including sensations, and that, conse-

quently, the existence of a material world cannot be

proved. But then, why are you so keen on upholding

its existence? The existence of what't You have

proved conclusively to us that .the so-called ’matter

‘neither acts, nor perceives, nor is perceived.’ Then,

what is it? ,You say it is an occasion. But since matter

has nothing in common with mind, God could not

possibly find there even an occasion to do something

in our minds. “Then you add that we should at

least believe what Revelation teUs us about it; but

Revelation tells us nothing at all about it ; all it says

is, that God created heaven and earth, not that he

created an unknown and imknowable substance, called

matter, that lies hidden behind our own ideas and our

own feelings. Nothing will be changed in the usual

interpretation of Holy Writ whether there be, or be

not, external things.”^ Ideas, then, and spirits, make

up the whole of reality, and outside of the:gi, there is

nothing; nay, not even an outside.^®

If young Berkeley did use such an argument, which

I have borrowed from his later criticism of Male-

branche, the account given by Stock of their inter-

view is not entirely lacking in probability: “In the

Cf. G. Berkeley, Of the Principles of Human Knowledge, Part I, n.

67-79; ed. A. C. Fraser, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1901; Vol. I, p 43.

Part I, n. 82-85; Vol. I, pp 302-304. ^ ^ ^ .

19 The idealistic implications of Malebranche’s vision m God had already

been seen by Locke; “What he (Malebranche) here meam by the sun is

hard to conceive ;
and according to his hypothesis of seeing^ all things m

God, how can he know that there is any such real being in the world as the

sun ? Did he ever see the sun ? No ;
how then does he know that there is a

8un which he never saw?” J. Locke, An Examination of P. MMranch^a
Opinion of Seeing all Things in God, n. 20; ed. J.A. St. John, Vol. II, p 425.
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heat ofthe disputation,” says Stock, “he (Malebranche)

raised his voice so high, and gave way so freely to the

natural impetuosity of a man of parts, and a French-

man, that he brought on himself a violent increase

of his disorder, which carried him off a few days

after.”®® If the story is true, it is a good one; if it is

not true, it is better than true, for it should have

happened. No wonder then, that De Quincey inserted it

in his famous Essay on Murder as One of the Fine Arts.^^

What a murder case, indeed :
“ Murder by Metaphysics !

”

Whether the sudden revelation that he had always

been an unconscious ideahst actually killed Male-

branche or not, the fact remains, that while Locke was

bringing Descartes’ reign to an end on the Coniinent,

the geometrical distinction of mind .and body was
reaching on Irish soil the last stage of its natural

evolution. Like all philosophers, Berkeley felt rather

interested in those points of his own system on which

he was at variance with Malebranche and Descartes,

but his radical idealism was none the less a natural

and necessary offspring of the “I think, hence I am.”
In spite of Berkeley’s own protests, his contemporaries,

and particularly his friend Doctor Cla3fton, had no
difficulty in finding him a place among^the members
of the Cartesian family. In the Essay on Spirit, printed

in 1750, and attributed to Clayton, we read that the

opinion of Spinoza was, that “there is no other sub-

^ The Works of Berkeley, •CiaxonAxm Press, Oxford, 1871;
Vol. W, p. 73. (y. a shorter account of the same story m the 1901 edition,
Vol. I, p. 43.

Quinsy's Works, Riverside editions, Boston, 1877; Vol. 11, p. 551.
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stance in nature but God; that modes cannot subsist,

or be conceived, without a substance; that there is^

nothing in nature but modes and substances ; and that

therefore everything must be conceived as subsisting

in Grod. Which opinion, with some few alterations, has

been embraced and cultivated by Father Malebranche

and Bishop Berkeley.”*® Clayton was right, save

only in this, that if Malebranche, Berkeley, and let

us add Leibniz, had made God the only knowing,

acting, and subsisting reality, Spinoza had played no

part in their decision. The responsibility for sd much

metaphysical trouble behind all those systems rests

with Descartes and his geometrical metaphysics.

Every one is free to decide whether he shall begin to

philosophize as a pure mind ; if he should elect to do so

the difficulty will not be how to get into the mind, but

how to get out of it. Four great men had tried it, and

failed. Berkeley’s own achievement was to realize at

last, that it was a useless and foolish thing even to

try it. In this sense at least, it is true to say that

Berkeley brought Descartes’ “noble experiment” to

a close, and for that reason his wnrk should always

remain as a landmark in the history of philosophy.

But Descartes was not only a metaphysician, he was

also a physicist; and we shall now see how, after

destroying our natural belief in the existence of the

world, Descartes’ mathematicism was to destroy our

natural belief in physical causality.

2“ A. C. Fraser, op. cit., Vol. IV, p. 324, n. 83. Cf. J. Locke, Senmrke

upon some of Mr, Norru^s books, n. 16; VoL II, pp. 468-469.
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CHAPTER Vin

THE BREAKDOWN OF CARTESIANISM

No one who knows the ulterior destiny of Descartes’

doctrine can read without surprise the heedless sen-

tence with which his Vlth Meditaiion begins : “Nothing

further now remains, but to inquire whether material

things* exist.”^ So far was he from fearing any diffi-

culty on the point that, when some readers told him
he was headed for trouble, Descartes refused to Ijelieve

it. Yet, he had been duly warned. “What must
the union of the corporeal with the incorporeal be

thought to be?” Gassendi had asked him: “how will

that which is corporeal seize upon that which is incor-

poreal, so to hold it conjoined with itself, or how will

the incorporeal grasp the corporeal, so as reciprocally

to keep i*t bound to itself . . . ?” True, you say

that you actually experience such a union when you
feel pain, but then “I ask you how you think, th£(.t

you, if you are incorporeal and unextended, are

capable of experiencing the sensation of pain?” In

short, to conclude in Gassendi’s own words, “the

general difficulty always remains, viz., how the cor-

poreal can have anything in common with the incor-

poreal, or >rhat relationship may be established between
the one and the other.”®

^ Baton, Descartes Selechons, p. 145.
® Gassendi, Vth ObjectionSf in Eaton, op. ciLt pp. 246-246.
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To Gassendi’s most pertinent objections, Descartes

had simply answered: “At no place do you bring an

objection to my arguments.”® Such blindness in such

a genius would remain a mystery, did we not know
that Descartes’ real purpose, in proving the existence

of an external world, was less to prove the existence

of something outside of the mind, than it was to

make clear that nothing exists outside of the mind
but geometrical extension. As he himself understood

it, his distinction of mind and body had to cut both

ways; first, it had to prove that nothing of what

belongs to the nature of corporeal substance can be

ascribed to the mind; and secondly, which was what

Descartes wanted above all, it had to prove that the

converse is true : that nothing of what belongs to the

nature of the mind should be ascribed to corporeal

matter. In other words, if Descartes never worried

very much about his demonstration of the existence

of matter, the reason is that in his minds- the real

problem had never been: does matter exist? but,

rather : of what do we prove the existence in proving

that matter exists? And the answer was: extension

in space according to three dimensions; whence it

follows that matter is that, and nothing else.

Thus, Descartes was resorting once more to his

fundamental principle: what is true of the concept

of a thing is also true of that thing.* The only exist-

ence I can conceive outside of my mind fe that of

® Eaton, op. c^^., p. 262.

^Descartes, Reply to Objections IJ, ed. Haldane and Ross, Voi. 11, p. 57,

Prlpos. 1; and p. 53, De&i. 9.
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extension; consequently, what is outside of nay mind

is nothing but extension. Hence the title of his Vlth

and last Meditation: “Of the existence of material

things, and of the real distinction between the soul

and body of Man.’!® And the precise point, which

he wished to make in his demonstration, may clearly

be seen from ’its carefully worded conclusion: “Hence

we must allow, that corporeal things exist. However,

they are perhaps not exactly what we perceive by

the senses, . . . but we must at least admit, that all

things which I conceive in them clearly and distinctly,

that is to say, all things which, speaking generally,

are comprehended in the object of pure mathematics,

are truly to be recognised as external objects.”* We
shall then have to remove from the idea of matter

all the so-called “qualities,” such as weight, hardness,

colour and so on, for they do not arise from the body
alone, and, therefore, they do not actually belong to

it.’ In the same way, and for the same reason, shall

we have to eliminate from matter the so-called

“natures,” or “forms,” which were supposed by
Aristotle and his mediseval followers to be in animate

and inanimate bodies, as the internal causes of their

motions, growth, nutrition, generation •a]a4 sensations.

What are such “natures,” or “forms,” but disguised

souls, ascribed by men to matter, as if aU natural

bodies were made up of a body and a soul? True, it

is in man "a natural illusion to conceive all things after

® Eaton, op, cit., p. 145.

p. 164.

’Descartes, T?ie Principles of Philosophy

y

11, 2-4; Eaton, pp. 290-291.
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th.e pattern of man ; nevertheless, it is but an illusion.

Man alone has both a body and a mind
; as to physical

bodies, they are nothing but bodies, that is to say,

variously shaped particles ofextension, arranged accord-

ing to various orders, and oocupying certain places in

space. Even living bodies, animals, for example, are

mere machines, and our human body itself, when
considered apart from the mind to which it is united,

is nothing but a machine.

The ultimate conclusion of Descartes’ metaphysics

provided him, therefore, with the first principle of a

purely geometrical and mechanical conception of the

physical world, which was the very thing he wanted.

Let us then suppose with him a matter .created by
an all-powerful God. There is no reason to conceive

an extension beyond which no further extension could

be found, and even no possibility of doing so, whence

it follows that we can say, as we do in the case of the

idea of matter we have in the mind, that matter

itself is indefinitely extended and the material world

has no limits. On the other hand, since matter is

identical with extension, there can be no empty space

in the world ; for, where there is space, there is exten-

sion, and consequently there is matter; not only

therefore is the world of matter indefinitely extended

in space, but it is full. Last, but not least, as we
caimot conceive a particle of extension so small that

it could not be conceived as capable of beiifg divided

into still smaller parts, we are bound to think of

material bodies as indefinitely divisible. In short,
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there are no atoms, which makes motion possible in

a perfectly full world. A material movement is always

a complete circle of infinitely small particles of matter

moving^ together, so that, as similar to the case of a

perfectly full street*car, where no man can get in

without another man getting out, each particle of

matter successively occupies every one of the places

left vacant by the previous'' one. All natural motions

in material bodies are therefore whtrhng motions;

each of them is a “vortex.”

Beyond these intrinsic properties of matter, the only

metaphysical hypothesis we need to assume is that,

when God created matter. He caused a certain amount

of movement in it. Given that fundamental assump-

tion, all the laws of physics will be deduced with

mathematical evidence ; observations and experiments

having no part to play, other than to clear up every

successive point of the deduction, or to provide us

with more facts to be deduced from the same prin-

ciples. Having created the world with a certain

amount of motion, God, who’ is immutable because

He is perfect, still preserves in the world just as much

motion as there was on the day of creation. Every

moving thing, then, as far as lies in it to do so, con-

tinues to move as it was once moved, keeping its

whole motion when it comes in contact with a stronger

body, and communicates to weaker bodies just as

much motion as it loses by their impact. Such motion

is not the external manifestation of some energy

hidden within the matter ; such a fancy is inconsistent
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with straight mechanism and would bring us back

to the scholastic illusion of “forms,” or “natures.”

Ultimately it would mean that some “souls” are

animating matter from within, setting it in motion

and stopping it at will. A purely, geometrical idea of

motion reduces itself to a change of place; a body

then will be said to be moving, when it passes from

the vicinity of those bodies that are in immediate

contact with it, into the vicinity of others.® Motion,

as Descartes says, is nothing but “the transportation,

and not either the force or the action which transports.”

And the reason why he says so is obvious: “motion

is always in the mobile thing, not in that which

moves.”* Bodies in motion keep what motion they

have received until they communicate it to other

bodies according to very simple laws; it would

be even more correct to say that motion passes

through bodies, from some to others, for mobile

bodies are in motion, they are moving things, not

movers ; so much so that the sole mover of the

whole world is not Himself in motion : He is the

immutable preserver and mover of moving matter,

viz., God.

The better to explicate the full meaning of such a

philosophical revolution, allow me to take you back,

for a few moments, to the mediaeval world which

Descartes was attempting to replace. According to

St. Thomas Aquinas, the physical order was es'Sentially

® Doscartes, Principles of Philosophy

t

II, 25; liiaton, p. 301.

^ Ibid., p. 301.
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made up of “natures,” that is to say, of active prin-

ciples, which were the cause of the motions and

various operations of their respective matters. In

other words, each nature, or form, was essentially

an energy, an act. ^ow it is an obvious fact that such

a world was no fit subject for a purely mechanical

interpretation of physical change ; dimensions, positions

and distances are by themselves clear things; they

can be measured and numbered; but those secret

energies that had been ascribed to bodies by Aristotle

and St. Thomas, eould not be submitted to any kind

of calculation. Should they be allowed to stay there,

and this indeed was to Descartes the main point,

there would remain in nature something confused and

obscure, and in science itself a standing element of

unintelligibility. As a geometer, who wanted physics

to become a department of his universal mathematics,

Descartes could not possibly tolerate such a nuisance.

Forms, natures and energies had to be eliminated then

j&om the physical world, so that there should be

nothing left but extension and an always equal

amount of motion caused by God.

How thoughtful and accommodating a God indeed

was Descartes’ God! AU-powerful, He had created

just the kind of w;orld which Cartesian philosophy

could explain; immutable, He was preserving things

with so conscientious a regularity that Descartes could

unfold the whole explanation of his world without

bothering any more about Him. Pascal had clearly

perceived that deep intention, when he wrote that
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in all his philosophy, Descartes “would have been

quite willing to dispense with God. But he had to

make Him give a fillip to set the world in motion;

beyond this, he has no further need of God.”^® How-

ever true this may be, it should not be forgotten

that if, in a sense, the Cartesian God does not do

much in the world, since science can freely develop

itself as though there were no God, in another sense it

is just as true to say that God does everything in it.

Like Descartes’ God, the God of St. Thomas was a

continuous creator of all things; but the things He
had created, and which He was still keeping in exist-

ence, were “natures,” that is to say, active causes,

true causes. Indebted to Him for their actual exist-

ence, their operative powers and even the very efficacy

of their operations, they nevertheless were efficient

causes, and such operations could truly be said to

be their own. Thus, what God has to keep in exist-

ence, in a Thomistic world, is a set of enduring, active

natures, each of which is an original power with a

sufficient capacity to do its own work. Not so in the

world of Descartes. Once all individual sources of

energy had been expelled from it, nothing was left

therein but extension and its laws; not natmes, but

Nature, that is to say, those changes that happen

in the various parts of matter. As to the “laws of

nature,” they were nothing more than the divinely

and freely created rules, in accordance with which

the changes ocem; the Divine activity, which does

‘0 Pascal, Penaiea, trans. W. F. Trotter, p. 23, n. 77.
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not itself change, remained, in fact, the only active

cause still to be found in such a world.

Of those two Descartes, the Descartes who would

have ,heen quite willing to dispense with God, and

the Descartes who'wanted to ascribe all causality to

God, which one was the true Descartes? Both; for

Descartes was quite willing to give ever5rthing to God

in metaphysics, if that were necessary in order to

have nothing but extension left in physics. As he

himsglf had no use for physical energy of any kind

in his purely mechanical physics, what Descartes

needed in metaphysics was a monstrous and despotic

God, whose proper function it would be to draw from

matter all that was not bare and naked extension in

space. The actual condition of such a world, in any

given moment, would then require no other explanation

than the creative and preserving power of a God
who would make it to be so; what such a world is

now does not follow from what it was in the instant

immediately preceding, nor is it a cause of what it

wiU be in the next one. In short, the existence of

such a world is not a continuous duration of permanent

substances, but a succession of disconnected and

instantaneous existences, each of which has no other

cause than the creative power of Gnd.^®

I wish I could honestly teU you that Descartes’

sacrifices in the field of metaphysics were repaid a

Descartes, The World, VIII, Eaton, p 322.
1® This is the reason why, as Spinoza was to see very clearly, bodies should

not be considered as “substances’* in a Cartesian world: Spinoza, Ethica,
Part II, prop. 13, dilemma 1.
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hundredfold by his discoveries in the field of physics.

But it was not to be so. Truth is one, and bad meta-

physics seldom pays, even in the interests of science.

Immediately after Descartes, Leibniz proved that even

the Cartesian laws of impact were scientifically wrong,

and precisely because Descartes had failed to grasp

the importance of such notions as form, force and
energy.” As soon as Newton published his Mathe-

matical Principles of Natural Philosophy, in 1687, it

immediately became apparent that Descartes’ physics

was a thing of the past. Aristotle’s physics had lasted

twenty centuries, Descartes’ lasted about thirty years

in England, and not much more than sixty years on

the Continent. True, there were still some belated

Cartesians both in England and France daring the

first third of the eighteenth century, but the real

scientists regarded them as curious specimens of an

actually extinct race. When the worthy FonteneUe was

so heedless as to compare Descartes with Newton,

Enghsh public opinion felt very indignant and blamed

it on French national prejudice. “This,” said a letter

to The London Journal in 1723, “is just as if a compari-

son had to be made betwixt a Romance and a real

History, between a scheme of mere suppositions and a

set of real truths; between conjectures, imaginations,

mere reveries, and plain facts, visible laws and known

experience.” From that decision there was to be no

On the Leibnizian meaning of those notions, see the important text

quoted in H. W. Carr, Leibmz, Little, Brown and Co., Boston, 1929; pp.
77-79.

The text is quoted, together with several others to the same effect, by
G. Lanson, m Voltaire, Lettres philosophiques, Vol. II, pp, 9-10.
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appeal, even in France. Around the year 1732, Voltaire

became a convert to Newton’s physics, French public

opinion followed him, and hardly a single one of the

physical laws laid down by Descartes in his Principles

of Philosophy has been held as valid by any scientist

since that time. As a matter of fact, Descartes’

physics was an almost complete failure
;
yet his meta-

physics of nature was to give a new turn to natural

philosophy.

As we should expect, it is to France that we must

tmn in order to vntness the beginnings of those new

developments. In 1664, one of Descartes’ disciples,

Louis de la Forge, published a posthumous work of

the master: Man by Rene Descartes, to the text of

which he added an interesting commentary of his own.

In 1666, the same de la Forge published his own Treatise

on the Spirit of Man, Its Faculties, Its Functions and

Its Union with the Body according to the Principles of

Rene Descartes. In Chapter X of his book, de la

Forge proved that, on Descartes’ own principles, the

physiological modifications of our body could not be

more than “occasional causes” of our feelings, but in

Chapter XVI he raised another question, which proved

to be a very important one. Bhilosophers are always

wondering how a mind can act upon a body, and a

body upon a mind ; but a body itself is just as distinct

a substance from another body, as it is from a mind

;

how then are we to account for the fact that one body

seems to act upon another body? True, we see, or

at least we believe we see, that some material things,
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which are in motion, communicate some of their own
motion to other bodies ; but have we any clear and dis-

tinct idea ofhow that can be done ? We have absolutely

none ; instead we perceive clearly and distinctlyj that

it is a contradiction to posit such direct commtmication

between two distinct substances. What actually

happens is not that body A is acting upon body B,

but that God, who was preserving both A and B in

contiguous places, is now conserving them apart,

that is, in separate places, on the occasion of^their

former contiguity.

Thus initiated by Descartes and de la Forge, the

breakdown of physical causahty soon became an accom-

plished fact with Geraud de Cordemoy. No one did

more than that obscme man to bring into the open

those essential implications that had always been

involved in Descartes’ principles. As soon as he began

to deal with the question, in his treatise On the Discern-

ing of Mind and Body, he was able to settle the whole

case at once, and he made a thorough job of it. Two
axioms, and it was done. First axiom : a thing cannot

have by itself that which it can lose without ceasing

to be what it is. Second axiom : a body can gradually

lose its motion until no motion at all be left, without

ceasing to be a body. Conclusion: no body has by

itself any motion. Cordemoy’s conclusion indeed

reached the very root of the problem, and helps

us to realize the deep meaning behind ’Pascal’s

irony. Descartes had no need of God, save only

“to give a fillip to set the world in motion.” But,
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for that at least, he was in very great need of

Gk)d.

Descartes, we remember, had planned to give geo-

metrical explanations of all phenomena, even life;

but he met with difficulty from the very beginning

of his undertaking. How indeed could he extend pure

geometry even to mechanics, since pure geometry deals

with extension only, while mechanics deals with

extension plus motion? Motions do not belong in the

geometrical order; they come from without, as some-

thing new that cannot possibly be deduced from the

bare essence of extension. True, extended things are

actually moving, but they are not moving as extended,

that is to say, in virtue of their own essence as extended

things. Descartes himself knew that so well that he

did his very best to palliate the difficulty ; if we saw

him reducing motion itself to a transportation from

place to place, passively undergone, it was because he

wanted to leave nothing in bodies but relations of

place and distance, that is to say, geometrical relations.

Yet, transportation itself stUl remained a fact to be

accoxmted for. Transportation by what? No “what”
could be found in extension itself, since motion does

not belong to extension as such. Then, transporta-

tion by whom? The only possible answer obviously

had to be : by God.

This was Cordemoy’s final answer. Since no body

can move another body, and as the only other kind

of substance we know of is mind, the cause of all

motions in space must needs be a mind. Not our
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mind, which cannot move even its own body; then

it must be God. The conclusion flowed so necessarily

from Descartes’ method, that in the last third of the

sevent(!enth century all Cartesians received it as a truth

conclusively proved. We find it quoted as “the prin-

ciple of the Cartesians” in the anonymous pamphlet:

Letter of a Philosopher to a Cartesian, which was printed

in 1672. According to the 32nd article of the Letter,

all Cartesians agree that God alone is able to cause

motion. We fancy that cannon balls bring walls down

;

they do not. No gun in the world, no gun powder, no

cannon ball, no engine, no man, even no angel, is

able to move anything, be it a straw. God alone

can do it.

When Malebranche took up the problem in his turn,

he could do little more than provide his contemporaries

with new demonstrations of the same conclusion. As

a matter of fact, other great minds of the time were

, intent upon working out some answer to the ^Cartesian

problem of the “communication between substances.”

Spinoza, for instance, identifies Nature with God

{Deus sive natura); individual things therefore are

nothing but “modes by which the attributes of God

are expressed in a certain determined maimer, that is,

they are things which express in a certain determined

manner the power of God whereby God exists, and

acts.”^® Bodies, therefore, do not act, they merely

exhibit particular modes of God’s action. 'Leibniz’s

famous monads “have no windows, through which

Spinoza, Ethics, Part III, prop. 6.
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anything could come in or go out”; there is then “no

way of explaining how a monad can be altered in quality

or internally changed by any other created things.

Hence Leibniz’s conclusion, that “the influence of

one monad upon another is only ideal, as it can have

its effect only through the mediation of God,”^’ or

in still fewer words :
“ There is only one God, and this

God is sufficient.”1®

If Malebranche’s answer to the question was to

exercise a particularly deep influence on eighteenth-

century philosophy, it is because he, at least, still

believed in the existence of a concrete and actually

subsisting world of matter. To him, matter was not

simply a confused perception, as it was to Leibniz;

nor would he reduce . bodies to what they were for

Spinoza, viz,, finite modes of a purely intelligible exten-

sion, which itself is one of the attributes of God.

Even knowing, as he did, that it coidd not be proved,

Malebranche clung through faith to the conviction

that God had created, after the pattern of its intelligible

idea, an actually existing substance, that was something

in itself, apart from its idea in God and from our know-

ledge of it. Malebranche was thereby compelled, by
his own position, to deal with the nature of causahty in

the material world, and, of course, to deny it.

According to Malebranche, the first step to the

conclusion that bodies cannot act upon bodies is the

reahzation that we have no idea whatsoever of what

^•Leibniz, Mondaology, 7; ed. R. Latta, Oxford, 1898; p. 219.

61; p. 246.
widid., 39; p. 239.
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such an action could be. As a true Cartesian he insists

that we consult the idea which we have of bodies, and
always remember that “one must judge of things by
the ideas which represent thern.”^® Now the idea of

an action exerted by a body upon, another body does

not represent anything to our mind; we simply have

no such idea; consequently, there is no such action.

And what is more, there can be no such action, for

its very supposition would involve >a flat contradiction.

What could we mean in sa3dng that a body moves
another body? The only possible meaning that such

an expression could have would be that a certain body
A causes another body B, which at first was existing

in a certain place, to exist now in another place. But
how could a material body^ cause another material

body to be in the place where it is actually to be found?

It is God’s will which gave existence to bodies, as weU
as to aU created things, and the same divine power

that created them is stUl keeping them in existence,

so much so that should this divine will cease to be,

bodies themselves would necessarily cease to be. Now,
it is impossible for us to conceive a body that is not

somewhere, that is to say, that is not in a certain

place ; nor is it possible for us to conceive a body that

is neither moving, nor at rest, neither changing its

relations of distance to other bodies, nor keeping the

same. So true is this, that “God himself, though all-

powerful, cannot create a body which should be

Malebranche, Dialogues on Metaphysics and on Rel%gion, VII, 5 ; trans.

M. Ginsberg, G. Allen and Unwin, London, 1923; p. 183.
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nowhere and which should not stand to any other body

in some special relation.” It is therefore one and the

same thing to say that God’s will is preserving the

existence of a certain body, and to say that it preserves

that same body as existing in the very place where it

actually is. God, indeed, could not do differently;

since “He cannot will that which cannot be conceived”

namely, that which involves a manifest contradiction.

But then, what is there left, that created bodies can

do? A certain body is where it is because God’s

creative power is conserving it just where it is ; in the

next instant, God will conserve that same body in

another place, if the body be moving, or in the same

place, if the body be at rest. Consequently, bodies

are in no wnse the causes for other bodies being where

they are, since they neither move these other bodies,

nor are moved by them.*®

It would be difficult to conceive a more lucid explana-

tion of the logical consequences involved in Descartes’

conception of matter. Pure extension is pure passivity,

that is to say, it is by its nature exclusive of causality.

When God first created the world, the world itself

stood for nothing in its own creation, it simply was

“being created.” Every one understands that, in the

very moment of their creation, things were not the

causes of their own existence, of their own natures, or

of their own location in space ; God’s will alone made
them to he, to be what they were, and to be where

they were. Most of us would admit that it was so at

VII, 6j pp. 184-185.
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the moment of creation, but that, the moment of

creation once passed, it is no longer so. “The moment
of creation once passed!” says Malebranche, but

“that moment never passes away. The conservation

of created beings is . . . their continuous creation.

... In truth, the act of creation never ceases, since

in God, conservation and creation are but one and

the same vohtion, and in consequence are necessarily

followed by the same effects.”®^ In short, just as

bodies cannot be endowed with any kind of efficacy,

“it is God alone who adapts the efficacy of His actions

to the ineffective actions of His creations.”®®

A man who could find so perfect an expression of

his thought wiU certainly not be charged with incon-

sistent and loose thinking; nor could his conclusions

be rejected on the sole ground that they were unusual

and disconcerting, which true conclusions often are;

but it is still quite legitimate to ask him whether there

was not something wrong in his very approach to the

question. This is precisely what John Locke did, and

he did it with his usual acuteness, both in his Exam-

inations of Malebranche's Opinion of Seeing All Things

in God, and in his Remarks upon Some of Mr. Norris's

Books wherein He asserts P. Malebranche's Opinion

of Our Seeing All Things in God. Locke had clearly

perceived the two main reasons why Malebranche

had to uphold occasionalism: the desire to extol the

absolute power of God, and the radical imjpossibility

of finding in matter the cause of its own motion.

VII. 7; pp. 185-186. Ibvl., VII, 10, p. 189.
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Locke’s answer to the first ofthose reasons is identically

the same as that which had already been given by

St. Thomas Aquinas, in the thirteenth century, to

those who made man “altogether passive in the whole

business of thinking.” The parallel is so striking that

I beg leave to quote Locke’s text in full : “The infinite

eternal God is certainly the cause of all things, the

fountain of all being and power. But because all being

was from Him, can there be nothmg but God Him-

self?
^
Or because all power was originally in Him,

can there be nothing of it communicated to His

creatures? This is to set very narrow bounds to the

power of God, and, by pretending to extend it, takes

it away.”*® So much for the theologian, but there is

also something for the philosopher. Malebranche had

been compelled to resort to occasional causes, because

we have no clear and distinct idea of how one body can

act upon another body, and still less upon a mind.

But have we any clear and distinct idea of what an

occasional cause could be? If it does not act upon

God, it is not a cause ; if it does, we shall arrive at the

conclusion that God can give bodies a power to operate

on H!is own infinite mind, but He caimot give them a

power to operate on the finite mind of man, or on other

things, which is an absurdity.®* The trouble with

Malebranche, as with all the Cartesians, was that he

wanted to make everything clear and to know how
everything is brought to pass; “but perhaps it would

Locke, Remarks upon some of Mr^ Norris's Books, n. 15, ed. cit.,

Vol. n, p. 667.

p, 466
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better become us, to acknowledge our ignorance, than

to talk such things boldly of the Holy One of Israel,

and condemn others for not daring to be as un-

mannerly as ourselves.”®*®

The lesson was not lost, and it was to bear unexpected

fruit in the mind of David Hume. How could the

deeply religious and almost mystical Father Male-

branche, of the Oratory, have foreseen that his world

would some day fall into the hands of a man to whom
the existence of God could neither be successfully

preached nor rationally proved? Yet this thing

happened on the very day Hume became acquainted

with Malebranche’s philosophical conclusions. And

what would become of the physical world of Male-

branche, if God, who is the keystone of its whole

structure, were to be taken out of it? It would crumble

to pieces ; nothing would be left of it but disconnected

fragments.

This is precisely what happened when David Hume

took up the problem of physical causality where

Malebranche had laid it down. Generally speaking,

Hume was much more a continuator of Locke than of

Malebranche; yet, on this precise point, there is little

doubt that Malebranche’s occasionalism played an

important part in the formation of Hume’s doctrine.

Like his predecessor, Hume appHed his analysis to

the idea of cause and effect, with the result that he

could find nothing essential in that idea but ^ relation

of contiguity, or succession, between what we call

n. 16; p. 469.
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cause and effect, plus the notion of a necessary con-

nection between them. A certain body approaches

another, touches it, and, without any sensible interval,

the motion that was in the first body is now in the

second. We see that it is so; we feel that it cannot

be otherwise, and that, in similar circumstances, it

will always be so. But why and how it is so, we have

not the slightest idea, for the simple reason that we
cannot even imagine what an impulse, or a production,

could ^possibly be.®® What is there in our mind, for

instance, which answers to the word “efficacy”?

Nothing at all. Malebranche, to whom Hume himself

expressly refers us on that point, had conclusively

proved that no philosopher had ever been able to

explain the so-called “secret force and energy of

causes.” Hence, Hume says, Malebranche’s own con-

clusion “that the ultimate force and efficacy of nature

is perfectly unknown to us, and that it is in vain we
search for it in all the known qualities of matter.” And
how indeed, Hume concludes, could the Cartesians have

given any other answer to the question? They had

established as a principle that we are perfectly

acquainted with the essence of matter; “as the essence

of matter consists in extension, and as extension implies

not actual motion, but only mobility; they conclude

that the energy which produces the motion cannot

be in the extension.”®’ One could hardly wish for a

more int^gent and acute observer; but it is easy to

B. Hume, A Treatise of Human Naturey Bk. I, Part IV, Sec. 3.

^Ubid., Bk. I, Part III, Sec. 14.
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see that the reason for which Hume had so closely

watched that philosophical game was that Male-

branche’s conclusion was to be his own starting point.

For, Hume tells us, this conclusion leads the Carte-

sians into another, which they regard as absblutely

inevitable. Since, according to them, matter is in

itself entirely inactive and “deprived of any power by

which it may produce, or continue, or communicate

motion,” the power that produces the physical effects

evident to our senses must be in the Deity. “It is

the Deity therefore, . . . who not ozily first cheated

matter, and gave it its original impulse, but likewise,

by a continued exertion of omnipotence, supports its

existence, and successively bestows on it all those

motions . . . with which it is endowed.” But, says

Hume, if we have no adequate idea of “power” or

“efficacy,” no notion of “causality” that we can

apply to matter, where could we get one that would

apply to God? “Since these philosophers, therefore,

have concluded that matter cannot be endowed with

any efficacious principle, because it is impossible to

discover in it such a principle, the same course of

reasoning should determine them to exclude it from

the Supreme Being.”®®

Thus, according to Hume, causality could no longer

be considered as the transportation of a thing by

another thing, or as the transportation of a thing by

the power of God, but as a transportation of our own

mind from an idea, which we call cause, to another

2® D. Hume, Zoc. ciU
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idea, which we call effect. Custom makes us believe

that an idea will soon be followed by another idea,

and we mistake the force of our belief for a physical

force to be found in things. Irrefutable conclusion

indeed, which blasted, once and for all, the Cartesian

school’s last hope of maintaining even the slightest

shadow of causality in the world. Owing to Hume’s

philosophical insight, the Cartesian cycle had thus

been brought to a close; and it really was a cycle,

because its end was in its very beginning—scepticism.

Montaigne’s scepticism at the beginning; Hume’s

scepticism at the end ; in between, a tremendous effort,

tirelessly renewed by a chain of philosophical and

scientific geniuses, to no other effect than the wiping

out of the external world by Berkeley and, for those

like Hume who still beheved in the existence of matter,

the final dismissal of the principle of causality. What
do I know apart from what I am being taught by

custom? ^Montaigne had asked. The mind, God, and

the world, as evidently as mathematics, if not more

so, was Descartes’ answer. But Descartes’ geometry

had turned the world into a mosaic of mutually

exclusive substances, that could neither act nor be!

acted upon, neither know, nor be known. And now,

after a steady scrutiny of that answer for a century,

Hume had to write as its ultimate conclusion: “that

all our reasonings concerning causes and effect's are

derived from nothing but custom.”®* On a deeper

level, it was Montaigne’s answer to his own question

;

Fart IV, Sec. 1.
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but that answer was being repeated now in another

tone, not with the smiling carelessness of a man who
does not know because he does not even want to know,

but with the despondency of a great mind, who comes

into the spiritual legacy of many, other great ’minds,

and, as soon as he looks at it, sees it shrivel into nothing-

ness. “I am . . . affrighted and confounded with

that forlorn solitude in which I am placed in my
philosophy,” says Hume at the end of the Treatise.

What was Hume, after all, but a sad Montaigne?

Let us thank him, however, for having deeply felt

and sincerely expressed what he himself called his

“despair.”®® His voice was soon to be heard by a

young professor of philosophy at the German university

of Koenigsberg. The name of that man was Immanuel

Kant. With him a new philosophical cycle was to

begin, and it is to that cycle we now turn our attention.

Part VII, Sec. 8, Conclusion.
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CHAPTBB IX

THE PHYSICISM OE KANT

In 1756, Kant read Hume in a German translation,

and as soon as he began to realize the meaning of

Hume’s scepticism, his own faith in the validity of

metaphysical knowledge was badly shaken. “David

Hume,” Kant was to write many years later in his

Prolegomena, “first broke my dogmatic slumber.

Hume’s critical observations on the principle of

causality, generahzed and extended by Kant to the

whole body of metaphysics, brought him to the con-

clusion that, as positive knowledge, metaphysics was

dead. The first page of the first Preface to the Critique

of Pure Reason takes it as an obvious and accomplished

fact, which stands in no need of demonstration

:

“There was a time when metaphysic held a royal place

among all the sciences. ... At present, it is the fashion

to despise metaphysic, and the poor matron, forlorn

and forsaken, complains hke Hecuba: ‘But late on

the pinnacle of fame, strong in my many sons, my

daughters and my husband, I am now dragged away,

penniless, exiled.’”^

Just as Montaigne had ushered a new sceptical age

into the world, before Descartes, so Hume had done,

^ T. M. Greene, Kant Selections, Scribners, New York, 1929 ; p- 2. The

quotation is from Ovid, Metamorphoses^ XIII, 608.
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immediately before Kant “At present, after every-

thing has been tried, so they say, and tried in vain,

there reign in philosophy weariness and complete

indifferentism, the mother of chaos and night in all
r

sciences.”® What Kh.nt had to face was a generalized

despair of metaphysical knowledge; he had not to

stage a revolution; he found one, and to limit the

losses was to him the shortest way to bring it to an

end.

It is to be noted that hope came to Kant from the
r

same source whence it had come to Descartes —‘from

science itself. Descartes had been cheered by the dim
light he could perceive in the chaos of contemporary

geometry ; Kant was now descrying in the night of aU

sciences, “the spring or, at least, the prelude of their-

near reform and of a new light, after an ill-applied

study had rendered them dark, confused, and useless.”®

There was so striking a contrast between the obvious

senility of metaphysics and the flourishing condition

of positive science in the second half of the eighteenth

century that nothing short of a fundamental blunder

made by the metaphysicians themselves could account

for their perplexities. Not only had mathematics

maintained its old reputation of solidity, but physics,

with Newton, had far surpassed its o-wn fame. True

enough, philosophers were beginning to question the

validity of scientific knowledge itself, but they were

extending' to science the philosophical despair that

was an attitude of philosophers towards science, not

* Greene, ibid., pp. 2~3. p, 3.
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of scientists. To sum up tlie situation in a few words

:

all was well with science, but something was wrong

with philosophy. What was it?

After groping his way through the problem for

about fifteen years, Kant thought that he had at last

found the answer to that question. What defines

science as a specific ideal of human knowledge is self-

criticism. Perceiving as true what can be demon-

strated, science dismisses all the rest as idle speculation,

with the twofold result that it is always progressing,

and always respected. Not so with metaphysics, ethics,

or religion. These disciplines do not ground their right

to our respect nn the evidence of their conclusions,

but on the importance of the subjects with which they

deal. As Kant saw it, such an attitude was a thing of

the past. The time had come when men could no

longer feel interested in any discipline for the sublimity

of its ambitions, but only for the soundness of its

demonstrations. “Our age is, in every sense of the

word, the age of criticism,” Kant concludes, “and

ever5d;hing must submit to it. Religion, on the strength

of its sanctity, and law, on the strength of its majesty,

try to withdraw themselves from it; but by so doing

they arouse just suspicions, and cannot claim that

sincere respect which reason pays to those only who

have been able to stand its free and open examination.”*

As early as 1763, in his Inquiry Concerning the

Clearness of Principles in Natural Theology and in

Ethics, Kant was able to point to the fundamental

* Ibid., p. 3.
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mistake that had brought about the chaotic condition

then prevailing in philosophy. It is interesting to

note that he introduced his owi view on the question

by a quotation from Bishop Warburton (1698-1779),

who was still alive at the time Kant was quoting him.

Warburton had said that nothing had done more harm
to philosophy than mathematics

; to which Kant
immediately added that though the application of

mathematics be highly desirable wherever it is possible,

the imitation of mathematics as a method of reasoning

is very dangerous when tried in cases in which it is

impossible to use it.* Philosophy and, especially,

metaphysics happen to be such cases. The object of

mathematics is simple: it is quantitative; the object

of metaphysics is manifold and infinitely varied ; it is

qualitative. The relation of a trillion to unity is very

easy to understand, whereas analyzing the concept

of freedom into its ideological units is a task which no
teacher o^ wisdom has ever been able to achieve.

You cannot apply a method to that which is not its

specific object; this, Kant concludes, is the reason

why mathematical philosophies pass away, while

mathematics remains: “Metaphysics no doubt re-

presents the hardest of aU human intuitions; only

it has not yet been written.”®

When Kant reached that conclusion, he found him-

self a perfectly free mind; for he was free from the

® I. Kant, Vntersiicliung uher die Deutlichkeit der Qrundsatze der naturlichen
Theologie' und der Moral; in Elant, Werke, ed. by K. Vorlander, Leipzig,
F. Meiner, Vol. V, 1; p. 128.

*1. Kant, op. cit,, p. 126,
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mathematicism of DescaHes, and he had not yet

made any mistake of his o'wn. How long he remained

in that highly desirable state we shall never know.

Perhaps a year, or perhaps two; but it is more than

probable that Kant himself nevei knew when he was

free, for no sooner had he cast off the method of

Descartes than he proceeded to chain himself to another

one. The first rule of the new method was, not to begin

by definitions as mathematicians do, but to seek

in each object what can be perceived in it with im-

mediate evidence. Each one of these immediately

evident perceptions expresses itself in a judgment.

The second rule was to enumerate separately all such

judgments, and to make sure that none of them is

contained within another, after which the remaining

judgments can safely be laid down as the fundamental

axioms on which all subsequent knowledge has to be

grounded.

The Inquiry of 1763, wherein the rules of the new

method were defined for the first time, is still well

worth reading for any one who wants to understand

Kant’s philosophy. We are here witnessing the birth

of the Critique of Pure Reason, at a time when Kant

himself did not know that it was being bom. But it

wE^s. By substituting empirical observation for abstract

definitions as the first stage of philosophical knowledge,

Kaiit was not shifting from mathematics to philosophy,

but from mathematics to physics. As Kaftit himself

immediately concluded; “The true method of meta-

physics is fundamentally the same as that which
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Newton has introduced ihto natural science, and

which has there yielded such fruitful results.”' On
the very day and at the very minute in which he wrote

these simple words, Kant crossed the dead-hne beyond

which lies the wast§ land where no metaphysics can

live. A new standard science had been appointed the

supreme judge of philosophy. But metaphysics is no

more capable of physical than of mathematical demon-

stration; in honour and conscience the verdict of its

new judge was obliged to be a condemnation.

There is nothing easier for us than to see this, but

Kant himself could not guess it; he had to learn it

by experience. Far from having misgivings about

the futme of metaphysical knowledge, Kant set

about proving, in the same Inquiry of 1763, that

metaphysics was capable of reaching conclusions

whose certitude amounts to a total and absolute

conviction. At that time he could see no difiference

whatever .between the evidence of the first principles

of metaphysics and that of any rational knowledge

other than mathematics.® On the strength of that

conviction, Kant undertook to prove in two pages

that the first principles of natural theology are sus-

ceptible of the highest philosophical evidence {sind

der groszten philosophischen Evidenz fahig); he then

proceeded to prove in shghtly more than three pages,

that the first principles of ethics, though not yet sus-

ceptible of such evidence, should at least be considered

as competent to reach it in time.® The future author

’’Ibid., p. 129. oibfd., pp. 135-141. pp. 141-146.
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of the Critique could enteHain such illusions because

he still believed in some sort of intellectual intuition

by which he could perceive the various objects of

philosophical speculation. Assuming that we have

an intellectual intuition of space,.of time, of the soul,

and of God, the physical method of Newton would

remain applicable to such objects. It took Kant some

time to realize that the only form of intuition by which

actual reality can be grasped was sensible intuition.

He was not yet quite clear about it in 1770, when he

wrote his dissertation On the Form and Principles

of the Sensible and Intelligible World, but the discovery

was near. All that which really exists, Kant there said,

is irgendwo und irgendwann (in a certain place and in

a certain time),^“ but he still did not see that his

position entailed the rejection of metaphysics. On

the contrary, he presented a very deep and enlightening

analysis of what a metaphysical method should be.

But he had no right to use it, and the time had now

come when, in the mind of Kant, Newton was bound

to be victorious.

Kant must have become aware of that fact about

the beginning of the period of complete silence ex-

tending jbom 1770 to the publication of the Critique

in. 1781. It became clear at this time that he not only

considered Newton’s method as the only valid method,

but also that he took the fact for granted that the real

world was exactly as Newton had described it. The

Critique of Pure Reason is a masterly description of

Kant, De mundi sensibilis , . VoL V, 2; p. 125.
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what the structure of the* human mind should be,

in order to account for the existence of a Newtonian

conception of natm«, and assuming that conception

to be true to reality. Nothing can show more clearly

the essential weakness of physicism as a philosophical

method. The pure reason described by Kant could

last no longer than the Newtonian physics, which it

was its proper function to justify. Newton considered

the existence of an absolute space and an absolute

-

time as necessarily required by his physics con-

sequenTily, Kant decreed that man should be credited

with two forms of sensible intuition : space and time,

in which all the objects of knowledge are given to

the understanding. So long as our mind applies itself

to objects so given, it can form a scientifically valid

knowledge; when, on the contraiy, it applies itself

to mere mental presentations of possible objects,

it does not form concepts of things, but mere ideas

;

and as these ideas have no objects, they do not con-

stitute a scientific knowledge, but that illusory

speculation which we call metaphysics.

The technical language of Kant is hard to master,

but it is a great help to those who have once mastered

it. Let us say, therefore, with him that man has both

sensibility and understanding; and that sensibility

itself immediately perceives given reality through two

a priori forms—space and time. These forms are

said to be priori because we do not derive them from

1. Newton, 3Iathemaikal Principles of Natural Philosophy and his System

of the World, ed. by EL Cajori, Cambridge University Press, 1934; Bef. VIII,
Scholium, n. 1 and 2.
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things, but impose them on things; the forms of our

knowledge of reahty make it an object of knowledge,

and are therefore also the forms of experience itself.

Now our understanding is similarly equipped with

a priori principles, such as the :ijotions of substance,

or of causality, by which it connects the various

objects given to us in space and time. These principles

of understanding—the so-called categories—are no

more derived from things than are space and time

themselves ; as Kant says, they are transcendent in

respect to things ; they are not drawn from experience,

they make it. This very property of the principles of

understanding, being the condition of all sensible

experience, is likely to be the source of a dangerous

illusion. As they can deal with really perceived

objects, so can they deal also with our concepts of

things, as if those concepts were themselves real

things—which they are not. The transcendent nature

pf the principles of understanding thus^ becomes

the source of what Kant calls a transcendental illusion.

It is an illusion because, instead of connecting real

objects together by means of concepts, we are then

connecting concepts together by means of abstract

ideas, and yet we believe that we are still dealing with

things. It is a transcenderital illusion because its very

possibility is due to the fact that the principles of

human understanding are not borrowed from any

particular objects, but transcendent in respect of all

possible objects. When applied to sensible intuitions,

these principles give birth to scientific knowledge,
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which is the proper work! of understaxiding ; when

applied to scientific concepts, they beget abstract ideas,

and metaphysics, which is the proper work of reason.

Thus devoid of concrete objects, metaphysics is both

necessary and empty. It is necessary, because we

cannot stop our understanding or prevent it from

thinking in a vacuum; thus converted into reason,

it will prove everything. But it is also empty, precisely

because it vdll prove everydihing: that there is no

God and that there is a God ; that there is no soul and

that there is a soul; that the world has a unity and

that the world has no unity. As soon as the principles

of understanding “transcend all the limits of experience

and therefore withdraw themselves from all empirical

tests,” reason is bound to become “the battlefield

of these endless controversies which is called

meixiphysicJ'^^

Kant has, in his Prolegomena, retraced for us the

train of thought that brought him to these conclusions.

It began when Hume had first broken what Kant

there calls his “dogmatic slumber.” By generalizing

on Hume’s observation concerning the principle of

causality, he came to the conclusion that scientific

knowledge would be absolutely impossible unless such

principles were considered not as derived from ex-

perience, which had been Hume’s mistake, but as

originating in pure understanding.^® By thus shifting

from experience to the intellectual conditions of

Greene, Kant Selections, p. 2.

Kant’s Prolegomena, trans. by E. B. Bax; London, 1883; pp. 6-7.
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experience, Kant hoped to achieve a threefold result

:

first, to rescue science from scepticism; secondly, to

rid metaphysics of its pretensions to the title of

objective knowledge; thirdly, to make it clear that

though a mere illusion, metaphysics was an inevitable

illusion.

Thus brought face to face with questioxis that could

be neither ignored nor rationally answered, Kant had

no choice but to find a justification, and an answer,

outside the order of rational knowledge. A man

whom Kant had read, and whose lesson he had care-

fully kept in mind, could at least suggest a possible

way out of that maze. There is a deep symbohsm in

the mad personal hatred of Jean Jacques Rousseau

for Hume ;
Rousseau’s aversion was undoubtedly

pathological, but it had selected its object with

unerring accuracy. Hume’s scepticism was the em-

bodiment of reason as destructive of the very principles

of philosophical knowledge and morality. Housseau’s

passionate appeal to feeling, and to moral conscience,

against the natural blindness of reason, was to Kant

the revelation of a wholly independent and self-

contained order of morality. “ O conscience, conscience,

thou divine instinct . . . thou infallible judge of good

and evil . . . Rousseau had exclaimed in one of

his most famous books; “Duty! Thou sublime and

mighty name . . .
,” Kant was to exclaim in his

Critique of Prctctical JReason.^^ Failing ® rational

J. J. Rotisseau, Ptofession of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar

^

trans by O.

Schreiner, New York, 1889; p. 64.

Greene, Kant Selections, p. 330.
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justification of morality, afid granting that morality

is inseparable from human life, there is nothing

else to do but to take morality as a self-justifying fact.

But when morality does not flow from what we know,

it becomes free to prescribe for us what we ought to

believe. By adopting Rousseau’s moral feeling, Kant
was obligating himself to accept Rousseau’s natural

theology, as rationally unjustifiable but morally

necessary. When, after cutting loose from metaphysics,

ethics begins to dictate its own metaphysics, morahsm
appears upon the scene. The Kantian principle of

the primacy of practical reason is a clear case of moral-

ism, one of the classical escapes from scepticism

for those who despair of philosophy.

The primacy of practical reason means that reason

has to subscribe to a certain set of afifirmations, though

they be rationally undemonstrable, because their

truth is postulated by the exigencies of moral life.

The fundamental fact in morality is the feeling that

certain things ought to be done, while certain other

things ought to be avoided. Reason can and does

teach us what we ought to do, but that we ought to

do certain things is a fact which can be observed

and described, but cannot be demonstrated. That

fact’s true name is duty. We call duty the necessity,

recognized by any thoughtful mind, of acting, not

only in conformity with the moral law, but from pure

respect fos moral law, independently of the pain or

pleasure we may feel in so doing.

The first implication contained in the fact of duty
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is that we should be conckved as able to perform it.

An act of pure duty, without any personal motives,

is perhaps a psychological impossibility ;
but the

desire to obey moral law because it is the law must

at least enter into the composition of our moral

decisions. Unless the word ought is to be wholly mean-

ingless, what we ought, we also can. Now, to be able

to determine oneself according to a certain law is to

be free. Consequently, freedom must be presupposed

as a property of the will of all rational beings.^®

Moreover, since man is not free as a member of the

world of sense, which understanding is bound to

conceive as strictly determined, it is to be supposed

that man, as a moral agent, is a member of another

world, pimely intelligible, where no sensible motives

can interfere with the exigencies of morality. We are

thereby confronted with the necessity of accepting,

as inseparably connected with practical reason, certain

theoretical positions whoUy “withdrawn irom any

possible insight of speculative reason.”^’ The will

to act from pure respect for duty postulates the possi-

bility of a perfect moral order; if that order is im-

possible in this life, it has to be possible in another;

hence the soul is immortal. Again, such a perfect

moral life, imdisturbed by the ceaseless strife between

reason and sensibility, must needs possess happiness

—

happiness, not as the end of morality, but as flowing

from it. And what is moral law as cause *of eternal

happiness if not Grod? Thus God is postulated by

p. 335. "Ibid., p. 336.
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practical reason, which means that reason has to posit

His existence, although speculative, or theoretical

reason can know nothing about it.^® Obviously, the

primacy of practical reason is more than an abstract

formula ; ethics is mow charged with the obhgation

of solving metaphysical problems without consulting

metaphysics. What had been held as true by the

metaphysicians can neither be proved, nor disproved

;

but practical reason needs it; therefore, it is safe

against the possible attacks of scepticism, its safety

being fully protected by its rational irresponsibility.

A physicism supplemented by a moralism was

neither an unknown nor an impossible position

;

but it had its difficulties. Kant had conceived his

whole doctrine in such a way as to satisfy two postu-

lates : the physics of Newton is possible, moral duty is

possible. A philosophy thus conceived usually succeeds

in carrying out its programme, but as it is entirely

governed,by its postulates as by external requirements,

its component elements necessarily remain more or

less unrelated. In spite of his efforts to multiply the

internal connections between the several parts of his

doctrine, Kant never succeeded in giving it an organic

unity. It was not a question of cleverness, or of

genius
; the thing simply could not be done. Having

cut loose from metaphysics, Kantism could not grow

from within like a tree ; because it did not germinate

internally, but copied models outside, Kantism could

be only a set of mutually unrelated adaptations.

Ibid,, p, 360,
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When other great min'ds surveyed it, Kantism

appeared as a lofty structure, but devoid of internal

necessity. There was a first chasm, within the Critique

of Pure Reason itself, between sensibility and under-

standing. These two sources of ^knowledge are not

only distinct, but heterogeneous, yet they belong to

the same mind. Is it conceivable that no common
root can be found within the very mind from which

they spring? If there is none, how is it that, wholly

distinct, they succeed in working together, as they

do successfully in mathematics and physics? *Kant,

of course, had seen the question, but answer it he would

not, and could not. He would not because that was

not a question for criticism, which deals only with the

a priori conditions of human knowledge, but for a

metaphysic, which deals with the ultimate causes

of reality. But he could not, because ascribing to

sensibility and understanding a common origin would

have wiped out their distinction ;
empirical knowledge

would then become impossible, there would be no

difference between physics and metaphysics, in short

a metaphysical ideahsm would be the final result

of the Critique of Pure Reason.

But there was another chasm, perhaps wider and

deeper, between the two Critiques. It shows ignorance

of the point in dispute to charge Kant with having

unsaid in the second one what he had said in the first.

Had he done so, we would not even open his books.

What was postulated by the Critique of Practical

Reason had never been turned by Kant into an object
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of understanding. To posifc God as required by the

fact of morality is not to know that God exists. The
difficulty was more deeply hidden in the doctrine.

According to the Critique of Pure Reason, nature is

a system of substances strictly determined by the

principle of causality; whatever it may be in itself,

we cannot conceive it differently. The Critique of

Practical Reason, on the other hand, contends that

duty postulates an autonomous free will, capable

of self-determination and free from natural necessity.

This, ihdeed, is the meeting point of the two Critiques :

because the world of sensible intuition is submitted to

necessity, no sensible motives can enter a moral act

without destro5dng at one and the same time both

its hberty and its morality. The ethical strictness of

Kant, which led him to consider pleasure and duty

as incompatible, was not in him a mere consequence

of Spener’s pietism (we would say here, puritanism)^

it was imposed on him as a necessary consequence of

his first Critique. Now nothing follows from the fact

that a doctrine is inconsistent, but when a doctrine

begins to heap up arbitrary difficulties by reason of

its very consistency, one has a right to wonder what is

wrong with it. Here, indeed, the difficulties were

appalling, since they entailed a radical antinomy

between man as living in the order of nature, and man
as acting in the order of morahty. After all, they are

bound to Ate the same man. For what reason, in con-

sequence of what untold original sin, is man as a free

citizen of the inteUigible world condemned to live in
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I

the strictly determined world of matter? If he himself

is the cause of that determination, why should his own

understanding erect causal necessity as a permanent

hindrance to his own free will? If we make nature to

be what it is, why do we make it,to be an obstacle to

our own morality? As a matter of fact, this dramatic

struggle in us between the law of nature and the law

of morality looks a little too much like an Epistle

to the Romans in philosophical garb. Having refused

to hold metaphysical conclusions on metaphysical

grounds, Kant had been necessarily draggecT from

metaphysics to ethics, and from ethics to theology.

He lived long enough to discern at least from afar

what would have been the normal outcome of his

philosophical career. As we read the notes published

in 1920 by Erich Adikes under the title of Kanfs

Opvs Posthumum, we are led to suspect that, had he

lived a little longer, even Kant might have finally

given way to some sort of mystical urge^ Having

proved in his youth that we know nothing about God,

old Kant was beginning to suspect that he himself

might be God: “God is not a being outside me, but

merely a thought in me. God is the morally practical

self-legislative reason. Therefore, only a God in me,

about me, and over me.” A God who is both in us

and above us, as moral law itself, is either nothing,

or the legislative power of practical reason in us.

“God can be sought only in us,” says Kant, and

further: “There is a Being in me which, though

distinct from me, stands to me in relations of causal
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efficacy, and which, itself free, i.e., not dependent

upon the law of nature in space and time, inwardly

directs me (justifies or condemns), and I, as man,

am myself this Being. It is not a substance outside

me; and what is strangest of all, the causality is a

determination to action in freedom, and not as

a necessity of nature.”^* What a meta-physico-

theological maze ! Newton would have been sur-

prised to see such results flowing from his method.

Philosophers who have been misled by the lure of

positive science always end their lives in a queer

world—^that is a punishment for their mistake

;

but it never occurs to them that it is their philos-

ophy that is queer—^that is a reward for their

honesty.

Yet, there is for them stiU another punishment

—

their disciples. At the beginning, master and disciple

find nothing but pure Joy in their mutual intercourse.

Who can read without emotion those pages of his

Diary where the young Fichte teUs us how, penniless

and unknown, he went to the great Kant and asked

from him both advice and money. Elant had no

money to give, but he gave advice. In order to attract

his attention, Fichte had written a Critique of All the

Eevelations, and sent it to Kant as a letter of recom-

mendation. What joy when Kant declared that it

should be printed! Fichte wanted to revise it; but

Kant said: “It is weU written.” “Can this be true?”

Fichte asks himself in his Diary, “and yet Kant says

pp. 373-374.
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SO . ”20 What usually brings such friendships to an

end is that, whereas a master holds his conclusions

as conclusions, his disciples receive them as premises,

with the consequence that their own conclusions can

never be the master’s conclusions.

In the particular case of Kant, the gap left open

by the Critique of Pure Reason between sensibility and

understanding was obviously asking for a bridge. The

move was so necessary that Reinhold had made it as

early as 1789. When Fichte took up the same problem

he solved it in such a way that even ReinhoM took

off his hat and bowed to the new solution. But Kant

kept his hat on and grumbled. Such as Fichte con-

ceived it, the will of the Critique of Practical Reason

was obviously enjoying its primacy and, instead of

merely supplementing the Critique of Pure Reason,

it was rebuilding it. In his Fundamental Principles

of the Science of Knowledge (1794), Fichte had attempted

to deduce both sense and understanding from the Ego,

or “I,” considered as their source. The Ego itself is

essentially a will, which finds itself limited from with-

out by the material world. In order to free itself from

that limitation, the Ego brings forth the world of

sense and understanding as a substitute for an other-

wise unintelligible reality. Of course, the Ego is still

limited, but since it has created the new' obstacle,

it is at least the master of its own limitation. On

the strength of that first reduction, it becomes easy

Heine, De VAllemagne depu/s Lidhct, Pt. 11; in JReviic des deAix

mondeSy 15 dec 1834; Vol. IV, p. 054.
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to reconcile even the two dritiques. There is no opposi-

tion between the necessity of nature and the freedom

of the will, since the freedom of the will is the cause

of that necessity. And just as the Ego has created

natme, it can always remodel it and liberate itself

more and more from that self-imposed limit by giving

it more and more intelligibility. Our progressive know-

ledge of nature is our progressive liberation from it.

After reaching these conclusions, Fichte had still

another problem to solve. How is it that the world

of sefise and of understanding, created by the Ego,

happens to be the same for all of us? His answer

was that the agreement among the products of indi-

vidual wills was the result of the One Eternal Infinite

Will, which creates the world in our minds, and by

our minds. This unexpected offspring of the Critiqw

of Practical Reason was a very interesting philosophical

monster— a Spinozism of the will. After Rousseau’s

hymn to^conscience and Kant’s hymn to duty, there
,

naturally follows Fichte’s hymn to the will :
“ Sublime

and Living Will! named by no name, compassed by
no thought! I may well raise my soul to Thee, for

Thou and I are not divided. Thy voice sounds within

me, mine resounds in Thee.”*^ Unless the philosophy

of Kant means that, wrote Fichte to ScheUing in

1799, it is meaningless ; but another Kantian, Forberg,

was writing on his side: “Fichte goes about afiSrming,

repeating? that his system is no other than that of

Fichte, The Vocation of Man, Bk. Ill, 3 ; in B. Band, Modem Classical
Philosophers, p. 630.
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Kant. Yet I have it on the best authority and am
in a position to give assurance, that the founder of

the Critique is himself of another opinion.”®®

At the time when Fichte was thus disavowed by

Kant, the young Schelling was^ Fichte’s favourite

disciple. When he published his System of the Trans-

cendeuMl Idealism in 1800, Schelling was convinced

that his book was but a conjSrmation of his master’s

doctrine. He merely wanted to know why the will

is so ready to hmit itself by a material obstacle. And
his answer was that the will is an artist whose ‘intel-

ligible ideas need to embody themselves in a material

reahty. The world is a masterpiece and the philosophy

of art, or aesthetics, is the keystone of philosophy.

The originality of the new doctrine became apparent

in 1801, when Schelling published his Philosophy of

Nature. In 1802, Fichte wrote to Schad that Schelling

had never understood his philosophy. Schelling was

very much surprised ; but he was to feel quite indignant

when, in 1806, he had to charge Fichte with having

stolen a long series of propositions from his own Philo-

sophy of Nature. What a triumph! Schelling had so

correctly deduced these conclusions from Fichte’s

own principles that, four years later, Fichte was

obliged to borrow them from the very book which he

had publicly disavowed.®*

The man who was to bring some sort of order into

this chaos was Hegel. Author of a treatise On the

X. L6on, FiclUe et son temps^ A. Colin, Paris, 1922 ; Vol. I, p. 415.

2®X. L4on, op* cit,) Vol. 11, pp. 601-502; Paris, A. Colm, 1924.
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Difference Between the System of Fichte and That of

Schelling (1801), he was intimately acquainted with

both systems and could reasonably hope to find a way

out of these contradictions. He discovered it, and

reveal^ it to the world in hjs Phenomenology of Mind

(1807). Many years later, lying on his death bed,

Hegel was to say with some melancholy: “Only one

man ever understood me; and he did not imderstand

me either.”

Confronted with the problem of reconciling so many

varieties of metaphysics, Hegel was in very much

the same situation as Nicolaus Cusanus in the fifteenth

century. After describing what he calls the state of

“unhappy,” or “contrite,” consciousness, which ari&es

from such contradictions, he proceeded to show that

there are typical attitudes in philosophy, objectively

describable as mental phenomena, and whose exclusive

self-assertion was the root of the evil. Each typical

attitude is boimd to assert itself as true; and to be

sure it is*^true, but it is not the truth. “The truth is

the whole,” and the whole itself is nature, which

reaches “its completeness through the process of its

own development.”®* Having established this first

conclusion, Hegel went straight to the source of all

these metaphysical contradictions and, having found

it in the Kantian antinomies of pure reason, with

deep insight he tried to extract from them a remedy

for the philosophical strife which they had caused.

Nature is but the external manifestation of an absolute

Loewenberg, Hegel Selections, Scribners, New York, 1929; p. 16.
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and eternal Idea, which expresses itself in space and
time according to a dialectical law. As the One of

Plotinus, the Idea which thus “alienates” itself in

nature is finding its way back through the successive

moments of its dialectical realization. Each Wm of

a concrete antinomy thus becomes a necessary step

to the final self-reassertion of the Idea. That was a

master strobe, but it entailed the open recognition of

the fact that contradiction was at the very root of

reality. Contradiction had to be everywhere in things

in order to turn the contradictions of philosophy iuto

a true picture of reality.

At first sight, there was nothing alarming in such

an attitude. It was but a “learned ignorance” and

one more case of dogmatically established scepticism.

But when Hegel justified his position in his Encyclo-

pedia of Exact Sciences (1817), and later on m his

Philosophy of Law (1821), the impact of the new
doctrine on practical Hfe was at once apparent. The

truth is the whole, but the progressive realization of

the whole supposes a progressive overcoming of all

the partial contradictions firom which its unity shall

spring. So long as we are dealing with abstract reason-

ing, it is a harmless dialectical game, to posit a thesis,

which raises an antithesis, both of which soon dis-

appear in the unity of a synthesis. It is a pleasure

to watch the synthesis, now turned into a thesis, rouse

again its own antithesis, and so on indefinitely. I

even grant that there is a metaphysical emotion in

watching the progressive advance of the leading Idea
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towards its own actualization. But it should not be

forgotten that contradiction is the very stuff of which

such a world is made. Intelligible as part of the whole,

each particular thiug is unintelligible by itself ; rather,

by itsllf, it is but a self-afi&rmation grounded on the

negation of the rest, ands denied by the rest. If

the reahzation of the Idea is the march of God through

the world, the path of the Hegelian God is strewn with

rums.

In a metaphysical system whereiu the whole of

reahty is included, such a doctrine does hot limit

itself to ideas, it applies to things. The conflict between

philosophies then becomes a conflict between philo-

sophers; the “battlefield of endless controversies”

described by Kant under the name of metaphysics

is, therefore, a battlefield of men, where each philo-

sopher, as a particular moment of the universal law,

has to be the antithesis of another, until both are

resolved into the synthesis of a third. That which is

contradiction between ideas is war between men, and

in such a world war is by no means an accident.* It

is law. The progressive actualization of the world-

leading Idea entails the submission of individuals to

the unity of the State. The ideal State itself is pro-

gressively working out its unity through the necessary

oppositions between particular states. The State,

then, in Hegel’s own words: “is the march of God

through the world,”®*® and there again the path of

God is strewn with ruins.

*^Ibid., p. 443.
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It could not possibly be otherwise. In a doctrine

where philosophies are but abstract expressions of

the civilizations from which they spring, these civiliza-

tions themselves express only the particular ideas of

the corresponding states. Now, as term of an antinomy,

each state is an individual, and “in individuality

negation is essentially contained.” Even a confedera-

tion of states, “as an individuality, must create an

opposition, and so beget an enemy.” In such a world,

the concrete expression of the dialectical force which

opposes its many terms is the armed soldier? “The

military class,” says Hegel, “is the class of

universahty.”** There is something uncanny about a

philosophy in which, as Hegel proves, even the gun

is not a chance invention, but the necessary discovery

of the impersonal weapon which allows states, taken

as wholes, to carry on impersonal wars against other

states, also taken as wholes. The liberal-minded pro-

fessors who teach Hegel’s relativism in universities

seem to believe that it is a school of toleration, where

students can learn that there is a place for everything

because everything is right in its own way.. That is

not Hegelian relativism ; it is philosophical in-

difFerentism. The dogmatic relativism of Hegel teaches

something 'very different, and it is that, taken by

itself, no particular thing can rightly assert itself

except by destroying another, and until it is itself

destroyed. “War,” says Hegel, “is not an |iccident,”

but an element “whereby the ideal character of the

*»Ibid., p. 466.
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particular receives its right' and reality.”^’ These are

really and truly murderous ideas, and all the blood

for which they are responsible has not yet been shed.

Yet they are the last word of Hegelianism and the

necessary conclusion of a school which, confining

reason to the sphere ofpure science, enslaved philosophy

to the blind tyranny of the will.

” Ibid., p.
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CHAPTER X

THE SOCIOLOGISM OE A. COMTE

On the third day of the month of Dante in the

sixty-sixth year of the Great Western Crisis, the French

philosopher Auguste Comte was completing the hst

of the one hundred and fifty volumes that make up his

Positivist Library. In the Positivist Calsndstr, the

third day of the month of Dante is the feast of Rabelais.

Yet the Positivist Library was not a joke; it was a

catalogue of the books which it is necessary and

sufficient to read in order to acquire all the knowledge

required by our social needs. Thirty volumes of poetry,

thirty volumes of science, sixty volumes of history,

and thirty volumes of what Comte called synthesis,

make one hundred and fifty volumes. The philosophical

works in that fibrary are listed among the thirty

volumes of Synthesis, and do not comprise more than

four or five volumes. Plato is not represented; nor

are Leibniz, Spinoza, Locke, Kant; but one volume

is reserved for the Politics and Ethics of Aristotle, a

second volume for Descartes’ Discourse on Method,

preceded by Bacon’s Novum Organum and followed

by Diderot’s Interpretation ofNature ;
Pascal’s Thoughts,

followed by those of Vauvenargues, and the Counsels

of a Mother by Mme. de Lambert make up a third

volume; the main works of Auguste Comte himself
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provide the matter for a fourth volume, and Hume’s

Philosophical Essays form an essential part of the last.

At the origins of Comte, as at the origins of Kant,

stands Hume.
Born in 1798, educated at the college of Montpellier,

then a pupil at the Polytechnic School, whence he

was expelled because of subversive political opinions,

Comte had been confronted, from early youth, with

the social consequences of the eighteenth-century

philosophy. His starting point was not only the break-

down 'of classical metaphysics, as it had been with

Kant, but also the breakdown of the very social struc-

ture which, for several centuries, had both sheltered

that form of Philosophy and been sheltered by it.

Destroyed by the Revolution, the France of the

Kings had gone ; but the Revolution itself had failed

to establish a new order of pohtical hfe, and after the

glorious and tragic episode of Napoleon’s Empire,

the country seemed to be headed for a return to the

past. The Kings were coming back, and were pretend-

ing to rule France as though nothing had happened

since 1789. Comte’s whole career was to be dominated

by the settled conviction that after the Revolution a

restoration was indeed necessary, but that at the

same time the past was irrevocably dead. Comte’s

thought is wholly contained in his adverbs; “irrevoc-

ably” means that the death sentence which was

passed upon the old social regime could not possibly

be revoked by men, because it expressed a historic

and objective fatality.
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This being the case, a restoration had to be a re-

organization ; that is, the building of a new type of

social order according to new principles. Comte was

not the only one to feel concerned with the problem:

De Bonald and de Maistre, Fourier, and Saint-Simon

had already suggested various remedies for the political

anarchy of the times; but Comte approached the

situation as a born philosopher for whom the whole

problem was essentially a problem of ideas, solution

of which must necessarily be a philosophical solution.

To him, social and pohtical anarchy was but the out-

ward manifestation of the state of mental anarchy

that had been prevailing ever since the old ways of

thinking had become obsolete. Although those old

ways were gone, no new way had come to take their

place, or to play, in a new social order, the part which

metaphysics had played in the old. That was why no

new social order could arise. When men do not know
what to think, they cannot know how to Mve. Comte

would show men how to hve by teaching them what

to think. This was, no doubt, a high ambition, but

one from which Comte never shrank, and which he

ultimately felt had been wholly fulfilled. From 1830

to 1842 the new reformer had published the six volumes

of his System of Positive Philosophy

;

now he could

inscribe the words of the French poet, Alfred de

Vigny, as a motto for his System of Positive Politics:

“What is a great life? A thought of youth fulfilled

in maturity.” Yet Comte’s great life was but one

more great dream, for an evil genius had attended the
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birth of his philosophy ; and once again it was a dazzling

scientific idea: not mathematics, or physics, but

sociology. Comte’s philosophy was to be a Sociologism.

The choice of a new standard science can not be

considered as an entirely arbitrary decision in this

case any more than it can in that of Abailard, Descartes

or Kant. Taken at any one moment of its evolution,

a society is always defined by three fundamental

elements whose mutual relations are unchangeable,

and which Comte described as follows. First of all,

lying at the very root of each social group there is a

definite state of intellectual knowledge. It is an obvious

fact that a society in which fetichism reigns supreme is

wholly different, in every element of its internal

structure, from a society in which monotheism prevails

;

and that such a society, in its turn, must needs be

different from another in which a monotheistic theology

has been superseded by scientific knowledge. A social

group is essentially constituted of families united by

the same intellectual conception of the world. In

connection with, and determined by, this factor of

knowledge, there always appears a second factor,

which is a definite form of political government. It

flows from the first ; for government is but the natural

reaction of the whole upon its parts, and since the whole

is the common intellectual outlook which ties together

the members of the community, any political regime

is bound to express the belief from which it springs.

Finally there is the third element, which also flows

from the first two: a specific literary, artistic, com-
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mercial and industrial civilization, bom of both the

ruling belief and the political regime of that society.

An easy way to remember this part of Comte’s doctrine

is to reverse it. In that case we have Marxism, with

a definite industrial situation at the root of the system,

whence springs a political regime, which is, in turn,

attended by its religious, artistic and philosophical

justifications. Beverse it again, and we are back to

Comtism, with a definite state of knowledge at the

root of the system, an equally definite industrial situa-

tion at the top, and, in between, a specific form of

art.^ In short, just as Marxism is an historical

materialism, •Comtism was an historical ideahsm, in

which the whole structure of a given society, at a

given time, is strictly determined by the communion

of beliefs on which it is founded. The ideological

cohesion of these beliefs is one and the same with the

social cohesion.

Such being the static structure of all soqial groups,

let us now consider the dynamic law of their develop-

ment. Given the position adopted by Comte, the

development of human societies had to be conceived

necessarily as that of a certain idea or, rather, of a

certain spirit. In point of fact, Comte conceived it as

the slow but almost regular process by which what he

calls “the positive spirit” has reached the complete

awareness of its own nature. What we call political

or social history, together with the histery of art,

' A. Comte, Positive Philosophy, trans. by H. Martiueau, New York, 1868

;

Bk. VI, Chap. XI, pp. 685-686.
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literature, or philosophy, tells us of mere episodes

incidental to the great central epic of the positive

spirit. For this spirit existed from the very beginning

when the human mind was still explaining all pheno-

mena by the wills of deities. That was the so-called

“theological state”; but the proof that the positive

spirit was already there lies in the fact that, even

during that primitive state, there was a progressive

rationalization of theological beliefs, from fetiohism

to polytheism, and from polytheism to monotheism.

This is so true that the transition from monotheism

to the second state was almost imperceptible. This

second is the “metaphysical state,” in which abstract

pauses are substituted for gods, or for God, as an

ultimate explanation of the world. In point of fact,

says Comte, metaphysics is but the ghost of dead

theologies. Yet it is a necessary interlude during which

positive science reaches its complete maturity. Now
the positive spirit is essentially the spirit of positive

science, which feels no interest in gods, or in causes,

because it is never concerned with the “why,” but only

with the “how.” Laws, not causes, are the only valid

explanations for aU knowable facts. Such is the third

and last of the three stages through which aU human
conceptions, and therefore all human societies, have

to pass necessarily in the course of their development.

The famous “law of the three states” was completely

formulated by Comte as early as 1822, and was to

remain the basis of his whole system : every branch of

human knowledge successively passes through the
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theological or fictitious state, the metaphysical or

abstract state, and the scientific or positive state.

The discovery of that universal law was not only

the foimdation of Comte’s sociology, but it also offered

him the complete explanation of the social crisis in

which he was living, and a safe means of bringing it

to a close. Supposing a society in which theology

reigns supreme, a corresponding social order is not

only possible but necessary. The Middle Ages, for which

Comte always entertained a romantic admiration, were

a clear proof of the fact. A revealed truth taught by
theology and received through faith was bound to bring

about a theocracy in which the popes ruled the priests,

and the priests the kings, and the kings the lords,

and so on, in accordance with the laws of the feudal

system. To this were added a Christian art and
a Christian literature, so that the whole structure of

mediaeval society was permeated, quickened from

within, and kept together by the same theological spirit.

Not so in Europe at the beginning of the nineteenth

century. Owing to the necessary growth of the positive

spirit, mediaeval theology had become a thing of the

past. In due time it had given way to the metaphysical

state, whose rise had been attended by the absolute

monarchies of the seventeenth century, their art and
their literatures. But the positive spirit marches on;

its advance must bring about the disruption of the

metaphysico-monarohical order, and this hajcl, in fact,

been the effect of the French Revolution. Metaphysics

had now become obsolete, even as theology before it.
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Hume and the critical spirit of the eighteenth century

had revealed its complete vanity to the world. The

difficulty, however, was that the positive spirit had

failed so far to produce a completely rounded inter-

pretation of the world, whose general acceptance would

become the common bond of a new social order. Who
was to do for the positive state in the nineteenth century

what St. Thomas Aquinas had done for the theological

state in the Middle Ages, and what Descartes had

done for the metaphysical state in the seventeenth

centur;^? The world was waiting for a prophet whose

mission it would be to usher in the last and final age

in which humanity was to live forever. Of course,

you know the name of the prophet—^Auguste Comte.

But how was he to do it?

Gifted as he was with an immense power for abstract

speculation, Comte began by showing why positive

science had failed to provide mankind with a systematic

view of the world. True, there were already many
positive sciences, but there still remained one order

of facts whose interpretation was purely metaphysical

:

the order of social and political facts. In a time when
no one would have dreamt of dealing with matter

without resorting to physios, chemistry, or biology,

it was stiQ the general belief that social facts obey

no laws and that, consequently, any man can make
any society to be what he wants it to be, provided

only he has the power to do so. Hence the illusions

of the belated conservatives, or of the reckless revolu-

tionists, who draw plans for ideal and dreamlike cities
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without asking what the laws of social Hfe actually

are. Therefore the first task of our reformer was
necessarily to extend the spirit of positive science to

social facts ; that is, to create the still missing science,

sociology. By doing so, Comte hoped to achieve^a two-

fold result. First, by taking pofifics out of its meta-

physical and chaotic state and turning it into a positive

science, he would initiate an era of social and political

engineering. We can act upon matter because we know
its laws ; when we know social laws, it will be at least

as easy to act upon societies. Next, having thus

extended the positive spirit to the only class of facts

still outside of its jurisdiction, Comte could proceed

to build up a perfectly consistent system of human
knowledge and to procure the scientific dogma required

for the new social order. By driving metaphysics out

of its last position, Comte had ensured the perfect

uniformity of the whole of human knowledge ; all ideas,

all laws, being equally positive, could henceforth be

reduced to a homogeneous system, whose ideological

cohesion would be the social cohesion of humanity.

All well and good. Even realizing how delusive it

is, I cannot withhold my sympathy for the pure

enthusiasm of these young philosophers. There is

nothing on earth more beautiful than the birth of an

idea when, in its pristine novelty, it throws a new light

on our old world. Whereas everything was out of joint,

now ever5d;hing has found its place, because logic

revealed itself to Abailard, mathematics to Descartes,

physics to Kant, or because the young Comte now
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discovers the science of social facts. But why should

each one of them be so certain that he has at the same

time discovered philosophy itself? We are now, I

hope, much nearer to the answer of that important

questicTn than we were at the beginning of our inquiry,

but before giving it we must pursue the sociological

experiment of Comte and his successors to its bitter

end.

There was nothing wrong in discovering sociology.

A new science is always welcome, and though this

science is not the most secure, it may in time become

a very decent branch of knowledge, especially if it

takes into account the fact that not animal groups,

but human societies, are its object. The only trouble

with Comte was that, after having conceived the possi-

bility ofsuch a science, he thought that he could achieve

it all alone ; and that, having more or less achieved it,

he asked it to solve all philosophical problems. First

of all, he asked it to make philosophy itself possible

by reorganizing aU human knowledge from within.

There is nothing arbitrary in the ventures of a

philosopher, even when he is mistaken. Comte was in

quest of a scientific dogma whose common acceptance

would bring forth a new social order. At first glance,

the whole body of scientific knowledge now com-

pleted by the discovery of sociology seemed to be in

itself a sufficient answer to the question. Science was

replacing ^metaphysics in human reason; the only

thing to do was to wait patiently for the inevitable

day when, the old ideas having completely vanished,
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all men would spontaneously adopt the same scientific

outlook on the world. Then would the new social order

naturally arise as a necessary offspring of the new

mental unity.

This was a very tempting solution because it was

so simple; but Comte never accepted it, and for a

very profound reason. Science, whereby he meant the

body of all positive sciences from mathematics to

biology and sociology, is an objective representation

of what the world actually is; but if we look at it

from the point of view of science, the world has no

unity of its own. Every scientist naturally has the

temper and the tastes of a speciahst ; he first speciahzes

in his own science; then he begins to specialize in a

special part of that same science, and he goes on

restricting his outlook on the world until, at last,

turning his back on aU the other sciences and their

results, he finds himself engaged in the exhaustive

investigation of some microscopic detail which has

now become the whole of reahty so far as he is con-

cerned. This is the reason why, already in Comte’s

time, the teaching of the sciences in universities was

absolutely chaotic, no one science being related to

any other, and each professor holding his own bit of

the world, as a dog his bone, with an unfriendly look

at those who would touch it. In short, the natural

tendency of science is not towards unity, but towards

an ever more complete disintegration. SuchjEacts point

to an intrinsic heterogeneity of the world. True enough,

everything is strictly determined, but the sum total
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of all those deterrainations does not make up a whole.

Now, even though the physical world, as expressed

by positive science, is not a coherent system of things,

yet a society, to be a real society, must be a coherent

system" of men ; this is impossible, however, unless its

fundamental outlook on the world has some sort of

unity. A primitive tribe is a whole because of its

fetich; a theological civilization is one because of its

god; a metaphysical society is swayed by the Author

of Nature; but if it has nothing to live by except

science and its disconnected laws, society will inevitably

find itself condemned to a state of a complete dis-

integration ; in fact, it will not be a soeiety at all.

This train of thought led Comte to the conclusion

that, although all the material of the future dogma

had to be borrowed from science, science alone could

never produce the dogma itself. What was needed

now, above and beyond positive science, was a positive

philosopl^r

—

a, strictly unified system of thoughts,

each of which would be a scientifically demonstrated

truth, and all of which, taken together, would con-

stitute a completely rounded explanation of reality.

All the data of the problem with which we have been

dealing from the beginning of this book are here

before our eyes, numbered and defined by Comte with

an amazing lucidity. Men no longer believe in theology

;

they also know that metaphysics is a thing of the

past; yet-they need a philosophy; but the only thing

that remains for them is not philosophy, but science

;

hence the problem: how will science give us a philo-
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sophy? That which makes Comte’s case highly signifi-

cant is the fact that, having thus asked the question,

he was clear-sighted enough to give it the right answer

:

science alone will not and cannot give us a philosophy.

Unless we look at science from a non-scientific’ point

of view, our positive knowledge will never be reduced

to unity. Now if we do not look at things from the

point of view of things, as science does, the only

alternative is to look at them from the point of view

of man. To express the same idea in Comte’s own

terminology, let us say that since no “objective

synthesis” is attainable, the only possible s3nathesis is

a “subjective (.synthesis.” Consequently, philosophy

has to be the subjective synthesis of positive knowledge

from the point of view of man and his social needs.
’

Being compelled to take that fatal leap, Comte did

it as scientifically as possible. First he pointed out

the fact that the youngest of all positive sciences,

sociology, was the science of man. Nor was it by chance

that the science of man had been the last to be dis-

coveyed ; for the positive knowledge of societies, which

are the most complex of all facts, presupposes the

positive knowledge of all other facts, and hence all

the other sciences had to be discovered before sociology.

But then, and for the same reason, human social life

is the only fact from which we can view all the others

with the certainty of not overlooking any that is

fundamental. Thus science itself invites us, to unify

positive knowledge from the point of view of humanity.

The consequences of this subjective interpretation of
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science in Comte’s doctrine are simply amazing. In

order to draw a subjective synthesis from positive

knowledge, Comte had first to reduce it to what he

calls the theoretical and abstract sciences: mathe-

matics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, biology, and

sociology. Such sciences deal with laws, not with

things; should we take into account such concrete

sciences as mineralogy, botany or zoology, we would

again lose ourselves in the heterogeneous character of

reality. Let us therefore stick to the abstract sciences

and eliminate all the rest as unfit for a philosophical

synthesis. Prom the point of view of science itself

this was, of course, an arbitrary move.* In his book.

The Glassification of the Sciences (1864), H. Spencer

raised a strong protest against the “anthropocentric”

character of Comte’s classification.® Spencer was

right ; how could one, in the name of science, eliminate

half the sciences for the benefit of the other half?

But Comte was not wrong: if you do nothing to

science, how are you to turn it into a philosophy?

Having proceeded to this drastic reduction in the

number of the sciences, Comte found himself con-

fronted with the still more difficult task of reducing

those that remain to a synthetic unity. To ask sciences

themselves to restrict their activities to what furthers

the social needs of man would have been a waste of

time. Science cares not for man, but for things,

and to the pure scientist it is just as important to

2 L. L4vy-Bnihl, The, Philosophy of Auguste Comtes trans. by F. Harrison,
Futnam, New York, 1903 ; p. 64.
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know one thing g,s it is to know another, provided only

that it falls within the scope of his own science. The
consequence was that every one of the fundamental

sciences themselves had to be reorganized from within

to suit the needs of the philosopher. Comte called this

operation the “regeneration” of a science, by which

he meant : to cause the spiritual rebirth of science by
mfusing into it a proper dose of subjective spirit.

Unfortunately the subjectively regenerated sciences

looked so queer that the scientists failed to recognize

them in their new positive garb. Astronomj^, for

example, was reduced to the study of the solar system,

because this is the system in which man happens to

live ; as to so-called sidereal astronomy, Comte branded

it as a “grave scientific aberration.” Later on he

submitted astronomy to a stiU more drastic reduction

by restricting it to the study of the earth and of the

other celestial bodies in their relation to the earth.

For the earth is om planet, the human planet, and
therefore our astronomical studies should be con-

centrated around it. In the same way chemistry should

be simplified: first, by supposing that aU composite

bodies are made up of two simple bodies, or of any

number of other complex bodies, which may in turn

be resolved into two simpler ones ; next, by cutting off

the study of practically all those innumerable chemical

bodies which are unworthy of our attention.

When a science had gone through this process of

regeneration, what Httle of it was left had still to face

the last, and by far the most dangerous, of its trials

:
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its actual incorporation into the subjective synthesis.

As Comte had said at the end of his System of Positive

Philosophy: “The essentially philosophical point of

view finally assigns no other end to the study of natural

laws than that of providing us with such a representa-

tion of the external world as will meet the essential

requirements of our intelhgence, insofar as is con-

sistent with the degree of accuracy required by the

whole of our practical needs.”® As soon as he set about

to build up his subjective synthesis, it became apparent

that practical needs would not tolerate much intellec-

tual accuracy. After all, Comte had now reached a

point at which reason had nothing more to say. Were

a scientist to say to him: “Since you are so fond of

the spirit of science, which you call the positive spirit,

why does not positivism let science alone? As a

scientist, I strongly object to anyone tampering with

science on any ground whatsoever, even in the highest

interests of man. You do not want science to be the

handmaid of theology; I do not want it to be the

handmaid of humanity, for the result will be the same

in either case, science will be destroyed.” What

rational arguments could Comte have opposed to such

an attitude? Absolutely none. The ultimate reason

why science should be regenerated to suit the social

needs of humanity cannot possibly be found within

science itself; the less you interfere with science, the

better it « feels; and the more you love science, the

® A. Comte, Cours de philosophic positive, VoL VI, p. 642. Comte, himself

suggested later that “Syst^me de philosophie positive” would have been

a better title.
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less you feel like sacrificing it to anything else. The

only justification for such a venture could be not a

reason, but a feeling ; in point of fact, jt could be no

other feeling than love for humanity. By thus making

love the ultimate foundation of
^
positivism, Comte

was repeating, in his own way, and for reasons that

were entirely his own, Kant’s famous move decreeing

the primacy of practical reason. Obviously Comte owed

nothing to Kant, but, left as he was with the task of

contriving a philosophy without metaphysics, he had

no choice other than some sort of morahsm. Comte’s

moralism was to be the sentimentalism which asserts

itself at the beginning of his Discours sur Vensentblc du

Positivisme : necessity of assigning with exact

truth the place occupied by the intellect and by the

heart in the organization of human nature and of

society leads to the decision that affection must be the

central point of the 'synthesis.” And again: “The

foundation of social science bears out the sj^atement

made at the begiiming of this work, that the intellect

under Positivism accepts its proper position of

subordination to the heart. The recognition of this,

which is the subjective principle of Positivism, renders

the. construction of a complete system of human life

possible.”* The initial condemnation of metaphysics

in the name of science, posited by such philosophies

as the only type of rational knowledge, invariably

culminates in the capitulation of science ’itself to

4 A. Comte, A General View of Positivism, trans. by J. H. Bridges,

G. Routledge, London, 1908; p. 15 and p. 40.
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some irrational element. This is a necessary law,

inferable from philosophical experience, and wholly

confirmed by what is often called Comte’s second

career.

The* popular explanation of his sentimental subjec-

tivism is, of course, quite different. When, after going

through the six volumes of the System of Positive

Philosophy, the reader stumbles upon the motto of

A Oemral View of Positivism: “We tire of thinking

and even of acting ; we never tire of loving,” he cannot

help wondering what lies behind it ? The obvious answer

is: a woman; and, in fact, there was one. In Comte’s

case, cherchez la femme is a perfectly siq)erfluous piece

of advice, for the problem is not to find her, but to

get rid of her and of what he calls “her angehc

influence.” As Comte says in his inimitable manner:
“My career had been that of Aristotle—I should have

wanted energy for that of St. Paul, but for her.”®

One should never quarrel with prophets about the

source of their inspiration. Comte tells us that Clotilde

de Vaux was to him a “new Beatrice.” It is a rather

good comparison, for it reminds us that though

Beatrices are plentiful, very few find their Dante;

and so long as there is no Dante, there is no Divine

Comedy

:

Clotilde never inspired Comte except with his

own ideas. Let us therefore pay due homage to the

new Beatrice, without forgetting that the second part

of Comte’s career flows, not from Clotilde de Vaux,

® A. Comte, The Catechism ofPositwism, trans. by R. Congreve, J, Chapman,
London, 1868; Preface, p. 19.
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but from the first part of his career, and that with an

organic necessity.

As early as 1826, that is eighteen years before

he met Clotilde, Comte had laid down the principles

of his social and religious reformation in his Gomidera-

tions on Spiritiial Power. Anticipating the time when
the new positive dOgma would have been formulated,

he could already foresee the necessity of organizing a

new clergy, whose proper function it would be to teach

the new truth and to facilitate the rise of a positive

social order. As soon as his System of Positive Philo-

sophy and his Positive Politics were completed, the

next move -obviously was for Comte to establish a

positive spiritual power and, of course, to assume its

direction. From that time on, instead of being simply

the central principle of his subjective synthesis,

humanity became for Comte an object of worship,

the positive god, or Great Being, of the new religion

whose self-appointed pope he was. The science of

sociology thus gave rise to soeiolatry, with love as

the principle, order as the basis, and progress as the

end. As he grew older, Comte felt more and more

(ionvinced of the holiness of his religious mission. On
Sunday, October 9, 1851, he concluded his third course

of philosophical lectures on the General History of

Humanity with what he modestly calls “a summary

of five hours.” The memorable conclusion of that sum-

mary was this uncompromising announcement: “In

the name of the Past and of the Future, the servants

of Humanity—^both its philosophical and practical
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servants—come forward to claim as their due the

general direction of this world. Their object is to con-

stitute at length a real Providence in all departments

—

moral^ intellectual, and material. Consequently they

exclude, once and
^
for ah, from political supremacy

ah the different servants of God—Catholic, Protestant,

or Deist—as being at once outdated and a cause of

disturbance.”*

Having thus excommunicated all the other religions,

the High Priest of Humanity set about organizing the

new cult. His first thought was for his immortal

predecessors, the great men of the eighteenth century,

whose destructive work had been carfied on so con-

sistently, both in religion and in pohtics, that, after

them, a total and direct reorganization of society had

become an absolute necessity. It was not for Voltaire,

or Rousseau, whose vague metaphysical deism had

given rise to “superficial and immoral sects” whohy

alien to., the positive spirit, but rather for the great

and immortal school of Diderot and Hume. “Hume,”

says Comte, “is my principal precursor in philosophy,”’

and now we know why his Essays are among the few

philosophical books listed in the catalogue of the

Positivist Library. But the most important point lies

not there, but in the necessary connection which

Comte perceived between Hume’s complete destruc-

tion of metaphysics and religion, and his own recon-

struction of religion and politics on the basis of a new

philosophy. As compared with Hume, Kant, whose

^ Ibid., Preface, p. 1. Ibid., p. 7.
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“fundamental conception ’ had never really been

systematized and developed except by Positivism,”

was merely an accessory to Comte. Comte, not Kant,

had brought the great Western crisis to a close, since,

starting from the universal and absolute negation of

Hume, he had at last reached what he calls

“the noble object of his wishes, a religion resting

on demonstration.”®

In contrast to Kant, Comte had been both his own

Fichte and his own Hegel. This notable fact accounts

not only for his lack of enthusiasm for Kant’s Vork,

but also for the fact that the two schools broke down

in two opposite ways. Kant had to cut loose from

Fichte, because he refused to be dragged from positive

knowledge to metaphysics and from metaphysics to

religion. John Stuart Mill and Littre had to cut loose

from Comte, because they refused to be dragged by

him from positive philosophy to a new theology and

a new religion. The disciples of Kant had ^travelled

too fast and too far for him, Comte was travelling too

fast and too far for his early followers. Hence the

endless controversy in which MiU and Littre were

obliged to oppose Comte on the same point, though

not for the same reasons.

Mill had been an independent, but very close, follower

of Comte dming the first part of the latter’s career.

He was very much in favour of a positive philosophy,

whereby he meant a complete rehance on, scientific

knowledge coupled with a decided agnosticism in

» Ibid., p. 6.
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metaphysics as well as in religion; but as soon as he

heard of the subjective synthesis, MU accused Comte

of 5delding to an inordinate passion for abstract

unity. He then withdrew from the school on the

ground that Comte’s positive politics and positive

religion had reaUy nothing to do with his positive

phUosophy. Comte, MUl concluded, was at least as

great as Descartes and Leibniz, who, of aU great

scientific thinkers, “were the most consistent, and

for that reason, the most absurd, because they shrank

from ho consequences, however contrary to common
sense, to which their premisses appeared to lead.”

Yes, Comte was as great as they, and hardly more

extravagant; only, writing in an age “less tolerant of

palpable absurdities,” those which he committed,

though not in themselves greater, at least appeared

more ridiculous.®

Littre also wanted a phUosophy based upon science

and nothmg else, but he took exception to the com-

parison drawn by MiU between Comte and the old

metaphysicians. According to Littre, Descartes and

Leibniz were wrong, because, having laid down wrong

principles, they had consistently pursued them to

their last consequences; whereas, said Littre, Comte

had laid down true phUosophical principles, but had

failed to foUow them in a consistent way: “In the

case of both Descartes and Leibniz, the principle was

responsible for the consequences; in the case of Mr.

® J, S. Mill, A. Comte and Poettivism, Trubner, London, 1865; last lines

of the book.
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Comte, the consequences were arbitrary, but the

principle itself remained safe.”^® Littre concluded

accordiugly that true positivism must be exclusively

restricted to Comte’s scientific philosophy without any

admixture of subjective religion.

Mill and Littre were good men, but they were no

match for Comte. Naturally, he was deeply hurt, but

that at which he marvelled above all was their short-

sightedness. They wanted a positive philosophy fi:ee

from all subjectivism; in other words, they wanted

an “objective synthesis.” But that was a “palpable

absmdity”! Were we to remove from his positivism

all its subjective elements, the positive pohtics and

the positive' religion would, of course, go, but the

positive philosophy itself would also have to go.

Comte knew his own doctrine from the inside, and he

could not forget how he had made it. Remove the

subjective purpose of reorganizing the sciences to suit

the social needs of humanity, and nothing wffl remain

but disconnected scientific knowledge, a chaos of im-

related sciences, most of them useless, and the few

useful ones themselves encumbered with irrelevant

speculation. In short, science would be left, not

philosophy. If you reject positive politics and positive

religion because of their subjectivity, you must also

reject positive philosophy, and for the same reason;

if, on the contrary, you accept positive philosophy in

spite of its subjectivity, what right have you to con-

demn positive politics and positive religion? Philo-

E. littr^, Atiguste Comie et J. S, MtU, Paris, 1867
; pp. 5-6.
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sophy is a synthesis; all synthesis is subjective;

positive philosophy is a subjective synthesis of objec-

tive facts, and this is why it is a philosophy ;
therefore,

you must either take the whole as it is, or leave it.

Comte’s sociologism is one of the most striking

philosophical experiments recorded by history.

Reduced to its simplest expression, it means that if

you give up metaphysics as incompletely rational,

there remains no other choice but to “regenerate”

science on a non-scientific basis, which entails the loss

of science ; or strictly to maintain the complete objec-

tivity of scientific knowledge, which entails the loss

of philosophy. Mill and Littr6 were right in refusing

to tamper with the absolute objectivity of science,

for the very existence of science was at stake; but

Comte also was right in replying that, having identified

rational knowledge with objective scientific knowledge.

Mill and Littre could not reject all subjectivity and

still have a philosophy. Such being the case, men
naturally chose to lose philosophy, thus opening the

age of intellectual disorder and social anarchy in which

we ourselves are now groping our way.
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CHAPTER XI

THE BREAKDOWN OF MODERN PHILOSOPHY

When Oswald Spengler first published The Decline

of the West, many readers of his now famous book felt

at variance with more than one of its conclusions;

yet few among them would have thought of question-

ing the fact that the West was actually declining.’ Most
of them had already known it for a long time. Not in

the least because of the World War; on the contrary,

the War had been a time of enthusiasm and complete

self-dedication to a sacred cause, when old fears and
solicitous misgivings as to the future of Western

culture had been forgotten. I know that it is now
fashionable to laugh at that sacred cause; yet there

are still a few people who remember how they were

then trying to redeem war by giving it a meaning, and
who remember what that meaning was. A certain

idea bf man; and a corresponding ideal of social life,

were not to be allowed to perish. Yet it now seems

clear that even at that time Western culture was
steadily following its process of dissolution, and we
know it from within, by a sort of immediate and
personal experience. For we are the bearers of that

culture; it cannot be dying, and dying in usi, without

our being aware of it.

In its broadest sense, what we call Western culture
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is essentially the culture of Greece, inherited from

the Greeks by the Romans, transfused by the Fathers

of the Gburch with the religious teachings of Chris-

tianity, and progressively enlarged by countless num-

bers of artists, writers, scientists and philosophers

from the beginning of the Middle Ages up to the first

third of the nineteenth century. .It would be a waste

of time to look for a turning point in its history —in

the continuous stream of historical events every point is

a turning point -but it can safely be assumed that the

Frencli Revolution marks the time when the more

clear-sighted among the representatives of Western

culture began to feel that there was sothething wrong

with it. They offered various diagnoses, and they

began to suggest remedies. For the reasons we have

noted, Comte failed to provide Europe with a living

dogma; his new scientific refigion was still-born, and

he died, a self-appointed pope, with a very small

number of disciples. On the whole, his Reformation

was a failure, but Comte had at least seen clearly that

the European crisis was essentially a crisis of Western

culture: Can a social order, begotten by a common
faith in the value of certain principles, keep on living

when aU faith in these principles is lost?

The meaning of that question will be illustrated best

by a summary description of what may be called,

for brevity’s sake, the Western creed. Its most funda-

mental feature is a firm belief in the eminent dignity

of man. The Greeks of classical times never wavered

in their conviction, that of all the things that can be
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found in nature, man is by far the highest, and that

of all the things important for man to know, by far

the most important is man. When Socrates, after

unsuccessful attempts to deal with physical problems,

made up his mind to dedicate himself to the exclusive

study of man, he was making a momentous decision,

“Know thyself” is not only the key to Greek culture,

but to the classical culture of the Western world as

well. What the Greeks left to their successors was, a

vast body of knowledge mainly related to man’s

nature and his various needs : logic, which is the Science

of how to think ; several different philosophies, all of

them culminating in ethics and pohtics, which are the

sciences of how to live; remarkable specimens of

history and political eloquence, related to the life of

the city. As to what we to-day call positive science,

the greatest achievements of the Greek genius were

along the lines of mathematics, a knowledge which

man draws from his own mind without submitting to

the degrading tyranny of material facts ; and medicine,

whose proper object is to ensure the well-being of the

human body. And they stopped there, checked by

an obscure feeling that the rest was not worth having,

at least not at the price which the human mind would

have to pay for it : its freedom from matter, its internal

liberty.

Of the heirs to Greek culture it can truly be said,

that while they enlarged and deepened thei:^ heritage,

they always respected its nature and never thought of

displacing its centre of gravity. When the Romans
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added the lofty structure of Roman Law to it, man

and the betterment of human life still remained their

essential interest. As to Christianity, though it be

true that God was its ultimate goal and its centre of

reference, the fact remains that it conceived man,

created by God in liis own image and likeness, as the

most perfect of all earthly beings, with no higher duty

than to achieve his own salvation. And why is man

an image of God? Because, says St. Augustine, he

has a mind. All the Greek philosophers would have

gladly subscribed to that statement.

Hence the second fundamental feature of Western

culture, which is a definite conviction 4hat reason is

the specific difference of man. Man is best described

as a rational animal ;
deprive man of reason, and what is

left is not man, but animal. This looks like a very

commonplace statement, yet Western culture is dying

wherever it has been forgotten ; for the rational nature

of man is the only conceivable foundation for a rational

system of ethics. Morality is essentially normality;

for a rational being to act and to behave either without

reason or contrary to its dictates is to act and behave,

not exactly as a beast, but as a beastly man, which is

worse. For it is proper that a beast should act as a

beast, that is, according to its own nature; but it is

totally unfitting for a man to act as a beast, because

that means the complete oblivion of his own nature,

and henc^ his final destruction.

It is hardly possible to realize the continuity that

prevails throughout the whole history of Western
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culture, unless one keeps i*n mind the important part

played by the Church in the work of its transmission.

The Greek and the Latin Fathers of the Church had

so carefully preserved the classical notion of man, that

when St. Thomas Aquinas, in the thirteenth cSntury,

undertook to build up a complete exposition of the

Christian truth, he did not scruple to borrow for his

technical equipment from the pagan Aristotle, whose

logic, physics, biology, ethics and metaphysics were

then transformed by his mediaeval disciple into as

many elements of a Christian synthesis. »

The Reformation of the sixteenth century was to

wreck that stately edifice, whose two component

elements- then fell apart, Christianity on the one side

and Greek culture on the other. Yet, not only Cathohe

humanists, such as Erasmus, but even Protestants,

such as Melanchthon, immediately set about rebuilding

it. Luther himself, despite his fierce attacks upon

pagan culture, was fond of Ovid, and he always

remained partial to Cicero. The humanists who, more

or less consciously, swerved from Christianity to

paganism, were either going back to what seemed

to them the pure doctrine of Aristotle, or testing the

truth value of the doctrines left by the Stoics and

Epicureans. Throughout the Renaissance and until

the middle of the nineteenth century, the classical

tradition remained the common ground on which both

pagans and Christians could still meet and, carry on

fruitful intellectual intercourse. Even the most brilliant

scientific discoveries were made by men who, like
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Descartes, Pascal, Fermat,* Leibniz and Newton, had

learned little more at school than classical Latin, a

philosophy which more or less resembled that of St.

Thomas or Aristotle, and the elements of mathematics.

So long as, and in so far as, science itself kept faith

with its own nature*, it remained the healthy exercise

of reason, reason seeking to know because knowdng is

its natural function. Even the most stupendous

progress made by the physical and biological sciences

entailed no disruption in the continuity of Western

culture. Wliile man remained in control of nature,

culture could still survive. It was lost from the very

moment nature began to control man. «

Such a development was by no means inevitable,

but the progressive growth of natural science had
made it more and more probable. The growing interest

taken by men in the practical results of science was

in itself both natural and legitimate, but it helped

them to forget that science is knowledge, and practical

results but its by-products. Moreover, the constant

accumulation of hitherto unknown facts, and of their

recently formulated laws, was destroying the old

balance between the human and the physical sciences

to the advantage of the latter. This, however, was
not the main point. It lay rather in the fact that

before their unexpected success in finding conclusive

explanations of the material world, men had begun

either to despise all disciplines in which such demonstra-

tions could not be found, or to rebuild those disciplines

after the pattern of the physical sciences. As a con-
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sequence, metaphysics arfd ethics had to be either

ignored or, at least, replaced by nfew positive sciences

;

in either case, they would be ehminated.

A very dangerous move indeed, which accounts for

the perilous position in which Western culture has

now found itself. The European* burnt his old ships

before making sure that the new ones would float.

Moreover, the first article of the scientific creed is the

acceptance of nature such as it is. Far from making
up for the loss of philosophy, the discovery of the

scientific substitutes for it leaves man alone with

nature such as it is, and obhges him to surrender to

natural nebessity. Philosophy is the only rational

knowledge by which both science and nature can be

judged. By reducing philosophy to pure science man
has not only abdicated his right to judge nature and to

rule it ; but he has also turned himself into a particular

aspect of nature, subjected, like all the rest, to the neces-

sary law which regulates its development. A world where

accomphshed facts are unto themselves their own justifi-

cation is ripe for the most reckless social adventures. Its

dictators can wantonly play havoc with human institu-

tions and human fives, for dictatorships are facts and

they also are unto themselves their own justification.

Europe had been heading for such trouble ever

since Comte and Hegel stretched physical determinism

to embrace social facts. The situation created by
Comte and Hegel was indeed paradoxical. Tjieir philo-

sophies were philosophies of history, whose essential

purpose was to describe the progressive unfolding of
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a certain spirit, or an idea^ from the beginning of the

world to our own day. But there, somehow or other,

history came abruptly to a close. The positive spirit

having completely emancipated itself from theology

and m'etaphysics, humanity with Comte had reached

the last of its three states; therefore, after Comte,

nothing new could possibly happen, except that men

would live for ever and ever in a positivist paradise.

Hegel was leading his readers to the same conclusion

in a different way. The absolute Hegelian Idea first

transforms itself into nature, where it loses self-

awareness, then further expresses itself in man, where,

OAving to man’s thinking power, it cornea to itself again

through science, history and philosophy.^ But this

return of the Idea to itseff through man had become

with Hegel an accomplished fact. Since his philosophy

had proven “that this Idea . . . reveals itself in the

World, and that in that World nothing else is revealed

but this, and its honour and glory, not only had

Hegel’s question about the ultimate design of the

world received its answer, but also the world itself

had achieved its ultimate design. Thus both in Comte

and in Hegel there was an amazing discrepancy between

the method, nay the very spirit, of the doctrine, and

the conclusion to which it led. Two philosophies of

change culminated in eternal stability; two complete

relativisms terminated in self-satisfied dogmatisms.

“Nothing is absolute, all is relative” had been one

of Comte’s favourite formulas; but he never added:

^ J. Loewenberg, Hegel ISelcHionsi, p. 370. - Ibid
, p. 340.
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including Positivism. Yet,' after the death of Comte

and of Hegel, history went on as before, and their

disciples naturally began to wonder why.

In the case of Comte, the answer could easily be

discovered. Having borrowed from positive science,

and especially from sociology, the fundamental notions

of his doctrine, French Positivism was bound to dis-

integrate into positive natural science on the one

hand, and positive social science on the other. The

iirst of these products of the decomposition of Comtism

is represented in France by the so-called “abeolute

positivism” ; the second, by the sociology of Diirkheim

and his school* French sociology is, or, at least, would

fain be, a positive science of sociological facts, including

even philosophy and ethics. Morals are facts; their

so-called philosophical justifications are also facts;

in short, men act as they must act and they think as

they must think, given the social group in which they

live
—“What do we do?” is a sensible question which

sociology can answer; but “What ought wd to do?”

is not a scientific question, and hence there is no

answer to it. In Professor L. Levy-Bruhl’s own

words: “There is no answer to the demand: give us

an ethical system! because the demand has no object.”®

As to absolute positivism, it is, basically, a mere

scientism which is made up of commentaries on the

conclusions of science ;* but, strangely enough, scientists

= L, Levy-BiiJil, Ethics and Moral Science, A. Const able, f/ondon, 1925;

p. 216.
^ E. Gilson “Sur lo positivisme absolu,” in Eevue p}uloso'p}Hque^^\o\ 68,

(1909), pp. 63-65, and Professor A. Key’s answer, ibid., pp. 65-66
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fail to see the necessity "of such commentaries on

science when they are made by men who are not

themselves scientists, and who consequently possess

a superficial acquaintance with science. The upshot

of French Positivism is a complete elimination of

philosophy and its 'problems ; it is, in short, one of

the possible forms of philosophical suicide.

It is a harmless one; in this sense at least, that

ignoring as it does all philosophical questions, the

French Positivism allows the world to follow its own
laws vdthout interfering with them. The disciples of

Hegel were of an altogether different type, and they

had to be, on account of the peculiar rnature of his

dialectical method. Instead of reaching the harbour

of a golden age after centuries of straightforward pro-

gress, the Idea of Hegel could find itself only by fighting

its way through the course of the antinomies. In short,

Hegel’s method had been that of a revolutionist aiming

at conseivative results. Now, it so happened that

among his disciples there were revolutionists aiming at

revolutionary results. The method of Hegel, but not

his conclusions, appeared to them as highly suitable

to their own ends, for chey failed to see why the course

of the world’s history should come to an end with the

Prussian monarchy of Frederick William the Third.

In other words, since the world was still changing,

Hegehanism was obviously not the concluding word by

which all amtinomies were brought to a close ; rather,

it was one of the terms of a new antinomy, the antinomy

between the obvious fact of social change and the
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necessary conclusion that,* according to Hegelianism,

social change should have come to an end. Hegelianism

•was caught in the wheels of its own method
;
as Engels

was later to write, “it had to be ‘sublated’ in its own
sense, that is, in the sense that while its form'^had to

be annihilated through criticisnl, the new content

which had been won through it had to be saved.”®

No one could see how to do it until light began to

shine from an unexpected direction. In 1841, ten

years after the death of Hegel, Ludwig Feuerbach

pubhshed his Essence of Christianity, soon followed, in

1845, by his Essence of Religion. He had first been a

student in theology, and, in a way he always remained

an inverted theologian. After beginning as a free

Hegehan in philosophy, Feuerbach resolutely turned

his back on the Absolute Idea and devoted himself

to the exclusive study of man. As he himself says,

instead of a f^eologian, he became an anthroyolo^an.

In spite of opinions to the contrary, Feuerbach was

not an irrehgious man ; on the contrary, he c'onsidered

man as an essentially religious animal. The brutes

have no rehgion, man alone has one; consequently

religion must have its base in the essential difference

between man and the brute. Now there is no. other

difference except the consciousness which man has of

his o-wn nature. Man’s self-consciousness has no other

object than himself; when, therefore, man says God,

® Fr, Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the Outcome of ClSssical German
Philosophy {Marxist Library, Vol. XV), International Publishers (Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics), New York, 1935; p. 29. C/. the pertinent remarks
of J. Loewenberg, Hegel Selections, pp. xiv-xv.
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he actually means man. Iif short, God has not created

man in his own image, but man has created God in

his own image and likeness : the worship of man under

the name of God is the very essence of religion.®

The xioctrine of Feuerbach aimed at the destruction

of all supernaturalis2n, and was expressly contrived to

achieve it. Lot us convince man that he is the supreme

reality, he will no longer look for happiness above

himself, but within himself; being to himself the

Absolute, he will lose all supernatural wishes, and

as Feuerbach himself says, “he who no longer has any
supernatm’al wishes has no longer any supernatural

beings either.”’ The new religion w'as, rtherefore, not

a worship of society, like the Sociolatry of Comte;

it was a worship ofhuman nature, an “Anthropolatry.”

To those disciples of Hegel who were striving to recon-

cile the ever-changing nature with the absolute immo-
bihty of the Idea, the message of Feuerbach came as

a revelation. What was the Hegelian Idea, after all,

but the ghost of God? If, as was now obvious, the entire

supernatural order had to go, the Hegelian Idea had

to go also; but then nothing remained but nature,

and its endless dialectical development. The HegeUan

antinomy itself was thus overcome, or “sublated”

(aufgehoben) and the way was open for a new philo-

sophical conception of reality.

Among those who greeted Feuerbach as their

® L. Feuerbfich, The Essence of Christianity^ trans. bv M. Evans, New
York, 1855; Chap. I, pp- 21-22.

’ L. Feuerbach, The Essence of Bellgion
; trans. by Ah Loos, New York,

1873; p. 71 (conclusion of the book),
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deliverer was a young man’by the name of Karl Marx.

Many years later, in 1886, his friend, and with him

the co-foimder of Communism, Frederick Engels,

could still vividly describe the joy of their discovery.

“ Then came Feuerbach’s Essence 0/ . . .

The spell was broken, . . . and the contradiction,

shown to exist only in our imagination, was dissolved.

One must himself have experienced the liberating effect

of this book, to get an idea of it. Enthusiasm was

general; we all became at once Feuerbachians.”® What
Engels says here is undoubtedly true, but he passed

through an important stage without stopping, and

unless we pause and consider it a little while, the rest

of the story will lose its intelligibility.

When the Essence of Christianity came upon the

scene, says Engels, “With one blow it pulverized the

contradiction, in that, without circumlocutions it

placed materialism on the throne again.’’® In point

of fact, construing Feuerbach as a materialist is one

of Marx’s most personal contributions to the develop-

ment of modern philosophy. Feuerbach himself would

have resented it. Against the crude mechanical

materialism of the eighteenth century, he always

maintained that materialism was “the foundation of

the edifice of human essence and knowledge . . . but

not the building itself. Backwards, I fully agree with

the materialists; but not forwards.”^® Marx and

Engels were not slow in perceiving that Feuerbach

had verged on the materialism of the future, even

® Fr. Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach p. 28. ® IhkL, p. 28. Ibid
, p. 35.
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though he himself was not able to see it. In fact, both

Marx and Engels also rejected the “shallow and

vulgarized form” of- materialism “which was preached

on their tours in the ’fifties by Buchner, Vogt and

Moleschott.”^^ Their own materialism was a develop-

ment of the limited materialism of Feuerbach: all

that which is, is either material by itself, or rooted

in and strictly determined by, something which is itself

material. Stretched forward by Marx, the materialism

of Feuerbach could now be extended from the mechan-

ical interactions of matter to biological problems and

even to social life, including even philosophy.'

A second modification of Feuerbach’s limited

materialism submitted it to a stOl more radical change.

The material order of nature, as Marx understood it,

was conceived as having a history, that is to say, as

following a Darwinian evolution, whose law was essen-

tially the same as that of Hegel’s dialectics. This was

a wholly logical decision. In the doctrine of Hegel,

world history is not the history of nature, but of the

absolute Idea as expressing itself in nature and in man

;

now that the Idea itself had vanished, Hegel’s dialectic

must be understood as the law of the evolution of

matter in time, and of all the biological and social

phenomena rooted in matter and determined by it.

It is not easy to start a new idea, but it is still more

difficult to stop it. Here at last is the complete philo-

sophical justification of dialectical materialism. How
many thinkers of all times and of all nationalities have

^^IbuL, pp. 35-36.
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made it possible, no one caif say. When Engels reviewed

his historical ancestors, he began by stating that
“ materialism is the natural-born son of Great Britain.

The British schoolman, Duns Scotus, had already

asked, “whether it was impossible for matter t6 think.

In order,to effect this miracle, he’took refuge in God’s

omnipotence; i.e., he made theology preach material-

ism. Moreover, he was a nominalist. NominaHsm,
the first form of materiahsm, is chiefly found among
the Enghsh schoolmen.” I am afraid Engels was
mistaking Duns Scotus here for Ockham, but since

Duns Scotus was a Scotsman, and Ockham an
Enghshman, »Engels’ mistake confirms rather than

destroys his thesis. In any case, whatever its remoter

origins may be, the immediate philosophical ante-

cedents of Communism were exactly those described

by Engels. Lenin himself endorsed the view of Engels,

when he quoted German philosophy, English political

economy and French socialism as the three sources

and the three constituent parts of Mar^sm. The
philosophical source itself, the only one with which

we are now deahng, Lenin describes as “the system

of Hegel, which had led in its turn to the materiahsm

of Feuerbach.” Hence Lenin’s conclusion that “the

historic materiahsm of Marx is one of the greatest

achievements of scientific thought.”^® “Historic”

Ibid., p. 84.

The essay of Lenin is translated in K. Marx, Capital, the Communist
Manifesto, and Other Writings, by Max Eastman, The Modern Library, New
York, 1932; p. xxn. Cf. the criticism of the materialism of the German
worker Dietzgen by Lemn, m his Materialism and Emipino-Criticism: Critical

Notes Concerning a Reactionary Philosophy, London, 1927; pp. 205-210.
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refers to the evolutionist" interpretation of Hegel’s

dialectics; “materialism” refers to the Marxist inter-

pretation of Feuerbach. The agreement is complete

between the testimony of the founders and leaders

of Corhmunism and the evidence of historical facts.

But Communism "does not only presuppose Hegel’s

philosophy ;
it entails a definite philosophy of its own,

and to define it in Marx’s own terms is also to witness

the failure of modern philosophers: “The phantas-

magorias in the brains of men are necessary supple-

ments' of the material life-process as empirically

establishable and bound up with material premises.

Morals, religion, metaphysics and other ideologies,

. . . here no longer retain a look of independence.

They have no history, they have no development.

... It is not consciousness that determines life,

but life that determines consciousness.” In short:

“The mode of production of the material subsistence

conditions the social, political and spiritual life pro-

cess m general.”^* Since, as is stated at the very

beginning of the Communist Manifesto, “the history

of all hitherto existing society is the history of class

struggles,^® the Hegelian phenomenology of mind

henceforward must be a mere phenomenology of the

abstract expressions of social classes, and Hegel’s

dialectic the ideological refiection of a Darwinian

class struggle. Philosophy is a commentary upon

civil wars,i and their necessary justification.

K. Marx, ed, cU.^ pp. 9-11. Of. Manifesto of the Communist Party

^

Engel’s Preface, pp. .318-319, where the influenco of Darwin is clearly seen.

K. Marx, op, cit,, p. 321.
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Unfortunately, there is’ nothing which a universal

relativism, such as that of Hegel, could not justify.

If all that is real is also rational, Communism is

rational, but no more than its contrary. Strangely

enough, after criticizing Hegel for attempting^o stop

the course of history, Karl Marx did the very same

thing. He never considered class struggle as an end,

but as a means to usher in the Golden Age, when

classes and their antagonism will be excluded, and

even political power will no longer be needed.^® The

fact remains, however, that where there is class

struggle, there are two classes ; in order to bring their

antagonism to an end, one of them has be be “sub-

lated” (avfgehoben)

;

the only question is, which is to

“sublate” which? In point of fact, the correct Hege-

lian answer to the question would be : both must be

“sublated” by their common absorption in a new

totality. When a certain state feels that class struggle

has lasted long enough and does not wish to achieve

social peace by the dictatorship of one of thbse classes,

it naturally decrees its own dictatorship as the only

means to bring the strife to an end.

Such is the reason why neo-Hegehanism has become

the philosophy of Fascism in the writings of G. Gentile,

just as it was the official doctrine of Communism in

the writings of Marx, of Engels and of Lenin. The

Communists strongly resent what they call the philo-

sophical pretensions of the “Social-fascists^.” Yet the

latter can put up a very good case, for even though

“ Ibid., p. 2 Cf. pp. 31,3-314 and p. 343.
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we dismiss Hegel’s absolute Idea, there is nothing to

prove that nature is purely material. Hegel minus

Feuerbach remains an open possibihty. Again, sup-

posing that we take Hegel minus the Idea and plus

Feuerhach, then what is left is a social Darwinism,

whose only law is 'natural selection and where the

survival of the fittest will ultimately settle all theoret-

ical discussions. Now, who is the fittest? This is not

a question for philosophy to answer; life and history

alone will show it. Benedetto Croce was fuUy justified

in writing, a good many years ago, that “when historic

materialism is stripped of aU survivals of purposive-

ness and of providential plans, it can support neither

sociahsm nor any other pohtical orientation of human
life.”^’ On the ground of this evidence, as early as

1899, Gentile had parted company with Croce himself

in a very acute criticism of the philosophy of Marx,i®

and when later Fascism got the upper hand of Italy,

Gentile’s Hegehanism was fully justified in welcoming

it in the name of Hegel’s theory of the state. For if

the state is anything at all, it is something permanent

;

it is law, and it is force: law to achieve order within,

and force to protect itself against its adversaries from

without. By saying that the state asserts its own
autonomy in war,i® Gentile was merely repeating what
we have seen to be the authentic Hegelian conception

of the state. If the state “is the march of God through

the world, ’^’ it is the only legitimate heir to the trans-

B. Croce, SvlU concezioni materialistiche della atoria, p. 15.
G. Gentile, La filoaofia d% Marx, E. Spoerri, Pisa, 1899.

^*G.‘ Gentile, Che coaa ^ il Faaciamo^ Vallecchi, Firenze, 1925; p. 34.
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cendent Idea; and nothing else, but the state, can

“sublate” social antinomies into its own unity. Thus
understood, Hegelian Fascism is much more than a

political party; in Gentile’s own words, it is “before

anything else a total conception of life,” una coficezione

totale della vita. Schools ought ’not to teach it as

politics, but as a religion, for “the state is the gi'eat

will of the nation, and therefore its great intelUgence.”

Such a “ Statolatry,’^ though it see itself as an anti-

dote to the blindness of materialism,®® is but the

advent of another blindness. The state has monopol-

ized intelligence as well as all the rest ; from the Great

Intelligence, we shall receive even philosophy.

What has been the reaction of independent philos-

ophy to such state dogmatisms? Judging from its

practical results, the answer is : almost nothing. True

enough, since the second half of the nineteenth century

there have never been as many philosophers and pro-

fessors of philosophy writing books and articles about

aU possible questions. Yet, in spite of that tremendous

philosophical inflation and notwithstanding its crush-

ing technical superiority, independent philosophy has

failed to produce a single constructive doctrine, which

could act as a^rule of public order and private morality.

If our long inquiry proves anything at all, the reason

for that failure is at hand; but instead of stating it

myself, I prefer, for the last time, to consult facts.

Whatever else it may be. Communism is e^nphatically

not a scepticism. I wish I could make clear that I am
20 Ibid., pp. 34-38, and pp. 95-116.
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not here alluding to the Spirit of heroism and self-

sacrifice by which the noblest among its representatives

were and still are animated. We are here dealing with

philosophy, and nothing else. Now it is a fact that, as

a' philoisophcr, Lenin has always been fighting against

two main adversaries : Berkeley, the immaterialist, and

Hume, the agnostic. More than forty times, in his

Materialism and Empirico-Criticism, Lenin came back

to this central position in his philosophy, that Hume
had begotten Kant, who in turn had begotten MiQ,

Mach,® Huxley, Cohen, Renouvier, Poincare, Duhem,

James, and all the exponents of what he calls the

“Humean agnosticism.” In a clumsy way, but with

penetrating philosophical insight, Lenin insists that

despite the petty changes “made in the terminology

or argument of preceding systems” all these doctrines

are, basically, so many variations of the funda-

mental philosophy of Hume.*®^ Had he to write it

to-day, Lenin would not be obliged to modify his

judgement. At any rate, an American editor of

Engels did not hesitate very recently to declare that
“ to this day, all those philosophical tendencies which

in England and the United States parade under the

name of ‘ philosophy,’ such as pragmatism, neo-

realism, behaviourism, etc., are admittedly nothing but

various shades of agnosticism. But all of them in

Lenin, Matenahsm and Empuio-CrtHcismt Chap. II, “The Theory of
Knowledge,” pT 82. Cf. among many other passages, pp. 14-17; 84-85;
100; 133-135; 160-102, etc. A more detailed exposition should take into
account the line of distinction diawn by Lenin between the distinct influences
of Berkeley and of Hume; see op, p. 161. On Jaraos, see p. 296, note 15.
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the final analysis are roOted in the philosophy of

Hume.” 2* This at least is a point on which Com-
munism and Fascism wholly agree, as can be seen

from Gentile’s untiring attacks against what be calls

“the agnosticism of the schools,” and from his Burning

pleas in favour of an openly dogma-tic and constructive

teaching, given by uncompromising, intransigent

masters in universities whence broadmindedness will

be severely excluded.*®

Nothing is more logical than such an attitude. In

a society where the freedom of individuals is reduced

to their coincidence with the state, intellectual free-

dom has to reduce itself to the coincidence of each

particular intellect with that of the state. It is Aver-

roism or Spinozism gone mad. The only thing that

can be said to the credit of the so-called liberal philoso-

phers is that ever since 1850 most of them have

realized that the recent extension of positive science

to social facts was bound to bruig about this new

fatalism. The classical notion of man and 'the whole

ideal of Western culture were at stake. Was Adam
the divinely appointed manager of nature, or only

one of its parts? Was Job a tragic figure, or was he

merely ridiculous? Prometheus was obviously to be

bound again to his rock ; or rather, he was binding him-

self with the chains which he himself had forged. The

forging ofthem was the only use he had ever made of his

liberty.

22 P. Ludas, in his Preface to Fr. Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach, p. 10.

23 G. Gentile, Che cosa i il Fasoismo, pp. 163-166.
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The liberal philosophers "were sound in their previ-

sions. Unfortunately, themselves the sons of Kant and

Hume, they had lost faith in the rational validity of

all metaphysical knowledge. Thus left without any

set of 'philosophical convictions concerning man, his

nature and his destiny, they had nothing wherewith

to oppose the progressive encroachments of science

on the field of human facts. This is the reason why,

for want of a rational metaphysics by which the use

of science could be regulated, the liberal philosophers

had n© other choice than to attack science itself and

to weaken its absolute rationality. The source of

modern agnosticism is the fear of scientific deter-

minism in the hearts of men who, by breaking meta-

physical rationalism, had broken the very backbone

of human liberty. Not only Mach, and the Machians,

so heartily hated by Lenin, but also all who were

not merely rehearsing stale philosophies, therefore

devoted themselves to the task of proving the limited

character 'of both scientific rationality and natural

determinism. At the same time when Vaihinger was

turning Kant’s categories into convenient means of

handling empirical facts, Emile Boutroux was writing

his famous thesis On the Contingency of the Laws of

Nature (1876), a title which is in itself a complete

manifesto. His most illustrious pupil, Henri Bergson,

repeated the same experiment, but on a larger scale,

when he published in 1889 his still more famous thesis

On the Immediate Data of Consciousness. The deter-

minism criticized by Boutroux was that of Comte;
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the particular form of determinism discussed by

Bergson is rather that of Spencer and his mechanical

Darwinism. Boutroux’s position, with its ultimate

appeal to moral duty, had been a clear case of moral-

ism, but that of Bergson, with its criticism of intel-

lectual knowledge in the name of intuition, was a

revival of old philosophical mysticisms. At the same

time and quite independently of Bergson, but influ-

enced by the neo-criticism of Renouvier, William

James was elaborating a pragmatic conception of

knowledge, where ideas were not true, but became

true in proportion to their practical veriflcation.**

Even scientists were joining the chorus. P. Duhem,

a Catholic, and a physicist of good repute, deemed it

necessary to revive the nominalistic interpretation of

science and to pit Ockham once more against St.

Thomas Aquinas. Last and not least, the great mathe-

matician, H. Poincar6, laid strong emphasis on the

conventional character of scientific laws, and even of

scientific facts, at the same time when ’Bertrand

Russell was reaching the conclusion that “mathe-

matics may be defined as the subject in which we

neyer know what we are talking about, or whether

what we say is true.”*® I said last, because all enumer-

ations should come to an end, but the unsound

welcome recently given by some philosophers to the

merely “statistical” interpretation of physical laws is

On the various aspects of the pragmatist movement, se^ R. B. Perry,

The Thought and Character of W. James, 2 vols.. Little, Brown, Boston, 1935.

asB. Russell, “Recent Work on the Principles of Mathematics,” The

International Monthly, VoL IV (1901), p. 84.
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a safe indication that too® many among us are still

looking at irrationality as the last bulwark of liberty.

This, I am afraid, is a mistake. Losing science will

not give us philosophy. But if we lose philosophy

itself, Vc must be prepared to lose science, reason,

and hberty; in short, we are bound to lose Western

culture itself together with its feeling for the eminent

dignity of man. “It is possible,” says Professor Perry,

“that philosophy is now nearing the close of a great

phase that began with Descartes, and that what it

has been customary to term modern, as distinguished

from medicevcd and ancient philosophy, will soon cease

to be modem.”®* Personally, I even hope that it will

soon cease to be at all. For what is now called philos-

ophy is either collective mental slavery or scepticism.

There still are men who hate both, and who will not

lament the passing of that alternative. But it wiU

not pass away so long as the title of Vaihinger’s book

remains the programme of our philosophical teaching

:

The Philosophy of the as if, being a system of theoretical,

practical and religious fictions of mankind, on the basis

of an idealistic philosophy.^’’ Against the crude, yet

fundamentally sound, craving of Marxism for positive

and dogmatic truth, the scepticism of our decadent

philosophy has not a chance. It deserves to be

destroyed as it actually is in the minds of many
among our contemporaries who embrace Marxism

B. Perry, Philosophy of the Recent Past, Scribners, New York, 1926;
p. 221. It wiK prove useful to read, in the same volume, the remarkable
analysis of the “post-Kantian cycle,” pp. 145-146

2’ Vaihinger wrote his book around 1875, but it was not published until
after his death in 1911.
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because it is the only dogmatism they know. Not

something less rational, or less constructive, but some-

thing more rational and more comprehensively con-

structive is required to meet its challenge. The time

of the “As ifs” is over; what we now need is © “This

is so,” and we shall not find it, unless we first recover

both our lost confidence in the rational validity of

metaphysics and our long-forgotten knowledge of its

object. Therefore, let the dead bury them dead, and

let us turn ourselves towards the future, for it will

be what we shall make it : either an aimlessly (^rifting

wreck, or a ship holding a steady course with a rational

animal at thq wheel.
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CHAPTER XII

THE NATURE AND UNITY OF
PHILOSOPHICAL EXPERIENCE

At the beginning of his Life of Sertorius, Plutarch

observes that some people are fond of collecting the

strikingly similar events that happened in the lives

of famous men. The author of the Parallel Lives was

obviously one of them, and he could see two different

explanations for such coincidences: “If the multitude

of elements is jmlimited, fortune has, in the abundance

of her material, an ample provider of coincidences ; and

if, on the other hand, there is a limited number of

elements from which events are interwoven, the same

things must happen many times, being brought to pass

by the same agencies.”^ After reviewing several differ-

ent phases of the history of Western philosophy, we

find ourselves confronted with the same problem that

was worrying the mind of old Plutarch, Strikingly

similar movements can be observed in the course of

that history, and they bring forth strikingly similar

results. What is behind these historical coincidences?

Is it mere chance, or do they testify to the presence

of intelligible laws?

In discussing this problem, the question that first

arises touches the very nature of the facts with which

we have been dealing from the beginning of this book.

^Plutarch's LiveSf trans. by B. Perrin, Kew York, 1919; Vol. VIII, p. 3
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All of them were borrowed from what we call history

of philosophy, but it is not yet clear what history of

philosophy itself is. More than once, in order to

throw more hght on the meaning of certain philoso-

phical- movements, we have resorted to significant

episodes in the lives of their authors. I wish I could

have done it more often, for the biography of a

philosopher is of great help in understanding his

philosophy; but that is the history of a philosopher,

not of his philosophy. Furthermore, it was impossible

to outline these successive philosophical positions

without referring to the books in which they are

formulated. This should also be done w^th the utmost

care and accuracy, for it is the basis on which all

history of philosophy ultimately rests; yet it is the

literary history of philosophical writings, not the

history of philosophy. Again, in order to stress

certain sequences of ideas, and to make clear their

ideological articulations, we had to detach them from

the philcsophical organisms whose parts they were.

This, of course, is always detrimental to such organisms,

and highly objectionable from the point of view of

the philosophers themselves. A philosophical doctrine

is not defined merely by its general spirit, its funda-

mental pi'inciples and the consequences to which they

actually lead its author. It is made up of many other

elements which enter its structure and share in deter-

mining its concrete individual nature. What a
Iff

philosopher has not seen in his own principles, even

though it may flow from them with absolute necessity,
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does not belong to his phildsopby. The possible con-

sequences which the philosopher has seen, but which

he has tried to evade, and has finally disavowed, should

not be ascribed to him, even though he should have

held them on the strength of his own principles;

they are no part of Ms philosophy.* On the other side,

all those subtle shades of thoughts which qualify

the principles of a philosopher, soften their rigidity

and allow them to do justice to the complexity of

concrete facts, are not only part and parcel of his

own doctrine, but are often the only part of it that wiU

survive the death of the system. We may wholly

disagree with Hegel, or with Comte, but nobody can

read their encyclopedias without finding there an

inexhaustible source of partial truths and of acute

observations. Each particular philosophy is, therefore,

a co-ordination of self and mutually limitating

principles which defines an individual outlook on the

fullness of reality. Its historian has to describe it as

such, but this is the history of a philosophy,* it is not

yet the history of philosophy itself.

The philosophical events which have been described

in the previous chapters cannot be wholly understood

in the sole light of biography, of literary history, or

even of the history of the systems in which they can

be observed. They point rather to the fact that, in

each instance of philosophical thinking, both the

philosopher and his particular doctrine are ruled from

above by an impersonal necessity. In the fiirst place,

philosophers are free to lay down their own sets of
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principles, but once this is* done, they no longer think

as they wish—^they think as they can. In the second

place, it seems to result from the facts under discussion,

that any attempt on the part of a philosopher to shun

the consequences of his own position is doomed to

failure. What he himself declines to say will be said

by his disciples, if he has any ; if he has none, it may
remain eternally unsaid, but it is there, and anybody

going back to the same principles, be it several centuries

later, will have to face the same conclusions. It

seems, therefore, that though philosophical ideas

can never be found separate from philosophers and

their philosophies, they are, to somo> extent, inde-

pendent of philosophers as well as of their philosophies.

Philosophy consists in the concepts of philosophers,

taken in the naked, impersonal necessity of both their

contents and their relations. The history of these

concepts and of their relationships is the history of

philosophy itself.

If this be true, the recurrence of similar philosophical

attitudes is an intelligible fact, and a comparative

history of philosophy becomes a concrete possibility.

If such a possibility is to materialize, however,

philosophy alone will have to be taken into account,

and it should be compared with nothing else but

philosophy itself. Two doctrines may resemble one

another because one of them is the historical source

of the other; this is an important fact to know for

him who writes a history of these philosophies, but it

has little to do with the history of philosophy itself.
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Coming after Kant, it is Easier for us to realize the

full implications of philosophical criticism, and we
are very much indebted to him for having explicitly

stated the whole case ; but once stated in its abstract

purity, the essence of criticism stands by itself, and
even though we learn in Kant what it is, we do not

learn it from Kant, but from itself. In short, just

as did Kant himself, we bow to its internal necessity.

Proceeding, as they do, from the same illusion, the

untiring efforts of historians, sociologists and economists

to account for the rise of philosophical ideas by
historical, sociological and economic factors seem

ultimately headed for a complete failure. True

enough, philosophical doctrines that have been con-

ceived in the same society, or in social groups whose

structure is comparable, will be themselves comparable,

insofar at least as they bear the mark of their origin.

There is such a thing as a “spirit of the tiriie,” and all

the elements of a given culture, taken at a certain

moment of its history, have a share in its cofiiposition.

But the “ spirit of the time ” accounts for the contingent

and transitory elements of philosophical doctrines,

not for what they have of permanent necessity. The

trouble with explanations of that sort is not that they

do not work, but that they always work with the same

infallible success. Any philosophy can be explained

away by its time, its birthplace and its historical

setting. Any philosophy can be accounted for by the

collective representations that prevailed in the social

group in which it was conceived. And any philosophy
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can as successfully be traced back to the economic

structure of the nation in which the philosopher him-

self was born. Whatever method you choose, it

works beautifully, But it ascribes the birth of

Aristotelianism to the fact that Aristotle was a Greek

and a pagan, living’in a society based on slavery, four

centuries before Christ; it also explains the revival of

Aristotehanism in the thirteenth century by the

fact that St. Thomas Aquinas was an Italian, a

Christian, and even a monk, hving in a feudal society

whose pohtical and economic structure was. widely

different from that oT fourth-century Greece; and it

accounts equally well for the Aristotelianism of

J. Maritain, who is French, a layman, and living in

the “bourgeois” society of a nineteenth-century

republic. Conversely, since they were living in the same

times and in the same places, just as Aristotle should

have held the same philosophy as Plato, so Abailard

and St. Bernard, St. Bonaventura and St. Thomas
Aquinas, 'Descartes and Gassendi, all these men, who
flatly contradicted one another, should have said

more or less the same things. Whether it prefers to

stress the pohtical, or the social, or the industrial,

or the racial prerequisites for the rise of philosophical

doctrines, historicism, in all its forms, is inconsistent

with these obvious facts. In short, the ultimate

explanation of the history of philosophy has to be

philosophy itself.

If this be true, the constant recurrence of definite

philosophical attitudes "should suggest to the mind
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of its observers the presence ofan abstract philosophical

necessity. As an American philosopher recently wrote

;

“Granted that there is no such thing as an historical

determinism, it still remains true that history contains

a metaphysical determinism. The history of phifosophy

contains more than the interplay of isolated opinions

;

it contains the inner history of ideas.”® Now the

most striking of the recurrences which we have been

observing together is the revival of philosophical

speculation by which every sceptical crisis was regularly

attended. As it has an immediate bearing on the

very existence of philosophy itself, such a fact is not

only striking,# it is for us the most fundamental fact

of all. If there is a metaphysical necessity behind

this, what is it?

The reality of the fact itself seems to be beyond

question. Plato’s idealism comes first ;
Aristotle

warns everybody that Platonism is heading for

scepticism ; then Greek scepticism arises, more or less

redeemed by the moralism of the Stoics and Epicureans,

or by the mysticism of Plotinus. St. Thomas Aquinas

restores philosophical knowledge, but Ockham cuts

its very root, and ushers in the late mediseval and

Renaissance scepticism, itself redeemed by the

moralism of the Humanists or by the pseudo-mysticism

of Nicolaus Cusanus and of his successors. Then

come Descartes and Lodke, but their philosophies

disintegrate into Berkeley and Hume,
^
with the

2 A. C. Pegis, Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the American

Catholic Philosophical AssocAation, Washington, D C,, p. 27.
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moralism of Rousseau and •the visions of Swedenborg,

as natural reactions. Kant had read Swedenborg,

Rousseau and Hume, but his own philosophical

restoration ultimately degenerated into the various

forms 'bf contemporaiy agnosticism, with all sorts

of moralism s and of would-be mysticisms as ready

shelters against spiritual despair. The so-called death

of philosophy being regularly attended by its revival,

some new dogmatism should now be at hand. In

short, the first law to be inferred from philosophi-

cal experience is : Philosophy always buries its

undertakers.

Against this law, the ready objection^ is that, this

time at least, the pitcher went once too often to the

well. It is in the very nature of objections against

philosophy to be unphilosophical ; but philosophy

itself is bound to answer in a careful and thoughtful

way even arbitrary objectors.

That is the reason why, at the very time when he

was denoitticing the illusory character of metaphysical

knowledge, Kant sought the root of that illusion in

the very nature of reason itself. Hume had destroyed

both metaphysics and science ; in order to save science,

Kant decided to sacrifice metaphysics. Now, it is the

upshot of the Kantian experiment that, if metaphysics

is arbitrary Imowledge, science also is arbitrary

knowledge; hence it follows that our belief in the

objective validity of science itself stands or falls with

our belief in the objective validity of metaphysics.

The new question, then, is no longer, why is meta-
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physics a necessary illusion, but rather; Why is

metaphysics necessary, and how is it that it has given

rise to so many illusions?

It is an observable character of all metaphysical

doctrines that, widely divergent as they may f)e, they
agree on the necessity of finding t>ut the first cause of

all that is. Call it Matter with Democritos, the Good
with Plato, the self-thinking Thought with Aristotle,

the One with Plotinus, Being with all Christian

philosophers. Moral Law with Kant, the Will with

Schopenhauer, or let it be the absolute Idea of* Hegel,

the Creative Duration of Bergson, and whatever else

you may cit^, in all cases the metaphysician is a man
who looks behind and beyond experience for an ultimate

ground of all real and possible experience. Even
restricting our field of observation to the history of

Western civilization, it is an objective fact that men
have been aiming at such knowledge for more than

twenty-five centuries and that, after proving that it

should not be sought, and swearing that fhey would

not seek it any more, men have always found themselves

seeking it again. A law of the human mind that rests

on an experience of twenty-five centuries is at least as

safely guaranteed as any empirically established law.

Of course, nature itself may change, but we are dealing

with nature as it now is ; and observation teaches us

that though the pattern and even the content of ideas

may change, the nature of the human iptellect has

remained substantially the same, even after crises

from which it should have emerged completely trans-
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formed. Let this, therefore, be our second law: by

his very nature, man is a metaphysical animal.

The law does more than state a fact, it points to its

cause. Since man is essentially rational, the constant

recurreJice of metaphysics in the history of human
knowledge must h£ive its explanation in the very

structure of reason itself. In other words, the reason

why man is a metaphysical animal must lie somewhere

in the nature of rationality. Many centuries before

Kant, philosophers had stressed the fact that there

is mors in rational knowledge than ive find in sensible

experience. The typical attributes of scientific know-

ledge, that is universahty and necessity, are not to

be found in sensible reahty, and one of the most

generally received explanations is that they come to us

from our very power of knowing. As Leibniz says,

there is nothing in the intellect that has not first

been in sense, except the intellect itself. As Kant was

the first both to distrust metaphysics and to hold it

to be unavoidable, so was he also the first to give a

name to human reason’s remarkable power to overstep

all sensible experience. He called it the transcendent

use of reason and denounced it as the permanent

source of our metaphysical illusions. Let us retain

the term suggested by Kant ; it will then follow that

whether such knowledge be illusory or not, there is,

in human reason, a natural aptness, and consequently

a natural urge, to transcend the limits of experience

and to form transcendental notions by which the unity

of knowledge may be completed. These are meta-
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physical notions, and the highest of them, all is that of

the cause of all causes, or first cause, whose discovery

has been for centuries the ambition of the meta-

physicians. Let us, therefore, state as our third

law, that metaphysics is the knowledge gatherid by a
naturally transcendent reason in iis search for the first

principles, or first causes, of what is given in sensible

experience.

This is, in fact, what metaphysics is, but what about

its vahdity ? The Kantian conclusion that metaphysical

knowledge is illusory by its own nature was, not a

spontaneous offspruig of human reason. If meta-

physical speculation is a shooting at the moon,

philosophers have always begun by shooting at it;

only after missing it have they said that there was no

moon, and that it was a waste of time to shoot at it.

Scepticism is defeatism in philosophy, and all defeat-

isms are born ofprevious defeats. When one has repeat-

edly failed in a certain undertaking, one naturally

concludes that it was an impossible undertaking. I

say naturally, but not logically, for a repeated failure

in dealing with a given problem may point to a repeated

error in discussing the problem rather than to its

intrinsic insolubility.

The question then arises : should the repeated

failures of metaphysics be ascribed to metaphysics

itself, or to metaphysicians ? It is a legitimate question,

and one that can be answered in the fight of philo-

sophical experience. For indeed that experience itself

exhibits a remarkable unity. If our previous analyses
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are correct, they all point to the same conclusion,

that metaphysical adventures are doomed to fail

when their authors substitute the fundamental concepts

of any particular science for those of metaphysics.

Theology, logic, physics, biology, psychology, sociology,

economics, are fully competent to solve their own

problems by their own methods; on the other hand,

however, and this must be our fourth conclusion:

as metaphysics aims at transcending all particular

knowledge, no particular science is competent either to

solve metaphysical problems, or to judge their metaphysical

solutions.

Of course Kant would object that, sorfar, his own
condemnation of metaphysics still holds good, for he

never said that metaphysical problems could be

solved in that way; he merely said that they could

not be solved at all. True, but it is also true that his

condemnation of metaphysics was not the consequence

of any personal attempt to reach the foimdations of

metaphysical knowledge. Kant busied himself with

questions about metaphysics, but he had no meta-

physical interests of his own. Even during the first

part of his career there was always some book between

this professor and reality. To him, nature was in the

books of Newton, and metaphysics in the books of

Wolff. Anybody could read it there; Kant himself

had read it, and it boiled do^n to this, that there are

three metaphysical principles, or transcendental ideas

of pure reason : an immortal soul to unify psychology

;

freedom to unify the laws of cosmology; and God
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to unify natural theology.®* Such, to Kant, was meta-

physics; a second-hand knowledge, for which he was

no more personally responsible than for the physics

of Newton. Before allowing Kant to frighten us away

from metaphysics, we should remember that -^hat he

knew about it was mere hearsa;^

In fact, what Kant consIdS^Sas the three principles

of metaphysics were not principles, but conclusions.

The real principles of metaphysics are the first notions

through which aU the subsequent metaphysical know-

ledge har to be gathered. What these first notiens are

cannot be known unless we begin by bringing forth

some metaphysical knowledge ; then we can see how it

is made and, lastly, we can form an estimate of its

value. Now our analysis of the concrete working of

various metaphysical minds clearly suggests that the

principles of metaphysics are very different from the

three transcendental ideas of Kant. The average

metaphysician usually overlooks them because, though

he aims at the discovery of the ultimate 'ground of

reality as a whole, he attempts to explain the whole

by one of its parts, or to reduce his knowledge of the

whole to his knowledge of one of its parts. Then he

fails and he ascribes his failure to metaphysics, Httle

aware of the fact that now is the proper time for him

to metaphysicize, for the most superficial reflection

on his .failure would take him to the very root of

metaphysics. ,

When Thales said, six centuries before Christ, that

® T. M. Greene, Kant Selections, pp. 164-165.
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everything is water, though he certainly did not, prove

his thesis, he at least made it clear that reason is

naturally able to conceive all that is as being basically

one and the same thing, and that such a unification

of reality cannot be achieved by reducing the whole

to one of its parts. Instead of drawing that con-

clusion, the successors of Thales inferred from his

failure that he had singled out the wrong part. Thus

Anoximenes said that it was not water, but air. It

stiU did not work. Then Heraclitus said it was fire,

and as there were always objections, the Hegel of the

time appeared, who said that the common stuff of

all things was the indeterminate, that ds, the initial

fusion of all the contraries from which all the rest had

been evolved. Anaximander thus completed the first

philosophical cycle recorded by the history of Western

culture. The description of the later cycles could not

take us further, for it is already clear, from a mere

inspection of the first, that the human mind must

be possessed of a natural aptitude to conceive all

things as the same, but always fails in its endeavour

to conceive aU things as being the same as one of

them. In short, the failures of the metaphysicians

flow from their unguarded use of a principle of unity

present in the human mind.

This new conclusion, brings us face to face with the

last and truly crucial problem: what is it which the

mind is bQund to conceive both as belonging to all

things and as not belonging to any two things in the

same way? Such is the riddle which every man is
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asked to read on the threshold of metaphysics. It

is an easy one, as, after aU, was that of the Sphinx;

yet many a good man has failed to say the word, and

the path to the metaphysical Sphinx is strewn with

the corpses of philosophers. The word is-^Being.

Our mind is so made that it cannet formulate a single

proposition without relating it to some being. Absolute

nothingness is strictly unthinkable, for we caimot

even deny an existence unless we first posit it in

the mind as spmething to be denied. “If any man,”

says J. Edwards, “thinks that he can concei-se well

enough how there should be nothing, I will engage,

that what he cneans by nothing, is as much something,

as anything that he ever thought of in his life.”*

This, I think, is frue. But if it is true that human

thought is always about being; that each and every

aspect of reality, or even of unreality, is necessarily

conceived as being, or defined in reference to being,

it follows that the understanding of being is the

first to be attained, the last into which aU knowledge

is ultimately resolved and the only one to be included

in aU our apprehensions. What is first, last and always

in human knowledge is its first principle, and its

constant point of reference. Now if metaphysics is

knowledge dealing with the first, principles and the

first causes themselves, we can safely conclude that

since being is the first prirCciple of all human knowledge,

it is a fortiori the first principle of metaphysics.

* C. Van Doren, B. Franklin and J. Edvxirds, Selections, Scribners, New
York, 1920, p. 222.
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The classical objection Tio this statement is that,

from such a vague idea as that of being, no distinct

knowledge can be deduced. This is true, but it is not

an objection. To describe being as the “principle of

knowlc\ige,” does not mean that all subsequent

knowledge can be anal3rtically deduced from it, but

rather that being is the first knowledge, through which

all subsequent knowledge can be progressively acquired.

As soon as it comes into touch with sensible experience,

the human intellect elicits the immediate intuition of

being r X is, or exists; but from the intuition that

something is, the knowledge of what it is, beyond the

fact that it is something, cannot possibly be deduced,

nor is it the task of the intellect to deduce it. The

intellect does not deduce, it intuits, it sees, and, in

the light of intellectual intuition, the discursive power

of reason slowly builds up from experience a deter-

minate knowledge of concrete reality. Thus, in the

light of immediate evidence, the intellect sees that

somethingTs, or exists ; that what exists is that which

it is ; that that which is, or exists, cannot be and not

be at one and the same time; that a thing either

is, or it is not, and no third supposition is conceivable

;

last, but not least, that being only comes from being,

which is the very root of the notion of causality.

Reason has not to prove any one of these principles,

otherwise they would not be p'rinciples, but conclusions

;

but it is Ijy them that reason proves all the rest.

Patiently weaving the threads of concrete knowledge,

reason adds to the intellectual evidence of being and
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of its properties the scierfbe of what it is. The fii'st

principle brings with it, therefore, both the certitude
that metaphysics is the science of being as being,
and the abstract laws according to which that science
has to be constructed. Yet the principle of ascertain

knowledge is not that knowledge
; and the first principle

of human knowledge does not bring us a ready-made
science of metaphysics, but its principle and its

object.

The twofold character of the intellectual intuition

of being, to be given in any sensible experienoe, and
yet to transcend all particular experience, is both the
origin of metaphysics and the permanent occasion of
its failures. If being is included in all my representa-

tions, no analysis of reality will ever be complete
unless it culminates in a science of being, that is in

metaphysics. On the other hand, the same tran-

scendency which makes the first principle applicable

to all experience entails at least the possibility of

overstepping the limits by which concrete an(?particular

existences are distinguished. This indeed is more than
an abstract possibihty, it is a temptation, precisely

because it is true that the notion of Being applies to

all real or possible experience. Yet, if it is also true

that everything is what it is, and nothing else, existence

belongs to each and every thing in a truly unique

manner, as its own existence, which can be shared in

by nothing else. Such is the first principle^ both uni-

versally applicable, and never applicable twice in

the same way. When philosophers fail to perceive
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either its presence or its" true nature, their initial

error will pervade the whole science of being, and

bring about the ruin of philosophy.

When, owing to some fundamental scientific dis-

covery,' a metaphysically minded man first grasps the

true nature of a whole order of reahty, what he is

thus grasping for the first time is but a particular

determination of being at large. Yet the intuition

of being is always there, and if our philosopher fails

to discern its meaning, he will fall a victim to its

contagious influence. That which is but a particular

determination of being, or a being, will be invested

with the universality of being itself. lu? other words,

a particular essence will be credited with the

universality of being, and allowed to exclude all the

other aspects of reality. This is precisely what happened

to Abailard, to Ockham, to Descartes, to Kant and

to Comte. They were truly labouring under a tran-

scendental delusion; Kant himself knew it, but

he was wtong in thinking that such an illusion was

unavoidable, for it can be avoided; and he was still

more wrong in viewing that illusion as the source of

metaphysics, for it is not its source but the cause of its

destruction ; and not only of the destruction of

metaphysics, but, for the same reason and at the

same time, of the ruin of the very science which has

thus been unduly generalized. K every order of reality

is defined l)y its own essence, and every individual is

possessed of its own existence, to encompass the uni-

versahty of being within the essence of this or that
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being is to destroy the v«ry object of metaphysics;

but to ascribe to the essence of this or that being the

universality of being itself, is to stretch a particular

science beyond its natural limits and to make it a

caricature of metaphysics. In short, and thisA^iU be

our last conclusion: all the failures of metaphysics

should he traced to the fact, that the first principle of

hurmn knowledge has been either overlooked or misused

by the metaphysicians.

Their failure is bound to be our failure, if we repeat

their mistake by resorting to a false first principle in

philosophy. The most tempting of all the false first

principles is:, that thought, not’ being, is involved in

all my representations. Here lies the initial option

between idealism and realism, which will settle once

and for all the future course of our philosophy, and

make it a failure or a success. Are we to encompass

being with thought, or thought with being? In other

words, are we to include the whole in one of its parts,

or one of the parts in its whole ? If intellectual evidence

is not enough to dictate our choice, history is there to

remind us that no one ever regains the whole of reahty

after locking himself up in one of its parts. Man

is not a mind that thinks, but a being who knows other

beings as true, who loves them as good, and who enjoys

them as beautiful. For all that which is, down to the

humblest form of existence, exhibits the inseparable

privileges of being, which are truth, goodness and

beauty.

Thus understood as the science of being and its
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properties, metaphysics wiH not be found in a new

system of to-morrow, or in the resurrection of some

system of the past. The three greatest metaphysicians

who ever existed—^Plato, Aristotle and St. Thomas

AquinaS—^had no system in the idealistic sense of

the word. Their ambition was not to achieve philosophy

once and for all, but to maintain it and to serve it

in their own times, as we have to maintain it and to

serve it in ours. For us, as for them, the great thing

is not to achieve a system of the world as if being could

be deduced from thought, but to relate reality, as we

know it, to the permanent principles in whose light

all the changing problems of science, ®f ethics and

of art have to be solved. A metaphysics of existence

cannot be a system wherewith to get rid of philosophy,

it is an always open inquiry, whose conclusions are

both always the same and always new, because it

is conducted under the guidance of immutable

principles, which will never exhaust experience, or be

themselves, exhausted by it. For even though, as is

impossible, all that which exists were known to us,

existence itself would still remain a mystery. Why,

asked Leibniz, is there something rather than nothing?

If such is the ultimate teaching of philosophical

experience, the spectacle of so many blunders, ending

invariably in the same scepticism, is more suggestive

of hope than of discouragement. Far from being a

science lon^ since exhausted, metaphysics is a science

which has, as yet, been tried by but few. What passed

by its name was almost always something else, and it
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is better that we know it;»that is, if we are to realize

that the misadventures which regularly befall that

something else are wholly unrelated to the true nature

of metaphysics. If properly understood, the history

of philosophy can help us to realize it, for it is the

privilege of a truly philosophical history of philosophy

that, in its light, not only philosophical truth, but

even philosophical error becomes intelligible, and to

understand error as such is also to be free from it.

There is, and there always will be a history of philos-

ophy, because philosophy exists oiily in human^ninds,

which themselves have a history, and because the world

of knowledge* and action to which the first principles

apply is a changing world, but there should be no

history of the first principles themselves, because the

metaphysical structure of reality itself does not

change. Perennis pMlosophia is not an honorary title

for any particular form of philosophical thinking, but

a necessary designation for philosophy itself, almost

a tautology. That which is philosophical is also

perennial in its own right.

It is so because all philosophical knowledge ultim-

ately depends on metaphysics. Whether you say with

St. Thomas Aquinas, that metaphysics has for its own

object “being and its properties”; or with Jonathan

Edwards, that it entails “the consent of being to

Being,” in both cases metaphysics remains the know-

ledge of the first principle, and of all the rest in the

light of that principle. Thus grounded on existence

as on the most universal object of intellect, it is its
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permanent duty to order ^and to regulate an ever

wider area of scientific knowledge, and to judge ever

more complex problems of human conduct; it is its

never-ended task to keep the old sciences in their

natural dimits, to assign their places, and their limits,

to new sciences; lasf, not least, to keep aU human
activities, however changing their circumstances, under

the sway of the same reason by which alone man
remains the judge of his own works and, after God,

the master of his own destiny.

To l^arn this from history is also to solve the prob-

lem which vexed the minds of E. Troeltsch and of a

whole generation of historians: How fo overcome

historicism? It enables us, therefore, to free ourselves

from historical relativism and opens a new era of

constructive philosophical thinking. Where it deals

with contingent and irreversible facts, history is, and
has to be, historicism, for, although everything happens

according to intelligible causes, not everything happens

according to universal laws ; but where, as is here the

case, it reaches those necessary connections of ideas

which are philosophy itself, history automatically

overcomes both itself and historicism. May that

liberation in truth be the common reward of our

long journey through what has often been a barren

metaphysical landscape. For helping me, as you have
so lavishly done, by your attentive and sympathetic

fidelity, even the warmest thanks would remain an
inadequate Recompense. Were it in my power to do
so, I would rather leave you with a gift. Not wisdom,
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which I have not and no man can give; hut the next

best thing: the love of wisdom, for which philosophy

is but a,nother word. For to love wisdom is also to

love science, and prudence; it is to seek peace in the

inner accord of each mind with itself and in the'mutual

accord of all minds.
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